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@GRAND VALLEY STATE 
UNIVERSITY 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
NEWS 
Public Relations 
Allendale, Michi an 49401 
616/895-2221 
Sharon J. Coeling 
Director of News Services 
January 19, 1988 
GVSU WINTER SEMESTER ENROLLMENT UP 
Winter semester enrollment at GVSU stands at 9,251 students, 
a 7.9 ercent increase over last winter and an all-time winter 
semester enrollment high for the university. 
According to Assistant Vice President and Dean of Academic 
Services Robert Fletcher, much of the increase is due to the 
availability of classes at the Grand Ra ids cam us. 
"This winter we're able to offer 160 class sections in Grand 
Ra ids," Fletcher said. "That's a 40 ercent increase over the 
number of GVSU classes in Grand Ra ids last winter." 
Fletcher also em hasized the vital student support services 
available downtown. "Being able to see an advisor, register, 
urchase books, and attend classes all at a convenient Grand 
Ra ids location are definitely im ortant elements for many of our 
students. We look forward to continuing to expand our offerings 
downtown to meet the growing needs of the rofessional 
community." 
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GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE 
Allendale, Michigan 49401 • 616/895-6611 
FO  IMMEDIATE ELEASE 
MEDIA ADVISO Y 
Sharon J. coeling 
Director of News Services 
January , 1988 
On Saturday and Sunday, January 30 and 31, the GVSU Student 
Senate will host the inaugural meeting of the Michigan Collegiate 
Student Council (MCSC). Delegates from over 40 colleges and 
universities around the state will participate. 
"Our purpose is to encourage student leaders to share their 
common concerns as well as their expertise in various situations 
to benefit the entire group," said GVSU student senator Dave 
Groh. He, along with several other student senators at GVSU, 
began developing the concept of the MCSC last fall. They've 
invited each two- and four-year college and university in the 
state to send two delegates to the initial meeting. Groh said 
this first meeting will really be a "Constitutional Convention, 
where we discuss our purposes and elect officers." 
Meetings will be held at GVSU on Saturday from 10 a.m. to 
3 p.m. In the evening the group will re-convene at the Gerald .
Ford Presidential Museum in Grand apids. From 7 to 9 p.m., 
Michigan State Senator Vern Ehlers along with State 
epresentatives Mary Brown and Ken Sikkema will address the 
students. Late evening regional meetings at the Days Inn will 
follow. 
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January 28, 1988 
On Sunday, regional sessions will continue at the GVSU 
campus from 12:15 to 1:30 p.m. Following a general session from 
2 to 4 p.m., the group will have a final meal together before 
adjourning. 
"Our hopes are for an experience that will increase our 
leadership abilities while enabling us to solve some of the 
problems and concerns we all face," Groh said. 
For more information and/or to arrange for interviews, contact 
Dave Groh or ic Jewell at the GVSU Student Senate Office, 895-
3231. 
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@GRAND VAI EV STATE 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
NEWS 
Public Relations 
Allendale, Michigan 49401 
616/895-3221 
Sharon J. Coeling 
Director of News Services 
January 29, 1988 
RECORD WINTER ENROLLMENT AT GVSU 
Winter semester enrollment at Grand Valley State University 
stand  at 8,7.30 students. That figure is a 10.3 percent increase 
over last year's winter figures and is the university's highest 
winter enrollment ever. 
Among the four class levels of undergraduate students, 
seniors number the highest at 2,102. That total is balanced by 
freshmen, numbering 2,081. There are 1,679 graduate students. 
GVSU offers over 70 academic degree programs in dozens of 
liberal arts and professional subject areas. 
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N W  
Public Relations
Allendale, Michigan 49401 
616/895-3221 
Sharon J. Coeling 
Director of News Services 
February 2, 1988 
FEBRUARY/MARCH LUNCHBREAK SERIES CONCERTS 
Grand Valley State University continues its 1987/1988 
Lunchbreak Series with a perfor ance by pianist Eleanor Paul, on
Tuesday, February 9. A native Frenchwo an, Paul perfor ed her 
first recital at the age of five in Paris. She studied with 
Rudolf Serkin and graduated fro  Curtis Institute of Music when
she was seventeen. The De Vos Quartet whose members are the 
first chair players of the Grand Rapids Symphony string section, 
will perfor  on Tuesday, February 16. 
On Friday, February 19, the GVSU Faculty Woodwind Quintet 
will perform. Led by Professor Paul Grischke of the GVSU 
faculty, the ensemble features Grand Rapids Symphony artists. 
The Quink vocal quintet fro  Amsterdam will perfor  on
Wednesday, February 24. Their repertoire consists of a variety 
of musical styles fro  the renaissance period to the 20th 
century. On Thursday, February 25, the Theatre Ballet of Canada 
will present an encore perfor ance. Formed in 1981, the ten 
dancers have perfor ed in Canada, the United States, and Latin 
America. 
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Lunchbreak -2- February , 1988 
Guitarist Bartolome Dia , a native Venezuelan artist, will 
perfor  on Monday, March 14. Diaz tours widely in Europe and the 
United States. On Wednesday, March 16, clarinetist John Denmon 
will perfor  with his wife, pianist Paula Fan. Denmon appears in 
concerts, recitals, and as a soloist with orchestras combining 
both jaz  and classical music. 
Husband-wife piano duo Moon and Lee will perfor  on
Thursday, March 24. Native Koreans, these two pianists began 
piano lessons at the age of five. Lee is currently a member of 
the Music Faculty at Michigan State University. 
In the final March Lunchbreak Concert, pianist Andreas Klein 
will perfor  on Wednesday, March 30. The native West German 
studied with the world-famous pi'anist, Claudio Arrau. In 1985, 
Klein released his first digital LP containing the 24 Chopin 
Preludes. 
All Lunchbreak Series Concerts are held fro  12 noon to 
1 p.m. in the Calder Fine Arts Center. Admission is free. 
Attendees are invited to bring a sack lunch or to purchase a
light lunch in the theatre. lobby. 
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Director of News Services 
February , 1988 
GVSU TO HOST BLACK HISTORY MONTH ACTIVITIES 
In commemoration of Black History Month, Grand Valley State 
University is hosting lectures by two black professionals, each 
with their own unique insights into the American Black 
experience. Both programs are free and open to the public. 
On Friday, February 12, noted black writer and musician Nikki 
Giovanni will speak. She lives and works in Cincinnati, Ohio, 
where she addresses numerous groups--from elementary school 
children to Rotary Club members- on what it means to be Black and 
what it means to be an artist. Giovanni has written 12 books of 
poetry as well as other volumes containing compilations of her 
essays and conversations. She is also a vocalist and has seven 
recordings to her credit. She holds honorary degrees fro  
several colleges and universities and teaches creative writing at 
the college level. 
On Monday, February 22, the Senior Editor of Ebony magazine, 
Lerone Bennett, will speak. Bepnett. is a renowned author, poet, 
biographer, and social historian whose works have been translated 
into five languages. His publications include: Before the 
Mayflower: A History of the Negro in America, The Negro Mood, and 
Black Power USA. Bennett travels extensively to lecture at 
colleges and universities across the country. He is an expert on
the Black experience and the development of Black America. 
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Black History --2- February 2, 1988 
Both lectures will begin at 6 p.m. and will be held in the 
upper level of Kirkhof Center on GVSU's Allendale campus. The 
programs are sponsored by the university's Black Student Union 
and funded by the Student Senate. 
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Sharon J. Coeling 
Director of News Services 
February 4, 1988 
GVSU TO HOST SELF-MADE MILLIONAIRE 
Wally Amos, who shined shoes in Florida as a boy, came from a
broken home, and started his professional life as a shipping 
clerk, now runs a multi-million dollar business. 
He tours the country as a motivational speaker and will be at 
GVSU on Monday, February 15, at 8 p.m. in the Calder Fine Arts 
Center. Admission is free and open to the public. 
Amos has written The Famous Amos Story which chronicles his 
experiences building a business on one product--the chocolate 
chip cookie. "Famous Amos" cookie stores began with a $25,000 
investment Amos solicited from his show business friends ten 
years ago and was the first store in the world to sell only 
chocolate chip cookies. When asked about his entrepreneurial 
wisdom he says, "The secrets to my success are that there are no
secrets." He readily admits that he got where he is today 
through his own hard work. "Life is an inside job," he says. He 
shares with his audiences "the ingredient for discovering the 
power in you." 
MEDIA ADVISORY 
Amos will be available for interview on a limited. basis on
February 15. If you want to set up an interview time, please 
call Max Gibbard in the GVSU Student Activities Office, 895-
3295. 
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12 noon: Lunchbreak. GVSU Faculty String Quartet. Free. 
Calder ine Arts Center. 
Monday, April 11 
12 noon: Lunchbreak. 
Eric Ziolek .• ree. 
Wednesday, April 13 
Pianb bud, Julianne VandenWyngaard and 
Calder Fine Arts Center. 
12 noon: 
ree. 
Lunchbreak. Trio Dell'Arte, violin, cello, piano. 
Calder ine Arts Center. 
Sunday, April 17 
4 p.m.: Concert, featuring Grand Valley University-Community 
Orchestra, GVSU Singers, and estival Chorale. Lee 
Copenhaver, conductor. ree. Calder ine Arts Center. 
Monday, April 18, - riday, April 22 
10 a.m.-5 p.m., Monday-Friday: Art Exhibit. Graduating 
photography majors. Calder Art Gallery. 
Thursday, April 21 
8 p.m.: Concert. GVSU Studio Jazz Orchestra and Small Jazz 
Ensembles. Daniel Kovats, conductor. Admission, $1. Calder 
ine Arts Center. 
Sunday, April 24 
3 p.m.: Choral Concert. Ellen Pool, conductor. ree. Calder 
ine Arts Center. 
Monday, April 25, - riday, April 29 
10 a.m.-5 p.m., Monday-Friday: Art Exhibit. BFA show. Calder 
Art Gallery. 
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GVSU TO HOST HOSPITALITY/TOURISM MANAGEMENT CAREER DAYS 
Grand Valley State University expects nearly 600 guests on
Wednesday and Thursday, February 17 and 18, for the fifth annual 
Michigan Council Hotel Restaurant Institutional Education 
(MICHRIE) Career Days. This will be the first time GVSU has 
hosted the event. 
The purpose of Career Days, according to George Wolfe, 
Chairman of GVSU's Hospitality/Tourism Management Program and 
President of MICHRIE, is "to help students learn about career 
opportunities in the industry and to give graduating students an 
opportunity to interview with national and regional hospitality 
and tourism companies." Nearly 50 companies will display and 
interview and over 300 students from 20 colleges and universities 
will participate. 
Activities will include a panel of food and lodging experts 
discussing "Key Elements to a Successful Interview," culinary 
arts demonstrations, and a eynote address entitled "The 
Psychology of Being Boss" by Harold J. Serpe, President of Midway
Hospitality Corporation. 
Serpe will be available for media interviews from 4 to 8 p.m. 
on Wednesday, February 17. Attached is a schedule of events 
and a list of participating companies, as well as colleges 
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., . and uniyersities that· will':be represented. 
. ~l? 
are invited to attend any of the events. 
= 
Media representatives 
Call George Wolfe at 895-3160 for more information or to 
schedule an interview. 
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fICHRIE: =CAREER DAYS 
. i, ebr!'~rT17 /18 .• ,1988 
GRAND VALLEY STATE UNIVERSITY 
·Allendale~ Michigan 
EVENT PROGRAM . . (All activities held in the Kirkhof Center, Grand Valley State University) 
. , . 
Registration Check-in (Lobby, main entrance) 
.Check-in upon arrival for all .company 
· reps, faculty, students (Feb. 17) 
.Check-in for all students ten minutes 
MICHRIE nfonnation Booth (Upper level hallw, 
.Company reps may contact faculty/student 
host/hostess . . 
before interview appointment (Feb. 18) .General infonnation for MICHRIE Career 
_Days · 
1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
5:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. 
~WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 17 
- Re istration Check-in: 
.Host-Hostess ss1gnment 
.General orientation of property 
.Booth Display ~et~up 
D Panel Discussion: 
.rop1c: Rey Elements To A Successful 
Interview · 
. oderator:· Randolph Lawton, NW Michigan 
College 
.Panelists:. Bob Clayton (Wendys) 
John Johnson (Stouffers) 
Tina Lopez (ARA) 
Dennis Minchella (Chi-Chi's) 
Pat Powers (Nippersink Resort) 
(Open ·to all students:, faculty, and company reps) 
Lobby, main.level 
Promenade, upper lE 
Portside, lower 
level 
Cabins D-E-F • 
upper 1e·vel 
.. . 
Please note:" This session is not open.to students; 
however. ARA Food Service willtie operating a food 
concession service in the lower level of Kirkhof. Center. 
. (Promenade) 
6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. .. ( 
- Career Days Ice Breaker: . 
.Hosplfailty recephon for students, 
faculty and company representatives. 
.Ideal time for students to make interview 
Cabins D-E-F, 
upper level 
(Promenade) 
' arrangements with company reps who stil 1 
have "open" interview times after the lottery. · 
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. I -8:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m. - CAREER DAY Keynote. Address: . uThe Psychology"£~ 
·_;:~. · · of ·Being· Boss~ -
~,- .Welcome: George ·wolfe. MICHRIE President 
. (GVSU) 
.Introductions: Bill Garrison. Ferris State
.Speaker: Harold J. Serpe. President 
Midway Hospitality Corporation 
. ·" .. 
THURSDAY, . FEBRUARY 18 · .. 
Dining Room 
Adjacent Portside 
· lower level · 
Interview Check-In (Lobby. main entrance) 
.All students must check-in at 
,;Interview Check-in des " at least 
10 minutes before interview schedule 
MICHRIE nformation.Booth (Upper level hallwa; 
.Company reps may contact faculty/student 
host/hostess
.General information for MICHRIE Career 
Days 
8:00 a.m. - 9:00 a.m. - Continental Breakfast for ALL 
students. faculty. and company reps 
8:15 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. - MICHRIE MEETING: 
9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. 
.For MICHRIE_.members only 
- ON-GOING ACTIVITIES: 
.Company Displays 
.Pre-scheduled Interviews (20 minute sessions) 
9:30 a.m. - 10:30 a·.m. -Culinary Arts Demonstration 
11:00 a.m. - noon 
.Introduction: Bob Garlough. Grand Rapids 
. . Juhior College . 
• Demonstration by: Terrance G. Dunn . 
Food and Beverage Instructor 
Grand Rapids Junior Coll_ege 
.Topic: Methods of Tableside Cookery 
- Culinary Arts Demonstration 
.Introduction: Robert Zemke. Oakland 
· Colllllunity College 
.Demonstration by: Kevin Enright 
. Chef Instructor 
Oakland Colllllunity College 
.Topic: Techniques in Garde Manger 
Promenade. upper 
level 
Cabin .D ~ . . upper 
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• LUNCH . 
·: .. ~ 
• Company Representatives · :. -
.Display personnel {noon-12:40 p.m.) 
• Interview personne1·(12:40 - 1:20 p.m.) 
·(obtain-box lunch with show of ticket •. ·. 
courtesy of .MICHRIE) · 
. IC RIE Faculty 
.Box lunch with show of prepaid ticket 
• ARA Concession Service. options . 
. IC RIE.Students . 
• ARA Concession-Service, Menu Specials 
with show of Institution Name tags 
1:20 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. - On-Going Activities 
.Company Displays 
3:00 p.m. 
· .Pre-scheduled Interviews (20 minute sessions) 
- Event Closing · 
.Brea down of Display Areas 
.Evaluation Forms collected by 
Faculty and Student.Host/Hostess 
ENO OF EVENT 
Cabins E-F. uppe 
level .. 
·cabins E-F. uppe 
level 
Ki r hof Center• 
level 
Kir hof Center. 
level · 
Promenade. upper 
level 
Mainsail. main 1 
Promenade, upper 
level 
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MtdvwaImJJvyv
IvVWwtJ ^.cF.ytV aV.♦vwO.W, 
Ct♦vVKmwW ImJJvyv 
HtOWvwV ^.cF.ytV aV.♦vwO.W, 
Rvww.O UWtWv aV.♦vwO.W, 
-EwtVh GtK.hO YfV.mw ImJJvyv 
-EwtVh ktJJv, UWtWv aV.♦vwO.W, 
-AvVw, Rmwh ImuufV.W, ImJJvyv
-SvVW UWtWv aV.♦vwO.W,' 
-^fOdvymV MfO.VvOO ImJJvyv 
-^fOdvymV ImuufV.W, ImJJvyv 
-TmwWFqvOWvwV ^.cF.ytV ImJJvyv 
-TmwWFqmmh DVOW.WfWv 
-PtdJtVh ImuufV.W, ImJJvyv 
-U.vVt Av.yFWO ImJJvyv 
-etOFWvVtq ImuufV.W, ImJJvyv
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L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LMmi H♦tVO RtwuOp DVc-
LMfwyvw S.Vy 
LIFtwJ.v6O GvOWtfwtVWO 
IF.6IF.6O DVc-
LCvVV,6O GvOWtfwtVWO 
HbvJ DVVO ms uvw.ct 
L^w- RtiJvO
LRfww6O M.OFmK ItsvWvw.tO 
EmwhmV Rmmh Uvw♦.cv ;C.OKJt, mVJ,° 
EwtVh Bwt♦vwOv GvOmwW k.JJtyv 
LEwmfVh GmfVhp DVc-
AtwJv, AmWvJO 
UFtVW, Iwvvd 
LAmJJ,6O DVc-
LAmW T Tmq AtuifwyvwOp DVc- 
DVWvwOWtWv AmWvJO ImwK-
YfuvwO AmWvJOp gBC
^tww.mWW ImwK- ~ImwK- Avth!ftwWvwO
HJ.tO MwmWFvwO GvOWtfwtVWOp DVc-
^tww.mWW ^twcm DOJtVh 
^tww.mWW kt.J 
L^tww.mWW BtV~Btw~ 
L^cCmVtJhO ImwK-
^.hqt, ^mWmw gmhyv 
I-- ^fvw 
T.KKvwO.Vd GvOmwW
PJyt6O S.WcFvVp DVc- ;h.OKJt, mVJ,° 
LN.xxt AfWp DVc-
LNmVhvwmOtp DVc-
LGvh Gmms DVVO 
LGmWF rmfVy NvwOmVVvJ 
UcFfJvw6O DVc-
LUWvtd tVh Jv 
LUWmfssvw GvOWtfwtVW ImwK-
UfytwJmth GvOmwW 
LBtcm MvJJ ImwK-
LaV.♦vwOtJ GvOWtfwtVWO 
LetyO ms etJywvvVO 
LevVh,6O DVWvwVtW.mVtJ 
Le,tWW ItsvWvw.tOp DVc-
;h.OKJt, mVJ,°0
;h.OKJt, mVJ,°
LwvsvwO Wm cmuKtV.vO qFm OW.JJ Ft♦v mKvV .VWvw♦.vq tKKm.VWuvVW W.uvO-
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M CHRIE CAREER DAYS 
1988 
~,RTI_CI~A _ING ~STUDENTS REPRESENT 
. . -
1/26/88 
• Ba.ke~Col l ege 
.Central Michigan University
.Davenport College 
.Eastern Michigan University
.Ferris State University
.Grand Rapids Junior College 
.Grand Valley State University
.Henry Ford Conmunity College 
.Ken·t ·state Uni ersiti-
.Muskegon Business College 
.Muskegon Community College 
.Northwestern Michigan College 
.Northwood Institute 
.Oakland Community College 
.Siena Heights College 
.Washtenaw Conillunity College 
(PARTICIPATING COMPANIES 
ARA Services Marriott Marco Island 
*Arnold Mackinac Island Servi e Marriott Vail 
*Baker Square Restaurant *Marriott Tan-Tar-A 
*Bill Knapp's Restaurants *McDonalds Corp. 
*Bob Evans Farms, In . Midway Motor Lodge 
*Burger King C.A. Muer 
*Charlie's Restaurants Nippersink Resort 
Chi'Chi's Inc. Olga's Kit hen, In . (display only)" 
*Denny's Restaurants *Pizza Hut, In . · 
Exel Inns of America *Ponderosa, In . 
*Mr. Fables *Red Roof Inns 
*Furr's Bishop Cafeterias *Roth Young Personnel 
Gordon Food Servi e (Display only) S huler's In . 
Grand Traverse Resort Village *Steak and Ale 
*Ground Round, In . *Stouffer Restaurant Corp. 
Harley Hotels Sugarload Resort 
Shanty Creek *Taco Bell Corp. 
*Holly's Inc. ~Uni ersal Restaurants 
*Hot N Now Hamburgers, In . *Wags of Walgreens 
Interstate Hotels Corp. *Wendy's International 
Jumers Hotels, LTD *Wyatt Cafeterias, In . 
Marriott Corp. -Corp. Headquarters (display only)• f\~tt,~s ~sac..iir~.:i::.-.c. 
Elias Brothers Restaurants, In . (display only) 
*refers to ompanies who still have open interview appointment times. 
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@GRAND VALLEY S ATE NEWS Public RelationsAllendale, Michigan 49401 
616/895-3221 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE Sharon J. Coeling 
Director of News Services 
February 12, 1988 
BOARD OF CONTROL ELECTS OFFICERS,
APPROVES BEW STUDENT HOUSING PLANS 
The Grand Valley State University Board of Control 
unanimously re-elected Maxine M. Swanson for her fifth 
consecutive term as Chairman of the Board. The group elected 
Robert C. Pew as Vice Chairman, replacing A. Robert Kleiner who
was elected Vice President in February of 1987 and died in June. 
Three GVSU staff members were re-appointed to their Board 
offices: Jean Enright, Executive Assistant to the President as 
Secretary; Ronald F. Vansteeland, Vice President for 
Administration, as Treasurer; and James Willette, Business and 
Finance Officer, as Assistant Treasurer. 
The Board approved a student Housing Project Schedule calling 
for the construction of four additional on-campus housing units 
that will house nearly 200 students. The new buildings will be 
similar to the four new student living centers that were opened 
last fall. Each building houses 48 students and features a
central common "great room" area and 12 bedroom suites. 
Bart Merkle, Dean of Students at GVSU, presented the 
rationale for constructing the new housing units. "Our campus 
continues to grow rapidly, and we expect that trend to continue 
in spite of the transfer of many of our professional and graduate 
degree classes to our new Grand Rapids Center in the spring." 
-more-
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Board of Control -2- February 12, 1988 
Merkle presented statistics showing current student housing 
occupancy at 100 percent. Enrollment last fall was just under 
nine thousand and university officials predict a five percent 
annual enrollment increase through 1992. "Even with the 200
additional beds the new housing units would provide, there is 
still a substantial market for additional private housing 
adjacent to campus," Merkle said. "In fact, private developers 
plan to construct enough additional housing in the area for 
nearly 500 more. students by the fall 1992 semester. The 
university's periphery is certainly ripe for additional private 
student housing development." 
GVSU President Arend D. Lubbers said he's enthusiastic about 
the living center concept for the new buildings. He pointed out 
the social and financial advantages of that concept. "Our four 
new student living centers are the 'best on campus' according to 
the students living there. Financially, the living center 
building concept allows us to add student housing in small 
increments as we need them. I see our enrollment growth 
projections as conservative in light of our recent experiences. 
Although nationally the 18-22-year-old population has decreased 
over the past several years, the trend has not resulted in a
decrease of traditional-age students at GVSU. We've continued to 
see an increase in our traditional-age students and thus also an 
increase in the demand for on-campus housing for those students .. " 
-more-
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Board of Control 
-3- February 12, 1988 
Merkle said preliminary plans call for three buildings that 
will be slightly larger than the four existing living center 
units. Fryling Construction Company, which built those 
buildings, has been selected as the general contractor for the 
new project. Projections call for the buildings to be completed 
in time for fall 1989 occupancy. 
In other action, the Board of Control approved the purchase 
of a River Ridge Condominium. The River Ridge project is located 
just north of the GVSU campus on Lake Michigan Drive. The 
university plans to modify the unit to accommodate visiting 
faculty and guests. Grand Valley State formerly used the Russel 
H. Kirkhof estate for that purpose, but sold that estate last 
year. 
-END-
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@GRAND VALLEY S ATE 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MARCH 
Tuesday, March 15 - Friday, April 8 
ALENDAR 
OF EVENTS 
Public Relations Office 
26 Zumberge Library 
Allendale, Michigan 49401 
616-895-3221 or895-7112 
Sharon Coeling 
Director of News Services 
February 12, 1988 
10 a.m.-5 p.m., Monday-Friday, Thursdays til 7 p.m.: Art 
Exhibit. Juried Student Show. Calder Art Gallery. 
Monday, March 14 
12 noon: Lunchbreak. Bartolome Diaz, guitarist. Free. 
Calder Fine Arts Center. 
Wednesday, March 16 
12 noon: Lunchbreak. 
Fan, pianist. Free. 
Thursday, March 24 
John Den an, clarinetist, with Paula 
Calder Fine Arts Center. 
12 noon: Lunchbreak. Moon and Lee, duo pianists. Free. 
Calder Fine Arts Center. 
Friday, March 25 
8 p.m.: Choral Concert. Ellen Pool, conductor. Free. Calder 
Fine Arts Center. 
Wednesday, March. 30 
12 noon: Lunchbreak. Andreas Klein, pianist. Free. Calder 
Fine Arts Center. 
-END-
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OTTAWA COUNTY AWARDS GVSO $3000 FOR GROUNDWATER STUDY 
Grand Valley State University's Water Resources Institute has 
received a $3,000 award fro  Ottawa County to support and 
accelerate a groundwater study being conducted by Geology 
Professor Norman Ten Brink. The study involves roducing 
com uter-generated information showing Ottawa County's well 
sites, topographic ma s of the elevation and slope of 
groundwater levels, and diagrams of sub-surface groundwater 
storage areas. 
"This grant will enable us to accelerate our work and com ile 
all the infor ation sooner," Ten Brink said. He said he ex ects 
to have the roject com leted b~ J~n~ 1 with a total of 2,000 
well records entered into the com uter database. 
Groundwater information allows government and health 
officials, as well as land developers and businesses, to discover 
the location of major groundwater sources and their recharge and 
discharge areas. Knowledge of groundwater sources and flow 
direction can eliminate costly research and otential roblems 
with building on an unsuitable site. 
Ottawa County Planner Josh Austin said, "We're the fastest 
growing county in Michigan. The otential growth of our county 
-more-
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will have an im act on the environment, including water quality, 
so this study is im ortant for our long range lanning." 
Ten Brink ointed out the ractical advantages of the 
roject. "Our information allows the county to tell the ublic 
where the water sources are before hiring a well driller. We can 
alert county officials to otential sources of groundwater 
contamination before roblems beco e extreme. 
"The grant fro  Ottawa County is significant because it comes 
fro  the ublic we're serving," he said. "Maintaining a high 
quality of consumable groundwater is one of the rimary goals of 
the Water Resources Institute, and it's im ortant to our efforts 
to have this vote of confidence fro  the eople out there who can 
benefit fro  our work." 
-END-
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GVSU STUDENTS A'ITEND TRAINING SEMINAR AT DIGITAL EQUIPMENT 
CORPORATION 
Digital Equip ent Corporation, Boston, hosted its first 
student seminar last December and eight Grand Valley State 
University business students were selected to attend. Entitled 
"Effective Management Presentations," the seminar feature  
teaching the students how to make business presentations. 
Participants were videotaped using the presentation skills they 
had just learned and DEC staff members provided immediate 
feedback by critiquing the students and offering suggestions for 
improvement. 
Students were selected for the program based on their 
business potential as determined by their professors, and their 
grade point average. All of the students were seniors majoring 
in management, finance, accounting, marketing, or facilities 
management. DEC covered the total cost of the program, including 
transportation, instruction, equip ent, lodging, and graduation 
ceremonies. 
Patrick Cataldo, Vice President of Educational Services at 
Digital and a former Executive-in-Residence at GVSU, cited the 
company's rationale for conducting the program. "There is a 
growing consensus that in order to remain competitive, 
corporations and universities must work together more closely," 
he said. "Digital sponsored this program to contribute to that 
-more-
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goal through GVSU and to esta lish contacts with members of the 
educational community." He said the company's experience with 
the GVSU students was so successful that DEC is planning to 
expand the program this year to include six universities. 
Participating students recognized the benefits of the 
program. 
"The mixture of the practical side of business, along with 
academics, is necessary in the overall education of a student," 
said Randall Freeb rg,. a management student from Grand Rapids. 
"The highlight of my college career was when I spent five 
days in Massachusetts, participating in Digital's program," said 
Theresa Novak, a Madison Heights management student. "I found 
out what it was like to finally be out of school and in the real 
world work,tng." 
Diane Stock, a facilities management student from Lansing, 
said, "Corporate visits educate in areas where formal schooling 
cannot. I hope there will be many more opportunities for future 
students to participate in similar events.  
Following is a list of the students who participated in the 
program along with their majors and hometowns. 
Name 
Randall Freeb rg 
Brett Freeman 
Thomas Galinski 
Major 
(Management) 
(Management) 
(Facilities Mngmt)
-more-
Hometown 
Grand Rapids 
Grand Rapids 
Ludington 
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Debra Jones 
Amy Norkus 
Theresa Novak 
Susan Roberts 
Diane Stock 
. . . .. 
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(Management) 
(Accounting) 
February 17, 1988 
Farmington Hills 
Grand Rapids 
(Management) Madison Heights 
(Marketing) Lowell 
(Facilities Mngmt) Lansing 
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NI E CLUB SERIES O FEA URE IMPERSONATOR, 
MOTOWN SOUND 
Grand Valley State's Nite Club Series will feature three 
special performances in March. All programs are free and begin 
at 9 p.m. in the Kirkhof Center. 
On hursday, March 10, ony Domenico will do a stand-up 
comedy routine that features impersonations of over a dozen 
characters including Dr. Ruth Westheimer and Pee Wee Herman. 
Domenico performs in clubs around the country and has appeared on
various television shows. 
Motown sound comes to GVSU on Fri ay, March 18, with a Rick 
Kelley concert. Kelley combines Motown/Beach music with original 
compositions to present a concert that includes variety and 
audience involvement. Kelley performs on campuses across the 
country and appeared at over 120 colleges and universities last 
year. 
Motown continues on Saturday, March 19, with "Heard It 
hrough he Grapevine," a program featuring an encore performance 
by Rick Kelley followed by Regency, a five-piece a cappella group 
that began as a street act in Baltimore. he group combines 
swing, classic motown, Beatles, country and western, and current 
top 40 tunes with original choreography. Regency has toured 
clubs and festivals and has performed at over 350 college 
campuses nationwide. 
.-END-
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Grand Valley State University will hold a news conference on
Wednesday, February 24, at 8:30 a.m. to announce one of the 
largest cash gifts in the history of the University. The news 
conference will be held at the Grand Rapid  Press Club. 
-END-
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INTERNATIONAL EXPERT PRESENTS G SU SERIES ON ARAB-ISRAEL CONFLICT 
Persons interested in gaining insight into the ongoing Arab-
Israel conflict can register next month or an unique learning 
opportunity from Grand alley State University. 
Former National Security Council member, Dr. Raymond Tanter, 
now a political science professor at the University of Michigan, 
will administer a G SU fall semester course on "The Arab-Israel 
Conflict", both at the university's new center in Grand Rapids 
and at its Lakeshore Center in Muskegon. A highlight of the 
course will be five public lecture-discussion sessions presented 
by Dr. Tanter himself in September, October, and November. 
Because of the fluidity of the Arab-Israel situation, Dr. Tanter 
will base his lectures on existing conditions on the scheduled 
date for each lecture. Anyone interested only in Dr. Tanter's 
five lectures -- either in Grand Rapids or Muskegon -- may send a 
$15.00 registration fee to the Muskegon Community Foundation, c/o 
Sylvia Kaufman, Amstore Corporation, Muskegon. 
Grand alley state University Registrar Lynn Blue recommends 
that anyone interested in the two-credit course -- PLS 380 
take advantage of a special early mail registration, March 7 
through March 25. Blue noted, "Dr. Tanter is recognized 
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internationally for his expertise on the Middle East and Persian 
Gulf regions, and with the class open for auditing as well as 
for credit, we anticipate a high level of interest. 
"In Muskegon, where the Jewish community is celebrating its 
centennial, registration for our Lakeshore Center class -- held 
at Frauenthal Center and Muskegon Community College -- could be 
particularly heavy." 
"For this course, persons who merely want to audit, as well 
as currently enrolled students at other area colleges, may take 
advantage of the Advance Mail Registration usually offered only 
to regular G SU students," said Blue. 
Dr. Tanter received his Ph.D. from Indiana University and 
taught at Northwestern before going to the Netherlan s as a
Fulbright Scholar in 1972. From 1973 through 1978 he was a
visiting professor at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, where 
he studied Israel's foreign policy system and taught political 
methodology. He returned to join the faculty at Michigan, served 
on the National Security Council in 1981 and 1 82, became 
Secretary of State Alexander Haig's representative to European 
arms control talks, then returned to Michigan. He has just 
completed a book, Who's at the Helm? Lessons of Lebanon, 
examining what he calls the inability of the Reagan adminis-
tration to synthesize force and diplomacy in the Middle East. 
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Interested persons may obtain more information about the 
class from the G SU Registrar's Office on the main campus at 
895-3327, from the university's Lakeshore Center at 773-3117, or 
from the Grand Rapids center at 242-6603. 
Persons desiring more information about Dr •. Tanter's five 
public lectures may contact Sylvia Kaufman at Amstore Corporation 
in Muskegon, at 722-6681. These lecture dates are September 19, 
September 26, October 3, and November 7 and 14. Scheduled times: 
in Grand Rapids, 3:30--5:30pm; in Muskegon, 7:30-9:30pm. 
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L. V. EBER ARD GIVES $1. 25 MILLION TO GVSU 
L. V. Eberhard, owner of the Eberhard chain of 22 super-
markets, and Bud's Discount Pharmacy stores, has given Grand 
Valley State University the largest single cash gift in its 
history, according to an announcement from GVSU President Arend 
D. Lubbers. 
"Mr. Eberhard is contributing a total·of $1.25 million," said 
Lubbers. "One million is designated towards the completion of our 
new facility in downtown Grand Rapids and $250,000 is designated 
to establish a permanent scholarship program. 
"Grand Valley's new center in Grand Rapids will be named in 
honor of Mr. Eberhard, as an expression of appreciation for this 
extraordinary generosity," said Lubbers. 
Eberhard, an 85-year-old pioneer in the supermarket grocery 
business, is known by his friends as a steady, but unassuming 
supporter of a variety of community causes including Junior 
Achievement, the United Way, and the John Ball Park Zoo. In 
addition to his personal philanthropy, he chann·e1s five percent 
of his company's profits into charity. 
Eberhard said he views his contribution to the new GVSU 
building in Grand Rapids as "a million dollar challenge." In his 
words, "It is crucially important to be able to avoid cutting 
-more-
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corners in the completion of this new facility. It should be 
furnished and equipped as completely as possible while it is 
being built, so I see that as the immediate need. On the other 
hand, enrollment continues to grow on GVSU's main campus at 
Allendale. It also deserves funding from private contributors 
to meet growing needs which the state is unable to provide. 
"That's why I consider my gift to the university's downtown 
building as a million dollar challenge. It's a way of kicking 
off an all-out effort among GVSU alumni and friends to bring in 
another million dollars -- this time earmarked exclusively for 
Allendale's needs." 
In discussing the reasons behind his· gift to GVSU, Eberhard 
offered some personal history as background. "My circumstances 
as a young man made it _impossible for me to get the formal 
education I wanted," he said. He has worked in the food business 
since he was six years old, when he started helping his father 
deliver milk in a horse drawn wagon. He was only twelve when his 
father died at the age of 35. For years after that he was able 
' to attend school only part time and intermittently while working 
with his mother in the small grocery store she established to 
support the family. 
"I managed to skip several grades, graduate from Central High 
School, and attend Junior College for a semester," Eberhard 
said. "That was as far as I got. But even today I remember 
ideas -- and wisdom -- passed on to me by fine teachers in some 
-more-
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of my classes back then. And I have been blessed with enough 
energy and curiosity and discipline to continue studying and 
learning on my own. 
"As Grand Valley's facility downtown has taken shape -- with 
its great significance for the educational, ·cultural, and 
economic future of our area -- I knew I wanted to help. I wanted 
to help GVSU become more quickly and fully established as the 
major public university we need for an area as dynamic and 
diversified as Grand Rapids." 
Eberhard described this part of Michigan as unique "in its 
consistent recognition of the value of higher education and in 
the variety of entrepreneurial success stories which begin here. 
The most notable entrepreneurial successes have tended to be 
individuals with strong ethical ideals and a sense of community 
responsibility," he pointed out. "I believe.a well-rounded 
education contributes importantly to both the competency and the 
character of this entrepreneurial spirit." 
According to Lubbers, "Mr. Eberhard's scholarship gift is the 
largest single scholarship endowment GVSU has ever received. 
Beginning this fall, the L. v. Eberhard Endowment will provide as 
many as 20 GVSU students with $1,000 annual scholarships to 
attend Grand Valley. And this is just the beginning. Because it 
is an endowment, both the number and dollar amount of the 
scholarships will increase over the years as interest earned by 
the fund continues to build." 
-more-
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Lubbers added, "The capital campaign contribution assures the 
achievement of our commitment to provide a state-of-the-future 
facility for upper-level and graduate education, for conferences 
and teleconferences, and for research into the needs of area 
business and industry." 
The original fund-raising target, established in 1985, turned 
out to be low after final construction bids came in. However, 
the campaign cabinet decided it was unwise to increase the goal 
after the drive had been launched. As a result, project 
elements were cut to keep it within the original figures. In the 
spring of 1987, because of the success of the campaign, the 
cabinet decided they could restore the cuts, increase the goal to 
$6.9 million, and continue the campaign until March of 1988. In 
October, a $250,000 Kresge Foundation challenge grant provided 
additional stimulus to the fundraising effo~ts. The goal is 
nearly within reach and the campaign has been scheduled to wrap 
up next month. 
"Now., with this magnificent gift from Mr. Eberhard, the 
Center in Grand. Rapids can be successfully completed," Lubbers 
said. "Fundraising efforts can be shifted to the needs of the 
main campus at Allendale and the development of the Stow & Davis 
property." 
However, said Lubbers, "The original plan could not fully 
anticipate the accelerating regional need for graduate 
engineering and technological research facilities revealed in 
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studies commissioned by The Right Place of the Chamber of 
Commerce and the Greater Grand Rapids Economic Area Team
(GGREAT) • " 
GVSU has been a prime mover in responding to these needs. As
a result, the newly named L. v. Eberhard Center will house a new
Consortium for Engineering Education with undergraduate and 
graduate engineering programs offered by Grand Valley State, 
Michigan State, and Western Michigan Universities. The Center 
will also provide offices and research capabilities for the West 
Michigan Research and Technology Institute of The Right Place. 
And it will house a Center for Integrated Facilities Research --
a partnership of GVSU's Facilities Management program with the 
manufacturers of office systems headquartered in west Michigan 
as an international resource for research, training, and 
consultation in workplace productivity. 
Lubbers said the Eberhard contribution will support program 
enhancements for these initiatives, as well as special down-link 
and up-link facilities for·the teleconference center, "giving 
west Michigan a window on the world fo:r direct, immediate 
information exchange which will contribute to business and 
industry as well as our academic program offerings." 
Lubbers added, IIThe major public universities in Michigan and 
throughout the United States achieved their greatness through a
combination of public funding and generous gifts and endowments 
from private individuals and foundations. In a sense, tax 
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dollars provide the base, while private gifts provide the 
potential for greatness. L. v. Eberhard has thus contributed 
magnificently toward Grand Valley's potential for greatness. 
"The effects of Mr. Eberhard's gift profoundly affect both 
our expanding main campus in Allendale, and our new capabilities 
on Grand Rapids' west bank downtown. His mark on public higher 
education in the region will thus endure far beyond our 
lifetimes. His generosity will contribute significantly to the 
future progress of west Michigan through the thousands of people 
whose lives are enriched as a result of Grand Valley State 
University's presence here." 
Lubbers concluded, "With Mr. Eberhard's contribution, 
together with other gifts anticipated as the drive comes to an 
end, our Grand Design campaign is certain to succeed in its 
purpose: to provide west Michigan with one of the most 
sophisticated educational facilities in the entire Great Lakes 
region." 
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GVSU HOSTS COMPUTER PROGRAMMING CONTEST 
Students from 61 high schools will co pete in the basic 
program ing preliminary contest at Grand Valley State University 
on Monday, February 29, and Tuesday, March 1, from 9 a.m. to 4 
p.m. Schools placing in the top twenty will go on to the finals 
to be hel  on Friday, May 6. This is the eleventh consecutive 
year GVSU has sponsored the contest. 
Participating schools will be represented by teams of four 
students. Each team will be given four co puter program ing 
problems to solve in three hours. Winning teams will be selected 
on the basis of how any problems they solve and the time it 
takes to solve them. 
Each e ber of the winning team will receive a $500 
scholarship to GVSU and the university will .award an additional 
$500 scholarship to another e ber of the winning school's 
student body. Each of the top four teams will receive a plaque. 
Attached is a list of the sixty-one schools participating in 
the contest. 
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SCHOOI.S PARTICIPATING IN THE GVSU COMPUTER PROGRAMMING CONTEST 
Albion 
Andrews Academy 
Big Rapids 
Bloomingdale 
Caledonia Senior High 
Catholic Central 
Centreville 
City High School 
Climax-Scotts Schools 
Coldwater 
Covert Public Schools 
Coloma 
Co stock Park 
Delton Kellogg 
East Grand Rapids 
East Kentwood 
Edwardsburg 
Fennville 
First Assembly Christian 
Forest Hills 
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Fruitport 
Galesburg-Augusta 
Grand Haven Senior High 
Grand Rapids Christian High 
Grand Rapids West Catholic 
Great Lakes Adventist 
Hesperia Co unity School 
Holland 
Ionia 
Jackson County Western 
Jenison 
Kalamazoo Central 
Kenowa Hills 
Kent City Jr./Sr. High 
Lakewood 
Lee High School 
Lowell Senior High 
Marcellus 
Marshall 
Manistee 
Mattawan High School 
Mona Shores 
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Muskegon Catholic Central 
New Buffalo 
Niles Senior High 
Northview 
Ottawa Hills 
Plainwell 
Portage 
Portage Northern 
Reeths-Puffer 
Saugatuck 
Shelby 
St. Johns 
South Haven 
Sparta 
Spring Lake 
Thornapple Kellogg 
West Michigan Christian 
West Ottawa Senior High 
White Pigeon 
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SUMMER JOB EXTRAVAGANZA 
Area high school seniors and college students hoping to land 
jobs this su er will have an opportunity to get a head start 
at Grand Valley State University's ninth annual Su er E ploy ent 
Extravaganza. The event will be held from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
on Wednesday, March 16, in GVSU's Kirkhof Center. over 1,000 
job openings will be represented by e ployers attending this 
year's job fair. 
The purpose of the event is to atch e ployers with su er
job e ployees. E ployers have a chance to screen hundreds of 
prospective e ployees at one sitting and students can interview 
for several jobs in one day. 
Over 50 e ployers, including anufacturing firms, tourist 
attractions, a use ent parks, su er ca ps and temporary sevices, 
will participate. 
According to Maureen Hosteter, Student E ploy ent Represent-
ative, who is Project Coordinator this year, "We are very 
optimistic about the su er job outlook because of the enthusi-
astic response from e ployers and we feel it is a great oppor
tunity for students to find out what types of jobs will be avail-
able to them this su er." 
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Dear Public Sevice Director: 
NEWS 
Public Relations
Allendale, Michigan 49401 
616/895-3221 
Please run the following PSA as often as possible between 
March 7 and March 16. 
Sincerely, 
Sharon Coeling 
Director of News Services 
ATTENTION AREA COLLEGE STUDENTS AND COLLEGE-BOUND HIGH SCHOOL 
SENIORS! LOOKING FOR.A SUMMER JOB? GET A HEAD START AT FINDING
ONE BY ATTENDING GRAND VALLEY STATE UNIVERSITY'S "SUMMER EMPLOY-
MENT EXTRAVAGANZA." COME TO GVSU'S KIRKHOF CENTER ON WEDNES AY, 
MARCH 16, BETWEEN 11 A.M. AND 3 P.M. AND TALK TO OVER 50 EMPLOY-
ERS LOOKING FOR SUMMER HELP. 
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GVSU SPONSORS LITERARY FESTIVAL 
Grand Valley State University's English Department will host the 
Grand Valley Literary Festival at Kirkhof Center on Friday, March 11, 
fro  9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
The Festival will begin at 10 a.m. with fiction readings by
Charles Baxter, author of the recently published First Light and two 
collections of short stories. At 11 a.m. Edward Hirsch, winner of 
the National Book Critics Circle Award and the Delmore Schwartz Award, 
will read fro  his poetry. In the afternoon, winners of a literary 
contest for high school poets and short story writers will read their 
works, beginning at 1:15 p.m. Outstanding GVSU student writers will 
also participate. All events are free and open to the public. 
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G SU HOSTS SCIENCE CONTEST FOR AREA STUDENTS 
Students from over 60 area schools will participate in the 
regional competition of the Science Olympiad Tournament at Grand 
alley State University on Saturday, March 12. Winners will 
compete at the state level on Saturday, April 16, at G SU and 
winners there will go on to the national competition in May. 
Each participating school may send a team of up to 15
students to compete in various events which are designed to 
emphasize a broad range of scientific knowledge. Competitive 
events include: 
-Aerodynamics--students will design and fly airplanes for 
distance and accuracy. 
-Balloon Race--students will attach weights to helium-filled 
balloons and "race" them to the ceiling. 
-Bridge Building--students will compete to build the 
lightest bridge for a standard load. 
-Laser--student will attempt to align a beam from a laser 
around several obstacles. 
-Mousetrap ehicle--Contestants will demonstrate "vehicles" 
they have constructed which use a mousetrap as the sole means of 
propulsion. 
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-Pentathlon--teams of two will run an obstacle course 
similar to that in the television program. "Battle of the Network 
Stars." The teams also meet mental obstacles in five science 
areas along the course. 
After the competition, the students will attend a musical 
event in the Field House Arena, followed by an awards ceremony. 
First, second, and third place olympic-style medals will be given 
for each event. Championship trophies will also be awarded to 
both the high school and middle school teams who score the 
highest in a combination of all events. 
The Science Olympiad Tournament is one of the major projects 
of the Coalition for Excellence in Science and Math Education, a
group of educators, business and industrial leaders, public 
officials, and others in Kent, Muskegon, and Ottawa counties who
have organized to improve science and mathematics education. 
Attached is a list of schools participating in the contest 
and a schedule of events. 
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MICHIGAN SCIENCE OLYMPIAD 
Regional Tournament 
Grand alley State University 
March '12, 1988 
Middle School Participants 
School 
Byron Center Christian 
Calvin Christian Jr. High 
Cedar Springs 
Coopersville Jr. High 
Forest Hills Central 
Forest Hills Northern 
Godwin Heights 
Grand Haven Jr. High 
Grandville Jr. High 
Holland Christian 
Hopkins Jr. High 
Iroquois 
Jackson Park Jr. High 
Jenison Jr. High 
Kelloggsville Jr. High 
Lee 
Mill rook Christian 
Moline Christian 
N.B. Chisholm 
Nickels 
Northeast 
Oakridge 
Orchard iew 
Plymouth Christian 
Ravenna 
Reeths-Puffer Jr. High 
Shel y Jr. High 
st. Isidore 
St. John ianney 
St. Paul the Apostle 
Sylvan Christian · 
Wayland Jr. High 
Westwood 
Byron Center 
Wyoming 
Cedar Springs 
Coopersville 
Grand Rapids 
Grand Rapids 
Wyoming 
Grand Haven 
Grandville 
Holland 
Hopkins 
Grand Rapids 
Wyoming 
Jenison 
Grand Rapids 
Wyoming 
Grand Rapids 
Moline 
Monatgue 
Byron Center 
Grand Rapids 
Muskegon 
Muskegon 
Grand Rapids 
Ravenna 
Muskegon 
Shel y 
Grand Rapids 
Wyoming 
Grand Rapids 
Grand Rapids 
Wayland 
Grand Rapids 
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High School Participants 
School 
Byron Center 
Central 
Creston 
East Kentwood 
Forest Hills Central 
Forest Hills Northern 
Fruitport 
Grand Haven 
Grand Rapids Christian 
Grandville 
Holland Christian 
Hopkins 
Jenison 
Kelloggsville 
Kenowa Hills 
Lee 
Lowell 
Montague 
Orchard iew 
Ottawa Hills 
Plymouth Christian 
Reeths-Puffer 
Rockford 
Sau·gatuck 
Shel y 
Sparta 
Wayland 
West Catholic 
Byron Center 
Grand Rapids 
Grand Rapids 
Kentwood 
Grand Rapids 
Grand Rapids 
Fruitport 
Grand Haven 
Grand Rapids 
Grandville 
Holland 
Hopkins 
Jenison 
Grand Rapids 
Grand Rapids 
Wyoming 
Lowell 
Montague 
Muskegon 
Grand Rapids 
Grand Rapids 
Muskegon 
Rockford 
Saugatuck 
Shel y 
Sparta 
Wayland 
Grand Rapids 
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MICHIGAN SCIENCE OLYMPIAD 
Regional Tournament 
Grand alley State University 
Room Schedule 
Event 
Anatomy 
Designer Genes 
Astronomy 
Bio Process Lab 
Chemical Lab 
Middle School 
11:30 
10:30 
11:30 
9:30 
Periodic Table 12:30 
Computer Program 10:30 
Measurement 9:30 
Metric Estimation 12:30 
Naked Egg Drop 
Orienteering 
9:30 
12:30 
Mystery Substances 10:30 
High School 
9:30 
9:30 
10:30 
12:30 
12:30 
9:30 
9:30 
9:30 
Qual. Analysis 12:30 
Pentathlon 
Science Bowl 
9:30 
9:30 
Tree Identification 12:30 
Topographic Map 
Rocks & Fossils 
Water, Water 
Weather or Not 
Circuit Lab 
Laser Shoot 
9:30 
12:30 
9:30 
12:30 
12:30 
9:30 
11:30 
10:30 
11:30 
12:30 
9:30 
9:30 
Building Room 
Lake Mich 176 
Lake Mich 114 
Manitou 102 
Loutit 215 
Loutit 312 
Loutit 
Mackinac 
Loutit 
Mackinac 
123 
127 
226 
121 
Field House Arena 
Field House 16 
Loutit 
Loutit 
325 
307 
Field House Arena 
Makinac 
Loutit 
109 
326 
Kirkhof Center 
Loutit 
Manitou 
Loutit 
Loutit 
Loutit 
118 
107 
208 
107 
230 
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• 
Mouse Trap Race 9:30 Field House 
Aerodynamics 9:30 Field House Arena 
Bridge Building 9:30 9:30 Field House Arena 
Balloon Race 9:30 9:30 Field House Gym 
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Andrew Brimmer, note  economist and a former member of the 
Federal Reserve Board, will be visiting Grand Valley State 
University on Thursday, March 10. During his two-day visit, 
Brimmer will give a lecture entitled "Monetary Economics" to an 
economics class, meet with area minority leaders, and speak to 
GVSU minority business students. 
Brimmer is currently the President of Brimmer and Company, 
an economic and financial consulting firm base  in Washington, 
D.C. He is also a columnist for Black Enter rise Magazine. He 
was on the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System under 
former President Lyndon B. Johnson, a position he held for over 
eight years. 
Brimmer was instrumental in initiating the 1974 ten percent 
personal income tax rebate to stim late the economy. As Deputy 
Assistant Secretary for Economic Policy Review for the U.S. 
Department of Commerce, Brimmer prepared the 1963 Testimony 
presented to Congress which demonstrated the burden of racial 
segregation on interstate commerce. 
Brimmer will be available for media interviews during his 
visit. If you wish to interview him, contact Michelle Duram at 
895-3145. 
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GVSU SENDS TWO DELEGATIONS TO MODEL LE GUE OF RAB ST TES 
Two GVSU student delegations representing Saudi rabia and 
Oman will participate in this year's Midwest Model of the League 
of Arab States on March 24-26 at Calvin College. The event is 
sponsored by the rab League Information Center and the National 
Council on U.S.-Arab Relations. 
The Model is a simulation of the actual deliberations of the 
League of rab States. Delegates will use debates, caucusing, 
and lobbying as they serve on various committees within the 
League. The experience allows participants to study the role, 
structure, and performance of the League. Eighteen colleges and 
universities will participate. 
History professor James Goode is faculty advisor for the 
student delegations from GVSU.  professor of u.s. and Middle 
Eastern history, Goode spent three years with the Peace Corps in 
Iran. He says he hopes the Model League will illuminate the 
"variety of perspectives in the rab world and place rab 
viewpoints in a better light in the U.S." 
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THEATRE GRAND VALLEY PRESENTS "PIPPI " 
Grand Valley State University's Theatre Grand Valley will 
present the musical "Pippin" as its spring production of the 
1987-88 season. The show, written by Roger Hirson and Ste hen 
Schwartz and originally staged on Broadway, will play for five 
performances in Grand Valley's Louis Armstrong Theatre, in the 
Calder Fine Arts Center on the Allendale campus, April 8, 9, 10, 
15 & 16. 
"'Pippin' remains a landmark in the history of the American 
musical theatre," says director Roger Ellis. It opened in 
New York in 1972 to reviews which hailed the script and its stag-
ing as "a blockbuster spectacle filled with circus, ballet, 
musical comedy, minstrel show, rock concert, clowns, magic and 
vaudeville." 
Loosely based upon the story of King Charlemagne's son, 
Pippin, the show takes a modern approach to the tale of a bored 
young man who has everything but finds no satisfaction in life. 
Believing himself to be an "extraordinary person," he attempts 
extraordinary feats to become famous. Pippin tries to "make it 
big" in the arenas of war, literature, sexual indulgence, 
political reform, religion, and country life-- to find that true 
fulfillment can only arise from sincere commitment to other human 
beings. 
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"Grand Valley's production has pulled together some of the 
most prestigio s guest talent from all the local musical theatre 
stages," says Ellis. He says he's combined their efforts with the 
"best of GVSU' s own student and faculty talent. " Choreography 
for the play will be done by Ken Tepper, known in the area for 
his work with shows at the Civic and Circle Theatres, the Civic 
Ballet, and at Hope College. Wright Mccargar and Jean Gardner, 
who have worked with shows at the Civic and Circle theatres, will 
handle the musical demands of the production. Technical 
direction and design will be executed by Jill and Tom Hamilton, 
faculty artists at GVSU who have also done shows for the Actors 
Theatre, the Circle Theatre, and others. 
Heading the cast of 18 performers will be Medwin Johnson in 
the title role. He recently played in "Jacques Brel" at the 
Civic Theatre. Dennis Crowely will perform the role of the 
Leading Player. Crowely recently performed in "Come Back Little 
Sheba" at the Actors Theatre and has just returned to Grand 
Rapids from two seasons' professional work with Atlanta's Academy 
Theatre. Rob Thomasma will sing the role of King Charlemagne. 
Others in the cast include Jamie Beth Hinds as Fastrada, Susan 
Walker as Catherine, Mitch Master as Lewis, and 12 other actors 
who will portray more than 30 other characters. 
"Pippin" is GVSU' s first all-musical offering since 1980 
when Ellis directed "Celebration". Ellis says he finds 'Pippin' 
"an excellent critique of our •vanity Fair' American society 
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as well as a solid reflection of the university's growth in West 
Michigan, particularly in the pe:rforming arts." 
curtain times will be at 8 p.m. for all performances, exce t 
for a 2 p.m. matinee on Sunday April 10. Advanced reservations 
are not acce ted and all seats will be sold at the door on 
performance nights. Ticket prices are $5 general admission, 
$3 for: GVSU students, $2 for high school students and senior 
citizens, and $1 for children under 12. 
contact Roger Ellis at 895-3485. 
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GVSU PRESIDENT REACTS TO STATE BUDGET RECOMMENDATION 
"The most unsatisfactory budget recommendation for higher 
education in a decade." That's how Grand Valle  State University 
President Arend D. Lubbers today described the 1989 Executive 
Budget recommendations now being considered by the legislature.-
Lubbers' comments came at a hearing on the higher education 
budget held in Grand Rapids today. Pointing specifically to the 
funding recommendation for GVSU, Lubbers noted, "The budget 
actually proposes a cut of 1.58 percent in state dollars, 
compared to last year. That reduction, coupled with an inflation 
rate of 4 percent, actually would give Grand Valle  State a net 
loss of nearly 6 percent. 
GVSU is the fastest growing of the 15 state universities, 
yet comes out next to last in its percentage increase of state 
appropriations. 
"Obviously, our appropriation has not kept pace with our 
enrollment," Lubbers continued. "The demands placed on GVSU by 
the west Michigan region continue to grow, and Grand Valle , as 
the regional university for Michigan's second largest 
metropolitan area, is obliged to meet those demands. Grand 
Valle  was established in 1960 to fill an unmet need for public 
higher education in this area and we have been fulfilling that 
need. The ongoing economic vitality of west Michigan requires 
-more-
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that we continue to make our educational services available, 
accessible, and affordable to ualified students who cannot move
away from home to further their education." 
"In the 1987/1988 budget, GVSU was fortunate to have the 
benefit of a one-time •enrollment increase offset' of $515,000," 
Lubbers said. "That was our share of a special allotment. for 
institutions with substantial enrollment growth between Fall 1984
and Fall 1986. Grand Valle  enrollment in that two-year period 
increased by more than 1,200 students. The money was intended to 
help cover some of the extra costs associated with that growth. 
"Although we were grateful for that special allocation," he 
added, "our total enrollment has grown by almost 40 percent in 
just the past si  years -- from 6,266 students in 1982 to 8,947 
last September. New student applications are already up nearly 
40 percent for next fall. A one-time allotment obviously does 
not give us the continuing funding required for the faculty, 
programs, and facilities these students need." 
Lubbers did not mince any words in his presentation to the 
Senate hearing. "Not only would the recommendation penalize us 
for serving more students, it ignores completel  the five 
priorities we identified in our appropriation request: funds 
for operating our new L.V. Eberhard Center in downtown Grand 
Rapids; for planning future development and use of the adjacent 
properties donated to us by the Stow & Davis division of 
Steelcase; for expanding engineering and teacher education; and 
-more-
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for strengthening the services of our Minority Business Education 
Center." 
He added, "We at GVSU are deeply concerned about the lean 
year ahead. In the past we have been able to keep GVSU tuition 
increases well below the state average. Last year our increase 
of 4.3 percent was the second smallest of all state universities, 
and our five-year total of 15 percent was well below the state 
average of 23 percent. Although we have not yet completed the 
analysis of our projected need for 1989, it is clear that, in 
light of the state's funding recommendation, there will have to 
be a significant increase next year. We will find it difficult 
to keep our tuition increase under 10 percent." 
After presenting the university's case formally to state 
officials at the budget hearing, Lubbers said, "We hope the facts 
about enrollment growth and academic needs here at GVSU convince 
the legislature of our need for more realistic funding in 1989. 11 
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Phillip E. Runkel, former Superintendent of Public 
Instruction for the State Department of Education and now
President of Northwestern Michigan College in Traverse city, will 
be speaking at Grand Valley State University's Kirkhof Center on
Friday, March 25, at 1:15 p.m. Runkel will be speaking to a
group of 120 K-8 teachers, attending the Classroom Ready Science 
Workshop hosted by GVSU and sponsored by the Michigan State 
Department of Education. 
Runkel's address will cover the teacher's role in curriculum 
change, and ways to gain administrative support for these 
changes. A question and answer period will follow his 
presentation. Some of the workshop's goals, according to the 
state Department of Education, are to improve science education 
in Michigan, to encourage teachers, and to involve students in 
participatory and activity-based science learning. 
Runkel will be available for media interviews following his 
address at 2:15 p.m. If you wish to interview him, contact 
Sharon Coeling at 895-3221. 
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GVSU HOSTS CHAMPION OF THE. RIGHTS OF THE DISABLED 
Rodger Kerns, a quadriplegic since he was 20, will show his 
award-winning fil  "Looking Up" on the campus of Grand Valley 
State University. The fil  will be shown in the upper level of 
the Kirkhof Center, on Monday, April 4, at 7 p.m. Most note  for 
being outspoken on social attit des about disability, Kerns has 
lectured at public schools, medical schools, and universities 
throughout the country. "Looking Up" takes an intimate look at 
Kerns' experiences throughout a typical day. He narrates the 
struggles of l'iving with severe physical limitations. The fil  
addresses two kinds of disability: physical disability and the 
self impose  l'imitation he says "we all suffer." After the fil , 
he will involve the audience in a discussion of the deeper issues 
addressed in the fil . 
Kerns feels he is "able to speak from both sides of the 
fence" because during the first twenty years of his life he was 
able-bodied. He injured his spinal cord in an automobile 
accident in 19,78 and was paralyzed from the chest down. He works 
as a radio news announcer in Portland, Oregon where he lives with 
his wife and two daughters. His visit is sponsored by the Office 
of Student Support Programs at GVSU. 
-more-
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MEDIA ADVISORY 
Kerns is available for interview before the showing of his fil . 
If you're interested in setting up an interview time, call Sharon 
Coeling at 895-3221. 
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FacultyjMEA Election 
For the fifth time in 14 years, the faculty of Grand Valley 
State University have said they do not wish to be represented by 
a union. In an election held on the GVSU campus today, 
collective bargaining representation by the Michigan Education 
Association (MEA) was rejected by a vote of 152 to 65. The MEA 
was rejected by a vote of 70 percent to 30 percent, the largest 
margin in any of the five elections. MEA was also involved in 
each of the previous unionization atte pts., which occurred in 
1974, 1977, 1980 and 1982. Today's election was conducted by the 
Michigan Employment Relations Commission. Ninety-four percent of 
those eligible to vote cast ballots. 
"We regard the outcome as a reflection of faculty 
preference for the university's present collegial syste  of 
representation," said D. Scott Richardson, GVSU's Personnel 
Officer. 
"The organizing effort does not appear to have created 
problems of divisiveness among GVSU faculty or staff, regardless 
of their opinion on the union issue," he added. "We're confident 
that we can continue to work together in the best interests of 
all concerned under our present syste " 
There were 231 faculty members eligible to vote, including 
all those with tenure or tenure-track appointments who have at 
least half-time assignments, all department chairs, and 
librarians. -END-
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GVSU TO HOST DO UMENTARY FII.MMAKER 
On Wednesday and Thursday, April 6 and 7, award-winning 
documentary film aker Ken Burns will visit the Grand Valley State 
University ca pus and downtown Grand Rapids for public showings 
of four of his ost popular films. 
On Wednesday, April 6, at 12 noon, Burns will show "Brooklyn 
Bridge," an historical documentary on the bridge and its 
sy bolism, produced originally for public television. The film 
was no inated for an Academy Award in 1982, awarde  the 
Guggenheim Fellowshi , and won a blue ribbon at the A erican 
Film Festival. "Brooklyn Bridge" will be shown as part of the 
Lunchbreak Series in the alder Fine Arts enter. 
At 2 p.m. on April 6, "Huey Long" will be shown in Roo  132, 
Lake Huron Hall. The 90-minute documentary presents an 
historical portrait of the Louisiana depression-era populist. 
The film has won nu erous awards including the 1988 Silver Baton-
Dupont and the olumbia Journalism Award. It has also been 
broadcast nationally over PBS. 
From 1 to 4 p.m. on Thursday, April 7, Kirkhof enter 
Theatre on ca pus will host a showing of "Shakers: Hands to 
Work, Hearts to God," an historical documentary of the A erican 
religious co unity. Burns will discuss the film following its 
showing. 
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At 7:30 p.m. on April 7, Burns' one-hour documentary entitled 
"Statue of Liberty" will be shown at the Gerald R. Ford Museu in 
downtown Grand Rapids. The 60-minute film on the history and 
sy bolism of the statue was no inated for Academy and E my Awards 
in 1986. It premiered at the French E bassy in Washington o.c. 
in 1985 and was also broadcast over national PBS that year. 
Following the showing of the film, there will be a panel 
discussion on historical documentary film aking. by panel e bers 
To  lay, President of Motion Picture Makers, Inc.; John Douglas, 
Grand Rapids Press olu nist; and Gordon Olsen, Grand Rapids 
ity Historian. All film showings are free and open to the 
public. 
Burns is a graduate of Ha pshire ollege, A herst, 
Massachusetts, and works as a partner in Florentine Films in 
Walpole, New Ha pshire. His co pany specializes in producing 
its own documentary films and also does ca era work for various 
television productions in the Unite  States and Europe. 
EDIA AD ISORY 
Burns will be available for edia interview during his visit. If 
you wish to set up an interview time, call Sharon oeling at 895-
2224. 
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GVSU SPONSORS 14TH ANNUAL GREAT LAKES HISTORY CONFERENCE 
The 14th annual Great Lakes History Conference, sponsored by
Grand Valley State University's History Department will be held 
on Thursday and Friday, April 21 and 22, at the Amway Grand Plaza 
Hotel in Grand Rapids. 
The event is a regional conference that gives historians, 
archivists, and college faculty from the Midwest an opportunity 
to present research papers. Topics will include the Civil War, 
20th Century politics, Latin America, Modern Warfare, Michigan 
History, and Chicago history. The conference is divided into 
symposium-type sessions in which speakers present their 
discussions under the supervision of a moderator/commentator. 
Conference registration fee is $35 for college faculty, 
professional historians, and archivists, and $15 for elementary 
and secondary social science teachers. College students and the 
public may attend individual sessions free of charge. 
Registration will be held from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. during both days 
of the conference on the second floor of the hotel. To register 
in advance, call the hotel at 774-2000. For more information 
contact Dennis Devlin, Conference Coordinator and Program 
Director, Department of History, GVSU, at 895-3420 or 895-3298. 
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GVSU HOSTS POET DONALD REVELL 
American poet Donald Revell will be visiting Grand Valley 
' . 
State University as a guest of the English Department on
Wednesday, April 13. 
Revell, a highly awarde  young American poet, won the 
National Poetry Series Open Competition for his first book From
the Abandone  Cities. published by Harper and Row in 1983. His 
collection, The Gaza of Winter, has just been released by the 
University of Georgia Press. His poems have appeared in most of 
the major literary magazines, including Poetry, American Poetry 
Review, Antaeus, Paris Review, and Antioch Review. He is the 
1985 winner of the Pushcart Prize in poetry. His essays and 
reviews have appeared in such journals as the Georgia Review, 
Modern Fiction Studies, NMAL, and Western Humanities Review. He 
has given poetry readings at colleges and universities around the 
country. Revell is currently a professor of English at the 
University of Denver. 
While at GVSU, he will present a lecture entitled "The 
Current Scene in American Poetry" at 12 noon in Room 227, Lake 
Superior Hall. At 2 p.m., he will discuss the techniques of 
poetry in an address entitled "A Writer's Process" in Room 255, 
Lake Superior Hall. At 4:30 p.m., he will read from his poetry 
in Room 176, Lake Michigan Hall. 
to the public. 
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Representatives from 28 school districts will be on Grand 
Valley State University's campus on Wednesday, April 20, to 
interview teacher candidates from five area universities and 
colleges including GVSU, Ferris, Hope, Calvin, and Aquinas. 
Faculty members from the various institutions will also be on 
hand. The event will be held in the upper level of the Kirkhof 
Center on the Allendale campus from 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Media 
representatives are invited to attend. Contact Ginger Lange in 
GVSU's Placement Office at 895-3311 for more information. 
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MEDIA AD ISORY 
G SU DEDICATES NEW DOWNTOWN FACILITY 
Grand alley State University's L. . Eberhard Center in 
downtown Grand Rapids will be dedicated in a series of events 
later this month. Several activities are planned to celebrate 
' the opening of the new nine-story facility on the west bank of 
the Grand River. 
Thursday. April 28 
Invitation only dedication dinner for ma or contributors to 
the Grand Design Capital Campaign, including L.v. Eberhard 
and Frederik G. H. Mei er. Former Michigan Governors John 
Swainson and George Romney, as well as other political 
lea ers will also attend. Founders of the university, 
including James Zumberge, G SU's first president; Philip 
Buchen, the university's first administ~ative staff member; 
and L. William Seidman, founding trustee and currently 
Director of the Federal Deposit Insurance Co~oration, will 
also attend the event. 
Friday. April 29 
12 noon: Formal Building Dedication Ceremonies. The 
community is invited to attend the ribbon-cutting. Governor 
James Blanchard will receive an honorary degree and 
Congressman Paul Henry will keynote the dedication event. 
Other legislators who helped make the new facility a reality 
will also be recognized. Public tours of the building and 
an open house will continue until 8 p.m. 
Saturday. April 30 
A day of celebration of the opening of the Meijer Public 
Broadcast Center, new home of WGVU/WGVK Television and 
WGVU-FM. Sesame Street personalities "Luis" and "Susan" 
will entertain. There will be a children's para e from the 
Monroe Mall Amphitheater to the Center at 11:30 a.m. Lunch 
-more-
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Eberhard Center Dedication .-2,- " April 18, 1988 
will be served at the site. G SU President Arend D. Lubbers 
will address the guests and recognize the contributions of 
Frederik G.H. Meijer in an afternoon cere ony. An open 
house with self-guided tours of the Meijer Public Broadcast 
Center will be held from 6 to 10 p.m. for members of and 
contributors to Channels 35/52. 
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GVSU TO HOST ROWING COMPETITION 
The Grand Valley State University Rowing Club will host a
race on Saturday, April 23, from 12 noon to 5 p.m., at Riverside 
Park in Grand Rapids. Named 112000 Grand," the race will involve 
competitors from Detroit Boat Club, Michigan State University, 
Ohio State University, and University of Chicago. The public is 
invited to attend the event which will feature men and women 
rowers in various races based on weight class and experience 
levels. The Grand Rapids Rowing Club will operate concession 
stands at the racing site. 
-END-
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L.V. EBERHARD CENTER DEDICATION DAY EVENTS 
Governor James J. Blanchard will receive an honorary egree 
and Congressman Paul Henry will eliver the keynote a dress at 
the edication of the L.V. Eberhard Center of Grand Valle  State 
University. The ceremony will begin at 12 noon on Friday, April 
29, at the Center, located at 301 w. Fulton at Front St. in 
owntown Grand Rapids. The festivities will include cutting a
giant ribbon encircling the building an  the release of 1,000 
balloons over the Grand River. The public is invited to attend. 
VIEWING AREAS 
De ication activities will be held on the building's eck 
overlooking the river. Best public viewing area will be on
the river walkways; from the blue trestle bridge that 
connects the Eberhard Center to owntown Grand Rapids  or 
from the sidewalk on the Fulton street bridge. A viewing 
area for handicapped guests will be available near the 
building. 
PARKI G 
--Parking will be available in the Gerald R. Ford 
Presidential Museum lot. 
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--Front Street north of Fulton to the south riveway of the 
Days Inn will be closed by police barricade from 11:30 a.m. 
to 1 p.m. 
--Parking for handicapped guests will be available beyond 
the police barricade in the lot irectly a jacent to the 
Eberhard Center. 
REFRESHMENTS 
Foo  vendors will sell refreshments from the walkways 
surrounding the building. 
BUILDI G TOURS 
The public is invited to self-guided tours of the building 
until 7 p.m. Staff stationed at points of interest within 
the building will explain the functions of individual areas. 
RAI PLA  
In case of rain  the edication activities will be held on
the first floor of the building in the lobby area. 
The L.V. Eberhard Center is a nine-story 43-classroom 
facility that has been esigned to meet the professional 
evelopment and career needs that west Michigan business, 
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-3- April 20, 1988 
• industry, and governmental agencies require. The center will be 
open for classes in May, featuring classrooms and laboratories 
for career-related academic progra s in business, a vertising an  
public relations, e ucation, nursing, criminal justice, 
facilities management, computer information systems, engineering, 
public a ministration, social work, occupational safety an  
health management, an  industrial technology. All courses 
offered in the Center will be upper-level un ergraduate an  
graduate classes. 
The building will also be available to meet the conference 
needs of local business and industry. A feature of the new 
facility is its telecommunications capabilities housed in the 
Grand Rapids Press Teleconference Au itorium on the second floor. 
The acoustically soundproof room features 37 executive work 
stations, each with its own IBM personal computer, arranged in 
theatre-style seating in front of a rear-projected video screen 
that hides a sophisticated sight an  sound system. Currently the 
system can ownlink teleconferences from remote sites an  later 
this year equipment will be installed that will allow origination 
of teleconferences from the Center. 
Modern engineering laboratories, classrooms equipped with 
computer work stations, an  various faculty an  a ministrative 
office space are also housed in the new building. 
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MEDIA ADVISORY FOR L.V. EBERHARD CE TER DEDICATIO  
There will e a parking area a jacent to the L.v. E erhard 
Center in the Front St. lot reserved for me ia representatives 
who wish to attend the uilding edication ceremonies. Since 
access to this lot will e eyond the police arricade, me ia 
representatives must show a Media Identification Ba ge to gain 
access to the parking area. Ba ges are available from GVSU's
Pu lic Relations Office. To have your a ge(s) sent to you, 
please call Sharon Coeling at 895-2221. Place your adge in the 
lower left corner of your windshield to alert the police at the 
arricade to allow you into the parking lot. After you park, 
wear your adge to allow yourself access to the special me ia 
seating area in front of the platform on the river side of the 
uilding. 
We anticipate that there will e time to interview Governor 
Blanchard an  Congressman Henry. GVSU officials will also e on
hand an  will e available for interview. Please call Sharon 
Coeling if you wish to set up an interview time with specific 
people. 
There will e a ews Room set up in the E erhard Center for 
me ia use. The room will contain typewriters, a computer, 
telephones (one with an analog system), and an interview area. A 
irect live line feed from Channel 35/52 cameras to a pic up 
-more-
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De ication A visory -2- April 20, 1988 
• 
·-point in the ews Room will also e available. The ews Room
will e located in Studio Bin the Meijer Pu lic Broadcast 
Center of the uilding. Watch for signs in the parking lot and 
the main lob y of the uilding that will irect you to the ews 
Room. 
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Attached, for your convenience, is a general site map of the 
owntown area surrounding the E erhard Center. Please note that 
this is a general purpose map and parking areas indicated are not 
necessarily those that will e available on De ication Day. 
Parking information for that ay is include  in the enclosed news 
release. Please refer to the other attached map for specific 
me ia 'parking an  viewing information for De ication Day events. 
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GVSU TO HOST GUEST SPEAKERS IN EBERHARD CENTER 
A member of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, a public 
relations specialist and an astronaut will visit Grand Rapids as 
guests of the various acade ic divisions of Grand Valley State 
University during the first week of May. 
On Monday, May 2, Dr. Mary Berry, professor of history and 
law at Howard University in Washington, D.C., and a member of the 
U.S. Civil Rights Commission, will visit Grand Rapids as a guest 
of GVSU's Social Sciences Division. She will give a public 
lecture entitled "Liberty and Justice for All" at 8 p.m. in the 
main conference room on the second floor of the Eberhard Center, 
301 W. Fulton at Front Street in downtown Grand Rapids. 
Berry was first appointed to the Commission on civil Rights 
in 1980. In 1983, when President Reagan fired her and other 
Commissioners who were outspoken critics of the administration's 
civil rights policies, she was reinstated by a Federal District 
Court. Later, Congress reappointed her to the reconstituted 
Commission. Berry is also one of the founders of the Free South 
Africa Movement. 
Public relations specialist Pat Jackson will conduct 
daytime workshops for GVSU students and faculty on Tuesday, 
May 3. That evening he will give an address entitled 
-more-
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"Communications Management in Corporate America" for invited 
guests at the Eberhard Center. 
Jackson is editor of the PR Reporter and senior counselor 
for Jackson, Jackson, & Wagner, one of the most respected public 
relations firms in the country. He is visiting GVSU as a guest 
of the Arts and Humanities Division. 
The Science and Mathematics Division will host NASA 
astronaut Commander David Leestma, USN, as a special guest for 
the engineering dedication and open house to be held at the 
Eberhard Center on Wednesday, May 4. Area engineers have been 
invited to an afternoon program which will feature Leestma, as 
well as Senator Donald Riegle and Congressman Paul Henry, who
will address the group live via satellite from Washington, D.C. 
That evening, Leestma will address a group of science and math 
teachers who will gather for a semin·ar in the Eberhard center. 
Sponsors for the engineering daytime event are the 
Consortium for Engineering Education, the Research and Technology 
Institute, and Smiths Industries. Smiths Industries has also 
cooperated with GVSU and The Coalition for Excellence in Science 
and Math Education to sponsor the evening event for teachers. 
MEDIA ADVISORY 
Each of the guests ,will .be available on a limited basis for media 
interviews. If you wish to set up a specific time to interview 
anyone, please call .Sharon Coeling at 895-2221. 
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NEWS RELEASE CORRECTION 
A lecture by Dr. Mary Berry entitled "Liberty and Justice for 
All" will be held at 7 p.m. on Monday, May 2, in the L.V. 
Eberhard Center. Incorrect information on the time of the 
lecture was included in a news release dated April 25. 
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SCHOLAR, BUSINESSMAN TO BE HONORED AT GVSU COMMENCEMENT 
Grand Valley State University's commencement exercises will 
be held on Saturday, May 7, at 11 a.m. in the Field House. The 
University will award honorary degrees to Russell G. Mawby, 
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of the W.K. Kellogg 
Foundation and Roy Roberts, Vice President of General Motors. 
Mawby will also give the commencement address. 
A native of west Michigan, Mawby's early years were spent on
an area farm. He earne  a baccalaureate degree, magna cum laude, 
in horticulture and later a Ph.D. from Michigan State University. 
Joining the Michigan State faculty as an outstanding scholar, he 
was later appointed director of the MSU Cooperative Extension 
Service. 
Since 1965 he has been an officer of the W.K. Kellogg 
Foundation, becoming president and chief executive officer in 
1970. In 1982 he was named chairman of the board. Since it was 
founde  in 1930, the Kellogg Foundation has distributed nearly 
one billion dollars to support programs in agriculture, 
education, and health. Mawby will be awarde  an honorary Doctor 
of Humanities degree. 
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The university wi·1,1 ·confer an honorary Doctor of Laws degree 
upon Roy Roberts, Vice President, Personnel Administration and 
Development Staff for General Motors' Diesel Equipment Division. 
He earne  a baccala reate degree at Western Michigan University, 
did graduate work at the University of Detroit, and through the 
Program for Management Development at Harvard University. 
From 1959 to 1976, Roberts was employed by Lear Siegler, 
Inc., (now Smiths Industries). In 1977, he accepted an 
appointment by General Motors' Diesel Equipment Division as 
Director of Education and Training, and was recently named to his 
current position. 
Roberts has been active as an officer in the Urban League, 
The Unite  Way, NAACP, and has been a member of the Governor's 
Commission on Jobs and Economic Development for the State of . 
Michigan. 
GVSU's fall 1987, winter 1988, and spring/summer 1988 
graduates are eligible to participate in commencement exercises. 
Eligible students include 1,129 earning bachelor's de_grees and 
230 earning.master's degrees. 
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GVSU SELECTS DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI 
The Grand Valley State University Alumni Association has 
selected four Distinguished Alumni for 1988. Three of them are 
west Michigan residents and one is from California. 
Charlotte Worpel graduated from GVSU in 1971, earning a
B.A. in biology. She attended Kansas City College of Osteopathic 
Medicine where she received her Doct?r of Osteopathy degree in 
1977. In 1978 ,· Worpel interned at Grand Rapids Osteopathic 
Hospital and was named Intern of the Year. Serving her residency 
in pediatrics at the hospital, she was honored again by being 
named Resident of the Year. 
She joined the staff of Zeeland community Hospital, as a
pediatrician in 1981 and still is on staff there. She is also on
the courtesy staff of several other area hospitals. 
Larry Fegel earned his B.S. in earth science from GVSU in 
1973. He worked for the Grand Rapids Public Museum and 
Blandford Nature Center organizing outdoor educational programs 
for elementary age children while he was at GVSU. He was 
appointed curator of the Blandford Nature Center Farm after 
graduating with K-8 teacher certification. In 1979 he received 
his M.A. in fisheries and wildlife from Michigan State 
University. 
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Fegel currently works with Grand Rapids Public Schools as 
Staff Development Coordinator of Science and with the GVSU-
based Coalition for Excellence in Science and Mathematics 
Education. He also teaches K-12 teachers in a masters level 
course at GVSU. Fegel's awards include Outstanding Environmental 
Educator of 1985. 
Deirdre Toeller-Novak earned a B.S. degree with honors in 
criminal justice and graduated from GVSU in 1976. Since 1979 
Toeller-Novak has served as the Director of Probation Services, 
62B District Court (Kentwood). She established the probation 
department, which currently supervises over 550 clients. Besides 
serving on job-related boards, she is active in the community as 
President of Grand Rapids Board of Education. 
Toeller-Novak further serves on such boards as the Jail 
Population Management Board, Grand Valley State University School 
of Public Service Advisory Board, and Kent County Domestic 
Violence Task Force. She was a recipient of the Business and 
Professional Women's and Philip Morris Scholarships. She is a
candidate for an M.A. degree in Public Administration from 
Western Michigan University. 
David Baker, now resides in northern California, where he is 
the principal of his own firm, David Baker and Associates, 
Architects. He graduated from GVSU with a B.Ph. in Philosophy in 
1973. He worked as a principal of an architect ral firm from 
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1977 until he received his Master of Architecture from the 
University of California, Berkley, in 1982. 
His architect ral projects include cafes, residences, and 
retail/office structures which are prominent around Berkley. 
Some of Baker's awards include Best Affordable Housing 
Development, Best Cafe, and Award for Design Excellence. 
The Award's Ceremony for this year's Distinguished Alumni 
will take place at commencement on Saturday, May 7. In addition, 
these alumni will be honored at a reception on Friday, May 6, at 
the L.V. Eberhard Center. 
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SCHOOL OF EDUCATION ACCREDITED 
The National Council for the Accreditation of Teacher 
Education (NCATE) has granted accreditation to the School of 
Education of Grand Valley State University. 
"Accreditation means professional recognition of the quality 
of our teacher preparation programs at GVSU, 11 sai  Loretta 
Konecki, Director of the School of Education. "This recognition 
also means that certification across state lines will be easier 
for our graduates. In addition, a degree from an accredite  
school can be very important for graduates entering the teaching 
profession." She sai  that of the 1,200 institutions nationwide 
that prepare teachers, less than half are NCATE-accredite . 
Konecki e plained that NCATE accreditation this year is 
especially significant because of the stricter accreditation 
standards NCATE recently enacted. "We're one of only 13
institutions in the country that have participated in piloting 
these new, more rigorous standards," she sai . 
Allan TenEyck, Assistant Director of the GVSU School of 
Education and NCATE on-campus coordinator, e plained that the 
accreditation process involved an intensive self study by the 
School of Education and an in-depth evaluation by a team of 
visitors form NCATE. "Accreditation consideration involves 
NCATE's thorough e amination of not only our curriculum, but the 
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university's admissions policies, financial situation, and 
library holdings. NCATE also applies their standards to any area 
of study GVSU offers in which students may become certified to 
teach. I'm happy to report that those areas also met 
accreditation standards." 
"I'm proud that GVSU was a pilot institution in initiating 
NCATE's new accreditation processes and standards," Konecki 
added. "I want to thank the university's faculty and 
administration, as well as area school districts, who assisted us 
in meeting those standards and attaining accreditation." 
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COMPUTER PROGRAMMING CO TEST FINALS FRIDAY 
Students from 22 area high schools will compete in the BASIC 
programming contest finals at Grand Valley State University on
Friday, May 6, from 1 to 4 p.m. Preliminaries, held at GVSU in 
late February, included students from 61 schools. Friday's 
competitors finished on top then and will now face each other 
for the playoffs. This is the eleventh consecutive year GVSU has 
sponsored the contest. 
Participating schools are represented by teams of four 
students. Each team is given four computer programming problems 
to solve in three hours. Winning teams are selected on the basis 
of how many problems they solve and the time it takes to solve 
them. 
Each member of the winning team will receive a $500 
scholarship to GVSU and the university will award an additional 
$500 scholarship to another member of the winning school's 
student body. Each member of the second place team will receive 
GVSU bookstore gift certificates and each of the top four teams 
will receive a plaque. 
Attached is a list of the schools participating in the 
contest. 
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SCHOOLS PARTICIPATI G I  THE GVSU PROGRAMMING CONTEST FI ALS 
Andrews Academy 
Catholic Central 
City High 
Coldwater 
East Kentwood 
Holland 
Jackson County Western 
Jenison 
Kalamazoo Central 
Lee High 
Lowell 
Marshall 
Mattawan 
Mona Shores 
Muskegon Catholic Central 
ew Buffalo 
Ottawa Hills 
St. Johns 
Shelby 
Sparta 
Spring Lake 
Thornapple-Kellogg 
MEDIA ADVISORY 
The contest will be held in Mackinac and Manitou Halls from 1 to 
4 p.m. The best time to see students in the heat of competition 
will be from 3 to 3:30. The awards ceremony will be held in Room 
123 Manitou Hall at 4 p.m. 
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GVSU DEAN DEVRIES DECIDES TO RETURN TO FULL-TIME TEACHING 
AND RESEAR H 
After 14 years as Dean of GVSU's Seidman School of 
Business, Marvin G. Devries, has announced plans to leave that 
post and return to a full-time faculty position at the university 
in the fall. In making the announcement, Devries said, "In 
looking toward retirement within the next ten years, I decided I 
wanted to spend more time on teaching and research than would be 
possible if I continued as Dean. 
"I had never intended to continue in this position until the 
end of my career," he added. "With our degree program in 
Facilities Management, our center for Integrated Facilities 
Research, and our M.B.A. offerings in the Eberhard Center all 
well-established and growing, I believe this is an opportune time 
to bring in a new person as steward and administrator for the 
next phase of the school's evolution." 
GVSU President Arend D. Lubbers had high praise for 
Devries. "He has been one of Grand Valley's respected leaders 
from the beginning, first as an outstanding member of the faculty 
for ten years and then, after the F.E. Seidman School of Business 
was founded in 1973, as its first and only Dean. During his 
years as Dean the school has established a solid reputation for 
the quality of its graduates in all areas of business. 
-m.:>re-
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"I am personally grateful for his commitment and enduring 
dedication to the Seidman School and this university." he added. 
"While we are reluctant to accept his resignation as Dean, we are 
fortunate to retain his expertise as a full-time member of the 
faculty." 
A well known consultant, researcher, and forecaster on
economic matters, Devries has long been recognized as a strong 
representative for the university in a variety of public forums. 
He will remain active in this regard. He will also continue as a 
member of the corporate boards on which he serves and in his 
leadership roles with the Kent County United Way and the Grand 
Rapids Economic Club. In addition, he expects to work on a 
number of research projects related to his teaching assignments 
as well as to regional economic conditions. 
According to GVSU Provost Glenn Niemeyer a search committee 
will be appointed al ost immediately to begin looking for a 
replacement, but "we anticipate spending as long as a year to 
find a successor to Dr. Devries. In the meantime, we expect to 
name an Acting Dean who would serve during the 1988-89 academic 
year while the search is underway," he said. 
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GVSU ART STUDENT AWARDED HONOR ON NATIONAL LEVEL 
Michael· Pfleghaar, Petoskey resident and senior in Grand 
Valley State University's Fine Arts Program, was one of ten 
graduate and undergraduate students from around the nation whose 
works were selected to be part of "The Next Generation," an 
exhibition at Pennsylvania School of the Arts. The exhibit is a
competition designed to recognize and encourage young artists. 
Michael was born in Toledo, Ohio. When he was nine, his 
family moved to Petoskey. When he was eight, Michael attended 
art classes on Saturday mornings at the Toledo Museum of Art, and 
he maintained a strong interest in art throughout his high school 
years. He spent one year at Kendall College of Art and Design in 
Grand Rapids but transferred to Grand Valley State University 
because he wanted -to pursue a fine arts degree, rather than a
commercial arts degree. Pfleghaar intends to do graduate work 
after earning his BFA from GVSU. "One day, I hope to be able to 
live off my art," Pfleghaar sai . "I have no illusions. I know
how hard that is, but it's what I want to do." 
David Moss, Exhibition Coordinator at the Pennsylvania 
School of the Arts sai , "The quality of Michael's work is 
-more-
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- . . . 
consi erable. We look forward to seeing more GVSU student work 
in the future " 
Ten artists were chosen from students representing art 
schools in every region of the nation. Other institutions 
represented were Cooper Union, New York, NY; University of 
Connecticut, Storrs, CT; Tyler School of Art, Temple University, 
Philadelphia, PA; University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI; San Jose 
State University, San Jose, CA; Carnegie Mellon University, 
Pittsburgh, PA; Cameron University, Lawton, OK; Corcoran School 
of Art, Washington, DC; School of Visual Arts, New York, NY. 
Pfleghaar submitted two drawings to the competition, "Aura 
Discovery" and "Man Alone With Empty Glass." 
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UNIVERSITY WATER RESOUR ES ACTIVITIES TO BE PRESENTED 
TO STATE LEGISLATORS 
Eleven state universities will present information on their 
water resources programs to state legislators at "Water Resources 
Day at the Capitol" on Tuesday, May 10. Biology Professor Ronald 
Ward is Director of GVSU's Water Resources Institute and will 
represent Grand Valley State at the event. 
"The purpose of our Water Resources Institute is to develop, 
protect, and improve aquatic resources," Ward says. "The 
Institute encourages cooperation between university faculty and 
community experts to deal with the environmental, economic, 
legal, and political concerns associated with water resources in 
west Michigan." 
Current programs of the Institute include: 
--Groun water research identifying aquifers, mapping 
geologic formations, and contouring underground water 
levels. 
--Developing a regional natural and human resources 
information system to help predict water quality modeling 
and regional water management. 
--Shoreline studies identifying water level problems and 
coastal erosion processes in the Great Lakes. 
-m.ore-
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--Environmental research identifying and solving problems 
associated with human activities on the Great Lakes. 
--Providing public information and education on water-
related issues. 
Some of the work of the Instit te is carried on through 
studies conducted aboard GVSU's research vessel the D.J. Angus, a
45-foot research vessel the university operates on Lake Michigan 
and its tributaries. 
MEDIA ADVISORY 
Ronald Ward will be available by phone to discuss the work of the 
Institute and his participation in "Universities Water Resources 
Day at the Capitol" after 3 p.m. Monday, May 9, in his office: 
895-3749. 
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G SU STUDENT AWARDED PEA E FUND S HOLARSHIP 
Oran Rankin, a senior majoring in political science, was 
awarded the first Grand alley State University Annual Peace 
Fund Scholarship. The scholarship, established in 1987, consists 
of a $500 award made to a G SU student showing a deep commitment 
and involvement in world peace. Rankin received an award of $250 
since it covered only one semester. 
The award is based on personal, academic, and financial 
consi erations. Applicants must submit a personal essay 
indicating their conviction, involvement, and activity in 
advancing the cause of world peace. 
In his essay, Rankin points out that "To be inert, to simply 
watch with lethargic malaise while politicians order the 
construction of more and more missiles  is to tacitly approve of 
their deployment and possible use. The arms race will not end 
unless we demand that it end." Rankin lives in the Grand Rapids 
area and expects to graduate from G SU in May 1989. 
The fund is administered by a faculty committee including 
professors Daniel Andersen, physics: arl Bajema, biology: Roelof 
Bijkerk, psychology: and David Huisman, English. 
The Peace Fund Scholarship was established by Paul Hoffman, 
Finance Manager for Mazda Great Lakes, with an initial 
-more-
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-2- May 6, 1988 
contribution of $10,000. Hoff an has set up similar scholarship 
funds with other area colleges. He also founded the Dr. Phillip 
Sigal Peace and Justice Memorial Trust Fund which is used for 
education programs promoting the causes of peace and justice in 
the greater Grand Rapids community. He is secretary-treasurer of 
the District 5 Peace Alliance, a coalition of 29 peace groups 
organized along the political boundaries of Michigan's 
congressional districts. 
"One goal of the Peace Fund Scholarship," Hoff an sai , "is 
to enhance the community's global view of the world. The world 
must become one global family if it is to survive. While 
respecting the unique beauty of nationalities, we must realize 
that unless political, social, and environmental conditions 
change, there might be no world fit for our children." 
G SU welcomes additional contributions to the Peace Fund 
Scholarship. To contribute, send a check marked "For Inclusion 
in the G SU Peace Fund," addressed to the G U Foundation, Two 
Fountain Place  Grand Rapids, Michigan, 49503. 
-END-
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SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND MASTER OF COMMUNICATIONS 
APPROVED AT GVSU 
A School of Engineering and a Master of Communications 
degree program at GVSU were approved by the university's Board of 
Control recently. Classes in both areas will be offered at the 
new L.V. Eberhard Center in downtown Grand Rapids. 
Although GVSU has offered engineering education for several 
years, the program was combined with the physics program in the 
Department of Physics and Engineering. GVSU Dean of Science and 
Mathematics P. Douglas Kindschi cited several advantages to 
establishing a separate School of Engineering. 
He pointed out the increased visibility for the engineering 
program a separate identity would offer and cited similar 
arrangements for the engineering programs at other state 
institutions. 
"We also believe that a School of Engineering will enhance 
our ability to work with local industry by providing a more 
focused setting in which to link our engineering education with 
the training, design, and research needs of local industry and 
the functions of the Research and Technology Institute of the 
Right Place," he said. 
GVSU's engineering program currently has two emphases--
mechanical and electrical engineering. Kindschi said he e pects 
to institute a manufacturing emphasis within the next 18 months. 
-mo're-
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Engineering/Comm nications 2- May 10, 1988 
GVSU also has cooperative arrangements for engineering education 
with Michigan State University and Western Michigan University. 
The Board of Control has also approved the establishment of 
a Master of Communications Program. According to Alex 
Nesterenko, Director of GVSU's School of Communications, 
enroll ent in undergraduate communications programs is growing 
rapidly. "We offer majors in seven communications fields and we
now have 500 students enrolled in the School of Communications," 
he said. "The majority of those are in the areas of 
advertising/public relations, broadcasting, and health 
communications. After surveying communications professionals in 
the west Michigan area, we've come to the conclusion that there 
is a definite demand for advanced communications education for 
those professionals who are in the intermediate stages of their 
career." 
Nesterenko e plained that the Master of Communications 
program will include an emphasis on research and application of 
data to communications practice. Plans call for the program to 
begin in the fall of 1989. Classes will be offered at times 
convenient to working adults. 
-END-
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GVSU HOSTS LECTURE SERIES ON GLOBAL ONFLI T 
"Studies in Global onflict," is the title of a lecture 
series sponsored by the Grand Valley State Model United Nations. 
The public is invited to attend the lectures which will be held 
on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday evenings, May 12-14, in the 
alder Fine Arts enter on the Allendale campus. There is no
admission charge. Nearly 120 high school students from around 
the state will be delegates to the Model U.N., and GVSU students 
will serve as advisors. One of the main purposes of the lecture 
series, according to Rick Jewell of the Student Senate, is to 
promote interest and understanding of the U.N. 
The lectures will begin at 7:30 p.m. on Thursday, May 12, 
with " onflict in the Persian Gulf." Lecturers will include Lisa 
Piascik, ountry Officer to Iran, U.S. Department of State; Oleg 
Derkovski, ounselor, u.s.s.R. Embassy to the U.S.; and Dr. Amin, 
Advisor to the Ambassador, Iraqi Permanent Mission to the U.N. 
At 7 p.m. on Friday, May 13, the series will continue with 
an emphasis on " onflict in the West Bank." Speakers will be 
Raymond Tanter, Professor at the University of Michigan and 
former member of the U.S. Security ouncil; Arye Naor, former 
Israeli abinet secretary; Hatem Hussaini, Professor at Shaw 
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Model U.N. -2- May 10, 1988 
University in North arolina and former PLO Ambassador to the 
UN; and Mansour Riyad, Deputy Permanent Advisor PLO. 
The series will conclude with a 6 p.m. lecture on Saturday, May 
14, when U.S. Senator arl Levin and the Diplomatic Attache to 
the United Nations Secretariat will speak on " onflict in the 
United Nations." 
The lecture series is funded by GVSU and the Student Senate. 
EDIA AD ISORY 
. 
If you wish to interview any of the guest speakers, contact 
Sharon oeling, at 895-2221. 
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GVSU PARTICIPATES IN CONFERENCE FOR PROFESSIONAL WOMEN 
"Connections," a conference for professional women, will be 
held at the Grand Rapids Marriott on May 23 and 24. Grand Valley 
State University is hosting a reception at the event on the 
evening of the 23rd and is also providing the audio visual 
equipment for the conference. Several GVSU women will be among
the 150 women from around the state in attendance. 
"Connections" is sponsored by the Michigan Association of 
Women Deans, Administrators and Counselors (MAWDAC) and the 
American Association of Women in Comm nity and Junior Colleges 
(AAWCJC). 
Workshops will cover a variety of subjects including 
"Managing Multiple Priorities," Male/Female Relationships," and 
"Having a Woman in a Key Position." 
MEDIA ADVISORY 
Enclosed is a copy of the "Connections" program. Some of the 
topics may be of interest to you. If you need more information 
and/or would like to interview any of the speakers, please call 
Margaret Crishal, conference general chair, at Henry Ford 
Comm nity College, Dearborn, (313) 845-9614. 
-END-
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May 23-2 , 1988
Gtand Rapids, Mi higan 
"CQNNECTIONS MAKE ADIFFERENCE." They do in every area 
of your life, and so will this fourth annual Connections conference. Wo.rkshops focus on personal, professional, political and institutional issues affecting women in education. 
General sessions and workshops will be conducted by professionals 
representing education, government and the public sector, including: 
Hilda Patricia Curran, Director of the Office of 
Women and Work, Michigan ,Oepartment of Labor,
will be featured at the noon lµncheon on Monday, 
May 23, 1988; 
Lorraine Mutusak, Directorof the Kellogg National 
Fellowship Program, will. speak on the future of
leadership at the closing program on Tuesday, May 24, 1988. . 
A musical women's revue by the Local Vocals will be offered Mon· day evening after the conference reception and dinner. 
NCC credit for specified sessions is being investigated and will be in-dicated on the conference program. 
Connections ;88 will be at the Mairiott· in Grand Rapids at 5700 28th St .• just off 1-96. 
*-· --. sponsoring ....,.rgi~lln_ua_nons __ __ -----1 
The Michigan Association of Women Deans, Administrators and Counselors (MA WDAC) is the state chapter of the National Associa-
tion of Women. Deans, Administrators and Counselors. MA WDAC, founded in 1926, is a professional organization committed to 
strengthening of educational opportunities, programsand services for 
women and girls, in the public. and private sector. from elementary 
through continuing education, and to the expansion of opportunities for women to have satisfying and meaningful careers as educators. 
The American Association of Women in Community andJunior CoJ-Jeges (AA WCJC) was organized in 1973and became a Council of the American Association of Community and Junior Colleges in February 
1974. The Association is committed to working for the concerns of 
women stu<lents, faculty, non-teaching persoMel, trustees, and .ad· 
ministrators in community, junior · and technical colleges. 
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Registration &om 11:00 a.m. to 5:~ p.m. 
12:00-2:00 p.m. Opening CONNECilONS Lancheon 
2:00-3:30 p.m. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
3:30-3:45 p.m, 
3:45-5:15 p.m. 
A. 
B. 
Hilda Patricia Curran, Director or the Oflice or Women and Work, Michigan Depanment or Labor 
Connections, network, show and tell ... no matter what name is used, it boils down to the willingness to share resources, information and support. Hilda Patricia Curran will lead off the conference at the noon luncheon focusing on the importance 
of our connections. 
· 
CONCUR.RENT WORKSHOPS 
MANAGING MULTIPLE PRIOIUTIES 
Ginger L. Nickloy, Promotion and Marketing Administration Mgr., Ford Motor Land Development Corporation Paula E. Peinovich, Executive Dean, Wayne Counry Communiry College 
Anita Rudin, Assistant Superintendent or Instruction, Wyoming Public Schoob 
Managing multiple priorities for professional women means planning strategies at work ,to prioritize conflicting demands 
of superiors, co-workers, and subordinates, and balancing these priorities with family responsibilities and social, cultural 
and intellectual interests. This requires understanding, self-analysis, time management, control, suppon systems, compromise 
· and planning. 
In this session, you will hear three different analyses of what that balance means, the choices which must be made to main-tain the delicate balance, and the costs and benefits of those choices. 
GLOBAL CONNECilONS: Three Perspective, on Women in the Third World 
Betry Jone1, Dean of General Education, Delta CoUege, Region V Coordinator of AAWCJC 
Paula Drewak 
Angela L. Futch Davil, Director of Minoriry AfFain, Maimi Univeniry, Oxf'ord, Ohio 
This session will focus on how we are connected by both our similarities and our differences. Betty Jones will focus on women in Kenya and East Africa, and Paula Drewak will discuss women in the Mid-East. Angela L. Futch Davis will give a perspec· tive of the status of women in higher education administration and other professions in China. 
FINANCIAL POLI'I1 S: From the Board Room lo the Line Item Budget (Repeated Tueoclay) 
Nancy T. Church, ControUer, Oakland Communiry CoUege 
Christine Gram, Preoident, Auburu Hilb Campuo, Oakland Communiry CoUege 
Margaret MacTavilh, Board Member, Oakland Communiry CoUege 
Finances and politics go hand-in-hand at every level of an institution. In order to play the game, we need to understand both technical finances and conceptual issues that drive budgets and budgeting. This session will give an overview of the technicalities 
and tricks of the budgeting trade. 
COPING WITH DIFFICULT PEOPLE 
Glenna Frank Miller, Director, Oflice of Campuo Life, Eastern Michigan Univeniry 
Helen Burrutad, Director, Staff Training and Development, Eastern Michigan Univenity 
Do you encounter difficult behavior? Do you know difficult people? Often people's behavior prevents us from making connec-tions with them. This workshop will define and label difficult behavior, identify coping strategies, and provide opponunity to practice skills to use at home and at your worksite immediately. 
REFRESHMENT BREAK 
CONCURRENT WORKSHOPS 
MALE/FEMALE RELATIONSHIP: Practicai Approacheo to Peroonal and Profeuional luue1 
Marjorie Scon, Poychotherapist, Eaotwood Clinic, East Detroit, Michigan 
This presentation will deal with basic issues of self~steem in context of male/female differences and similarities. 
MARKETING YOUR OFFICE, DMSION, DEPARTMENT 
Catherine B. Ahle1, Vice Preoident, Macomb Community CoUege 
This session will focus on marketing your department within and outside your institution. It will explore both the components 
of visibility and crechbility and will determine how they work together to create an impression of competence and professionalism. 
Early Registration 
Early registration (prior to May 1, 1988) offers a special rate of $90 for the conference and all meals. A one-day conference fee is $50 for Monday or Tuesday. Rates after May 1 are $100 and $60. There will be no additional charge for MAWDAC
and AAWCJC meetings scheduled for Tuesday, May 24, 1988. 
Complete the attached registration form to the right and submit ,.;th payment to: 
Kay Diggo 
Henry Ford Community CoUege
5101 Evergreen Road
Dearboru, Ml 48128 
(313) 845-9636 
Hotel accommodations are not included in the conference fee, and reservations must be made separately. The Grand Rapids Marriott is holding a block of rooms for Connections '88 panicipants at a special rate of $64 per room until April 23, 1988. Reservations must be made by April 23, 1988 for this rate to be guaranteed. For those panicipants who wish to spend the. 
weekend in the Grand Rapids area, special rates of $56 are available for Saturday and Sunday. Hotel resen·ations must be 
made directly with the Grand Rapids Marriott at (616) 957-1770, located at 5700 28th Street at 1-96. 
Registration will be limited to the first 200 people, so try to meet the early registration deadline of May 1, 1988. 
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5:30-6:45 p.m. 
7:00-9:00 p.in. 
HAVING A WOMAN IN A KEY POSmON: Does It Make a DifFerenc:eP 
Anne Mulder, President, Lake Michigan C.Ollege 
. . ,,.~ 
SUIUI Daley, Administrator, Hnman Raomca Development, Mott C.Omma.nity C.ODege 
The presentation will focus on the hwnan relations skills of women administrators as measured through effective leadership 
and an understanding of motivation. How women administrators manage other professional women will answer the ques· 
tion, "Having women in key positions ..• does it make.a difference?" 
TAKING CHAR.GE OF OUJt. OWN PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT: Making Deciliom Aft"ecting Oar FDtares 
Elizabeth P. Baxter, Management Development Aaociate and Private Psyclaologm 
What do I want to be? What do I want to do? How canI get there? How do I manage hurdles? Cianges? Gains and losses?
How do I get in my own way? This session will provide useful maps in yOID' jOID'ney toward fulfiDing career, and aid you 
in managing the journey effectively. · ·;'. ·-
RECEPTION 
DINNER followed by eniertainment by the Local Vocala 
"'Choices" l,y the Local Vocals will focus on the great variety of choices available.to women performed through song. 
"CHOICES" starring: Emily English, well-known mid-Michigan Musical Performer and Drama Teacher; Jeff English, Music 
and Drama Teacher, Actor, Director and Aaxnnplished Aocompanist; Wendy Fleming, Professional Performer; Connie Curran-
Oesterle, Professional Singer in Band and Commercial Work 
c+------T-uesday, M...: .ay_2....;.'4, ___  1 988 _ _ ________ _ 
6:30 a.m. 
7 a.m.•9 a.m. 
7:30-9 a.m. 
A. 
B. 
9·10:30 a.m. 
A. 
FUN RUN 
REGISTRATION 
CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST FQR ALL. 
AA WqC Business Meeting led by Sandra Lowery 
MA WDAC Businea Meeting led by Margaret Criahal
CONCUR.RENT WORKSHOPS 
WELLNESS ISSUES 
Katherine DeTone, Auistant Director, Profeaional and C.Ontinaing Education, Macomb C.Ommunity C.Ollege 
Margaret Kingsbury, Clinical Nune Specialist, Gardner Women'• Wellnea Center . 
Wellness is the art of enhancing the quality of life by making choices which promote whole person well being. This session 
will focus on the emergence and expression of one's personal and professional best. We'll examine the impact of internal 
influences and we'll evaluate the use of a holistic decision-making model as it relates to making health a matter of choice, 
not a matter of chance. Also learn how to diminish the symptoms and impact of Premenstrual Syndrome. 
B. (Repeat) FINANCIAL POLmCS: From the Board Room to the Line Item Budget 
C. MIDDLE MANAGEMENT EFFECTIVENESS 
Helen Bomstad, Director, Training and Development, Eutern Michigan UDiveniry 
"Middle Managers: New American Dinosaurr' screams the title of a recent Management Vision presentation. As we con-
front this threat we must determine skills required to avoid going the way of the dinosaur! The role is difficult at best. Skill 
to manage both "up" and "down" is required in contemporary educational institutions. The challenge is flexibility. Par· 
ticipants will examine various strategies for interacting successfully in complex organizations. 
D. MARKETING YOUJt.SELF 
Denise Gorsline, Director of Educational Development, Domino'• Pizza Distn"bulion C.Orporation 
If you ever wondered if you can really take control and move yourself up, this workshop will be a motivator for you. We 
all know self-confidence is the key to success within any organization. The real challenge is knowing how to show that 
you have that confidence. What will happen if you' learn to market yourself? You will learn that image plays a role, that 
presenting the. appropriate image requires some decision-making on your part, that tliere are definite ways to improve your
image immediately, and how to have more fun at work and at home. 
10:30-10:45 a.m. BREAK 
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10:45-12:15 p.m. 
A. 
'' CONCURRENT WORKSHOPS 
SEXUAL POLITICS/SEXUAL HARRASSMENT 
Elaine Frosl, Attorney and Arbitrator 
Sharman Spieser, Associale for Women's Concerns, Affirmative Action Program, The University of Michigan 
Julie S1einer, Coordinalor, The University of Michigan Sexual Assaull Prevention and Awareness Center 
Policies, programs, practices: What we have learned in the eight years since Title VII. The focus will be on recent legal,
politic:al and organizational developments and their implications for promoting awareness, counseling, reporting and investigating 
complaints. 
B. MOVING UP OR STAYING PUT CREA11VELY 
Jo-Ann Terry, Office of Corporate Training, Henry Ford Community College 
Martha Smydra, Dean, Studenl and Community Services, Macomb Community College 
Career mobility is tough! But if you have almost decided that you are ready to pursue a position in upper level administra-
tion, then this workshop can provide you with valuable tips and samples of letters and interview questions. Materials presented 
have been developed for National Institute for Leadership Development and used prior to this workshop exclusively for women
seeking CEO positions in community colleges. Much of the material can be adapted for your own use. Discussion and shar· 
ing of experiences is welcomed. Included are ideas and strategies for creatively using your current situation to be productive 
toward the dual results of 1) immediate job satisfaction and, 2) future career mobility. 
C. ADDICTIVE RELATIONSHIPS 
LuAngela Cervone, Nurse Clinician, Bronson School of Nursing 
The concept of relationship addiction in women will be explored, including: 1) a brief review of the literature, 2) proposed 
etiological and descriptive characteristics, 3) a distinction between dependence and addiction, and 4) various avenues of recovery
for women affected. 
D. MOBll.lZING YOUR INSTITUTION TO SUPPORT WOMEN 
Diana Rodriguez Algra, Director of Women's Programs, Michigan S1ate University 
This segment of the workshop will outline what special programs and initiatives are being carried out and supported at MSU
that create a positive environment on its campus. 
Judy McQueen, Assislanl Director of Women's Programs, Michigan Stale University
Ms. McQueen will share details on how the Michigan Network of Women's Centers was organized, and how it supports 
each center's unique institutional mission. 
Vickie Wellman, Administralive Assi11an1, Child and Adolescenl Psychiatric Hospi1al, The University of Michigan 
An activist/observer's view of the organization and development of the Women's Initiative Group (WING) at the U-M. 
12:30-2:00 p.m. CLOSING LUNCHEON. SERVANT LEADERSHIP: A Con1radiction ofTemu 
Lorraine Mu1usak, Execu1ive Director, Kellogg Na1ional Fellowship Program
What is meant by the term "servant leadership?" Who are servant leaders? Can these two roles be combined in one real
person and still function? Women tend to be servants first. Does this affect their leadership? Dr .. Matusak will explore future 
directions of leadership. 
~ Connections '88W Conference for Professional Women
ATTN: Kay Diggs
Henry Ford Community College 
5101 Evergreen Rd. 
Dearborn, MI 48128 
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SUMMER DRAMA CLASSES FOR YOUTH OFFERED 
"Lost in the Stars" is the theme for classes in creative 
drama that will be held at Grand Valley State University this 
summer for students in grades one through six. Students will be 
divided according to age group and each group will attend class 
for five consecutive weekdays from 10 to 11 a.m. The cost is $5
per student. Classes will be offered from July 11-29 on the 
Allendale campus. 
Drama teachers are Laura Gardner Salazar, GVSU faculty 
member and internationally known author and researcher in 
children's theatre and drama; and Mary Pratt Cooney, educational 
Director of Detroit's Attic Theatre. GVSU drama students will 
assist. 
For registration and more information, contact Carla 
Cavender at 895-3668. 
-END-
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PROVOST NIEMEYER APPOINTED TO SERVE ON NCACS EXECUTIVE COMMISSION 
Grand Valley State University Provost Glenn Niemeyer has 
been a pointed to serve on the Executive Commission on
Institutions of Higher Edu·cation for the North Central 
Association of Colleges and Schools. The commission makes 
decisions on the accreditation of colleges and universities in 19
states, including Michigan. 
Niemeyer has articipated in accreditation evaluation and 
review work of the Commission as a Consultant-Evaluator and a
Commissioner-at-Large since 1974. 
In announcing Niemeyer's a point ent as an Executive 
Commissioner, NCACS Executive Commission Director Patricia Thrash 
said, "All of us who have worked with Glenn Niemeyer admire his 
ability and integrity. He will make a significant contribution 
to the Commission in his new role as an Executive Commissioner." 
GVSU President Arend D. Lubbers responded to the 
announcement by noting, "We are fortunate to have someone with a
national reputation for judgment in academic matters as the 
erson rimarily responsible for academic development at Grand 
Valley State." 
-END-
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ENRICHMENT DINNER TO HONOR UNIVERSITY BENEFACTORS 
At its biennial Enrichment Dinner to be held at the L.V. 
Eberhard Center on Wednesday, June 1, the Grand Valley University 
Foundation will honor three business and community leaders who
have a distinguished history of commitment to public service in 
west Michigan. Inducted into the Grand Valley State Hall of Fame
will be Peter Cook, L.V. Eberhard, and Seymour Padnos. Political 
satirist Mark Russell will provide the entertainment for the 
evening. 
Peter Cook was one of the earliest private supporters of 
GVSU. He is a trustee of the Grand Valley University Foundation 
and played a significant role in the recently completed Grand 
Design Capital Campaign for the L.V. Eberhard Center. He is also 
active in the community as a present or past board member for 
Butterworth Hospital, the South and Central YMCA's, the Pine Rest 
Foundation, and the Mel Trotter Mission. He also assists in the 
development of west Michigan's economy by serving as board 
chairman of his own firm and as a board member for MetroBanc, 
Michigan National Bank, TV 17, and other firms. 
L.V. Eberhard illustrated his commitment to the people of 
west Michigan by his generous contribution to GVSU's new downtown 
facility, named in his honor. Eberhard has also contributed much
over the years to the John Ball Park Zoo. He owns the Eberhard 
Food Store chain of 22 supermarkets and channels five percent of 
-more-
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his company's profits into charity. He has demonstrated his 
commitment to his employees. by pioneering a government-approved 
stock ownership plan for them. 
Seymour Padnos is Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive 
Officer of Louis Padnos Iron and Metal in Holland. Thirteen 
years ago his company began an employee scholarship program. 
Since then, 60 sons and daughters of his employees have used 
those scholarships to attend various public and private schools, 
including GVSU, which administers the program. He demonstrated 
his commitment to his community by importing a windmill from the 
Netherlands which has become a national tourist attraction for 
the city of Holland. Padnos has served as an officer of state, 
national, and international trade associations and advisory 
groups~ as a board member and officer of Temple Emanuel in Grand 
Rapids~ and as a board member of the State Chamber of Commerce 
and the First of America Bank, Holland. He also is a pioneer 
trustee of the Grand Valley University Foundation. 
The Enrichment Dinner is held every other year and is open 
to all members of the Foundation who contribute $200 or more 
annually to any of the university's endowment funds. 
MEDIA ADVISORY 
Media representatives who wish to attend Mark Russell's 
presentation, which will begin at approximately 9 p.m., should 
contact Sharon Coeling at 895-2221. 
-END-
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NSF GRANT TO LAUNCH COOPERATIVE PROGRAM 
BETWEEN TEACHERS, INDUSTRY, GVSU 
A grant of over $380,000 from the National Science 
Foundation will enable GVSU to recogni e exemplary teachers and 
then expand their ractical knowledge through a cooperative 
rogram with business and industry. 
The rogram is calle  Recognize Exem lary Teachers - Ex and, 
Enlist, and Extend (RET-E 3 ), and ''is designed to im rove the 
quality of science and mathematics education in our schools by 
motivating and encouraging secondary teachers and u dating their 
erceptions of skills needed in America's workplaces," according 
to GVSU Dean of Science and Mathematics P. Douglas Kindschi. "We 
are also working to develop an industry-education network to 
help insure continued attention to academic excellence in our 
secondary schools." 
A committee will select 20 exemplary middle school and high 
school science and mathematics teachers to articipate in the 
rogram each year for the next three years. Teachers will be 
nominated by their school districts beginning in the fall of 
1988. Initial selections will be announced in the winter of 
1989 and those teachers will then spend the summer of 1989 
working as interns in a mentor rogram with area business and 
industry. There they'll be able to a ply their academic 
knowledge of math and science to workplace situations. The 
-more-
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teachers will then return to their classrooms where they will 
share their experiences with students and colleagues. The 
teachers will also later serve as art-time visiting faculty 
members at GVSU. 
An Industry Planning Group has been formed to begin 
im lementing the rogram and includes BASF Corporation-Chemical 
Division, EDI Engineering and Science, Keeler Brass Company-
Automotive Division, Old Kent Bank of Grand Haven, Prince 
Cor oration, the Research and Technology Institute of West 
Michigan, and Warner-Lambert. Re resentatives from Kent, 
Muskegon, and Ottawa County Intermediate School Districts .are 
articipating in the School District Planning Grou . 
"This triad of cooperation between university scientists and 
mathematicians, industry, and secondary school systems will work 
together to design and develop classroom activities and video 
lessons based on the work experience," Kindschi said. "In that 
way students will gain current career information and will be 
more aware of ways they'll be able to a ly what they re learning 
in the classroom." 
For more information about the rogram, contact Mary Ann
Sheline at 895-2265. 
-END-
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NATURAL RESOURCES COMMISSION TO CRUISE WEST MICHIGAN WATERWAYS 
ABOARD D. . ANGUS 
A demonstration cruise aboard GVSU's research vessel, the 
D.J. Angus, will be part of a west Michigan tour for the Michigan 
Natural Resources Commission on Monday, une 20. The six 
governor-appointed commissioners will board the boat at the 
Holiday Inn Spring Lake dock at 12:30 p.m., after touring various 
west Michigan sites managed by the State Department of Natural 
Resources. The Natural Resources Commission oversees the DNR and 
regulates various factors contributing to surface water quality 
throughout the state. 
The D. . Angus is a 45-foot custom-built steel vessel that 
Grand Valley State's aquatic science program uses as a floating 
laboratory. Educators and students throughout the area learn 
about west Michigan's waterways first hand by conducting studies 
on board. The university's Water Resources Institute also uses 
the boat for various aquatic study projects. 
Equipment on board.includes two winches--one for combing 
the lake sub-surface and the other for collecting bottom 
samples, two depth sounders, radar equipment, a long-range 
navigational system, and various sampling gear. 
Please contact Sharon Coeling at 895-2221 or Professor 
Ronald Ward at 895-3421 or 895-3316 if you wish to accompany the 
Commission on the demonstration cruise. 
, -END-
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MOTT FOUNDATION GRANT TO EXPAND AQUATIC RESEAR H PROGRAM 
The Charles Stewart Mott Foundation has awarded a grant of 
$25,000 to GVSU's Aquatic Resources Education Program. 
"This grant will help us expand the educational programs we 
offer aboard our research vessel the D.J. Angus," says Ronald 
Ward Director of the university's Water Resource Institute and 
Aquatic Resources program. "We're adding Muskegon as a new port 
of operation this year." The D.J. Angus has previously operated 
only out of Grand Haven. 
Ward explained that the program offers demonstration 
cruises for area teachers, elementary and high school students, 
and community service and environmental interest groups. 
According to Ward, during the 1987 season, over 1,500 people 
participated in hands-on educational programs aboard the ship. 
He explained the philosophy behind the program. "We regard 
actual experience as a scientist aboard the ship as a preferable 
alterpative to learning about aquatic science only through books, 
films, and lectures. 
"Those who participate in our educational cruises use 
scientific equipment to observe the water around them and 
collect data from it," Ward says. "Our instructor on board then 
evaluates and discusses those findings and points out the 
implications of the research. We examine such topics as the 
-:more-
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Mott Foundation Grant -2- July 6, 1988 
'Greenhouse' effect, acid precipitation, lake levels, shoreline 
erosion, and sand dune ecology." 
Wards says GVSU plans to continue to expand its programs 
aboard the D.J. Angus. 
"With all the harbors along the Lake Michigan shoreline, we
have enormous expansion opportunities," he says. "Thanks to 
gifts like the Mott Foundation grant, we plan to add a new port 
to our program each year. Programs operating out of such harbors 
as Ludington, Traverse City, and Holland are certainly 
possibilities.  
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ACTING DEAN OF SEIDMAN SCHOOL OF BUSINESS APPOINTED 
Seidman School of Business Marketing Professor Eugene 
Klippel has been a ointed Acting Dean of the school. 
Marvin Devries, who had served as Dean of the Seidman School 
of Business for the ast 14 years, resigned from the osition in 
May to ursue teaching and research interests at GVSU. 
In a ointing Klippel as Acting Dean, GVSU Provost Glenn 
Nie eyer said, "I feel confident in Gene's ability to guide the 
Seidman School of Business through this i ortant interim eriod. 
His background in academia and rivate enterprise certainly 
qualifies him to assume this osition." 
Klippel has been a e ber of the GVSU faculty since 1980. 
He reviously taught at the University of South Florida, the 
University of Florida, Harvard Graduate School of Business, and 
.. "' .. 
Pennsylvania State University. He has also served as Vice 
President of a anage ent consulting firm in Ohio; resident of a
arketing research firm in Florida; and anager of arket 
forecasting for an Indiana engine co pany. 
Nie eyer ex lained that a co ittee has been formed to 
conduct a formal search for a new Dean. 
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COST-C TTING MEASURES EARN GVS  NATIONAL RECOG ITION 
Three cost-cutting ideas from GVSU faculty and staff 
members saved the university more than $36,000 in 1987. The 
money-saving measures have also earned national recognition and a
$1,000 award for the university from the National Association of 
College and niversity Business Officers and the .S. steel 
Foundation (NAC BO/USX). 
The organizations sponsor an annual Cost Reduction Incentive 
Award Progra  that is open to colleges and universities across 
the nited States. Winning a Fourth Place Award of $1,000 was 
the Perkins Loan Exit Interview Videotape. 
Karen Shriver, an accountant at GVSU, submitted the entry. 
She and Communications Professor Barbara Roos worked together to 
create a procedure that cuts staff time and that provided 
practical experience for communications students at the same 
time. 
"Perkins Loans are available to university students through 
a federal loan progra ," Shriver said. "One of the government's 
requirements is that universities conduct an exit interview with 
each loan recipient when the orrower leaves the institution. 
-more-
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"OVer 200 students attend one-hour exit interviews in a
given year. With groups of 8-10 students attending one session, 
and sometimes single interviews given mid-semester, loan 
assistants were devoting quite a it of time to the project. 
"Barbara Roos, a communications professor here at GVSU, 
needed a video project for her senior class. In discussing 
possibilities with her and Financial Aid Director Ken Fri~sma, we
came up with the idea of using our own video and dra a students 
to produce a videotape that would present the loan information to 
our students." 
~- "It cost us only $83 to produce the tape since we used our 
own students as producers,.camera operators, and cast," Shriver 
said. "To produce the ten-minute tape commercially, we would 
have spent a out $16,000. Personnel time to administer the exit 
interview has een cut from 40 hours per semester to four hours. 
The university will realize the $500 savings in personnel costs 
annually." 
Two other cost-saving methods won GVSU Honorable Mention at 
this year's NACUBO/USX Awards Ceremony. 
--An "Air Filter Fra e Modification" submitted y 
Maintenance Supervisor John Scherff. 
This project, which saves GVSU a out $5,600 annually, 
provides disposable filters to replace the washable air 
filters that were previously used in the air circulation 
system in campus uildings. 
-more-
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Savings result from a reduction in filter cleaning time and 
the fact that maintenance staff were a le to modify the 
existing filter fra e to accept the new disposable filters. 
--A "Generic Drug Incentive Progra " submitted y Staff 
Benefits Assistant Susan Klym. 
The university egan a progra  which eliminates the co-pay 
arrangement for prescription drugs if the employee opts for 
generic drugs. 
GVSU's Personnel Office then conducted an educational 
progra  for faculty and staff comparing generic and rand 
name drugs. 7-Faculty and staff support for the cost-saving 
measure was positive and GVSU reduced its anticipated 
prescription claims cost for 1987 y almost $14,000. 
"It's rewarding to see that all three of our entries in this 
year's competition were recognized," said GVSU Vice President for 
Finance and Administration Ronald VanSteeland. "Congratulations 
to those who submitted their ideas and thanks to faculty and 
staff members for their help in making these cost-cutting 
measures work. We appreciate their initiative, creativity, and 
cooperation." 
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Thursday, July 28, is the final day of activities at the 
Remedial Camp for the Learning Disabled being held at Grand 
Valley State University. On that day, parents of the 122
students attending the camp will accompany their children to 
learning sessions. The students will present a theater 
production and their artworks will be on display in the Calder 
Art Gallery. 
Activities will take place in and around Kirkhof Center on
campus beginning at 9 a.m. Parents and students will be 
available for interview. Please call Sharon Coeling at 895-2221 
if you wish to attend. 
Attached is additional information on the Camp. 
-END-
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REMEDIAL CAMP FOR THE LEARNING DISABLED 
The camp is held each summer at GVSU and is co-sponsored by 
the university and The Lake Michig~n Academy in Grand Rapids. 
This year the camp has been in session on Monday through Thursday 
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. since June 20. Of the 122 students 
attending from around the state, 35 are resident students who
live in on-campus housing during the weeks the camp is in 
session. The other 87 students live in and around the Grand 
Rapids area and commute to the camp. 
"These students have particular difficulty with language 
skills, including reading, writing, and spelling," says Camp 
Director Jim Grant, a Professor of Education at GVSU. Graduate 
education students who are working toward their special education 
certification at GVSU work one-on-one with the students to 
develop their reading skills. The children also participate in 
art, science, and physical education activities. 
According to Grant, the goal of the program is not only to 
increase the students' reading capabilities, but also to build 
their self esteem by giving them "success" experiences. "Many of 
these kids associate school with failure," Grant says. "We help 
them read and spell accurately by giving them a strategy they can 
use to be successful." 
. . . . 
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GVSU INCREASES TUITION; STILL AMONG STATE'S LOWEST 
A full-time student at Grand Valley State University will 
pay $81 more for tuition this fall. University officials have 
approved a 9.9 percent increase, which translates into a total of 
$897 per semester, or $1794 for a two semester academic year, for 
Michigan resident students. Even with the new rate, GVSU tuition 
is second lowest among the state's 15 public universities.* The 
rate for out-of-state students is double the in-state rate. 
The GVSU Board of Control in May approved a 5 percent 
increase in housing fees for students living in on-campus 
residence halls. The combined increase for tuition and housing 
is just 6.8 percent overall. 
GVSU President Arend D. Lubbers emphasized Grand Valley's 
commitment to helping students deal with increased tuition costs. 
He announced that the university is boosting the financial aid 
available to students by 19 percent, to a total of $5.3 million. 
"If a student needs financial aid in order to be able to attend 
GVSU, we will find it for that student," he said. 
In commenting on Governor Blanchard's recent statements 
urging state universities to reconsider tuition increases, 
* See attachment -more-
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Lubbers said, "Any time the Governor's office asks us to do 
something, of course we comply." 
He noted that GVSU normally establishes tuition rates by 
April of each year but had already postponed its final decision 
for nearly five months. He said, "We wanted tuition rates as low 
as possible and hoped final state appropriation figures for the 
university would allow a smaller increase. 
"That has happened. The legislature has provided us with a
$24.3 million appropriation for 1 88- 1 89, about a .million dollars 
higher than the Governor's initial recommendation. This enabled 
us to avoid for now the 14 percent increase we had feared would 
be required." 
Lubbers added, "We regret the need for any tuition increase, 
but in order to maintain the quality of our educational programs 
and continue to meet the higher education needs of west 
Michigan's citizens, we must have adequate funding." He said the 
Board of Control would formally review the university's budget 
s·ituation again in November to determine if the new tuition could 
be maintained for the remainder of the year. 
"Grand Valley remains the fastest growing of the state's 
universities, with a six-year enrollment increase of nearly 39 
percent. As west Michigan demands more of GVSU -- in new or 
expanded programs in fields like engineering, facilities 
management, and computer science our costs have gone up 
dramatically. Yet, while we've had the greatest enrollment 
growth in the state, the growth of our state appropriation has 
-more-
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·~ GVSU Tuition 3. July 29, 1988 
been next to the lowest. our '88-'89 appropriation is actually 
only 1.9% over last year's $23.8 million. Consequently, we have 
had no choice but to adopt this increase to help bridge the gap." 
Nonetheless, Lubbers pointed out that GVSU's tuition 
increases compare favorably to those of other state universities. 
"In the past five years, our tuition increase has totaled 15 
percent, less than every Michigan university but one." 
GVSU Financial Aid Director Ken Fridsma said the 
university's 18.7 percent increase in financial aid brings the 
funding for helping students meet college costs to a total of 
$5.4 million annually. 
"A variety of forms of aid, including grants, scholarships, 
loans, and on-campus jobs, is available," he said. "The average 
yearly amount of aid is $2,600. More than 70 percent of our 
full-time students receive some kind of financial aid. By 
increasing our scholarship monies across the board, we'll be 
making it possible for even more students to obtain funding help 
for their college education." 
Grand Valley State has a computer disk containing 
information that enables prospective students and their parents 
to calculate their eligibility for financial aid. The program 
will provide that information based on tuition rates at GVSU or 
at any other college or university, provided the user knows the 
tuition rates at other schools. The disk is available free of 
charge from the Financial Aids Office, (616) 895-3234. 
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GVSU BOARD REACTS TO RITI ISM FROM STATE APITOL 
Yesterday's statements by state officials in Lansing are 
creating a mistaken impression about tuition increases. That's the 
0ajor concern expressed at Grand Valley State University, where 
despite a just-announced 1988 increase of 9.9%, tuition costs remain 
second lowest in the state. 
"The remarks are not based on all the facts and seem designed 
to criticize the trustees and administrators of all the institutions 
indiscriminately," said University Board hairman Maxine Swanson. 
"While I can speak only for Grand Valley," she pointed out, "The 
record shows clearly that we have consistently and conservatively held 
the line against tuition increases. Our increases have remained well 
below state averages. As a matter of fact, in 1984 and 1985 we had no 
tuition increase at all, holding at the 1983 rates, and last year's 
increase of 4.3% was the second smallest of all state universities." 
She added, "If the state had been able to give us an 
appropriation for next year commensurate with our growth and with the 
rate of inflation, we would have been able to adopt a substantially 
smaller increase." 
The $24.3 million state appropriation for GVSU for 1988-89 is 
in fact, only about 1.9% over last year's $23.8 million, "obviously 
-more-
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GVSU Reaction July 29,1988 
not even adequate to cover the 4% inflation rate, to say nothing of 
our continuing growth," Swanson said. 
Last year, the state provided GVSU with a one-time 
"enrollment-increase offset" of just under $516,000. That was Grand 
Valley's share of a special allotment to cover some of the extra costs 
for institutions with substantial enrollment growth between fall 1984
and fall 1986. Grand Valley enrollment in that period increased by 
more than 1,200 students. 
"We were grateful for that recognition," said Swanson. 
"Nonetheless, a one-time allotment in 1987-88 obviously does not 
recognize the continuing funding required for the faculty, programs, 
and facilities these students need." 
During that period JO faculty positions were added at GVSU, an 
additional 17 faculty positions had to be funded for 1987, and another 
eight for 1988-89. Yet, despite continuing inflation, and despite 
further enrollment growth of another 800 students since fall '86, that 
allotment now has been cut by $4,000, to $512,000. 
Swanson stated, "We certainly don't fault the Legislature for 
its decisions in trying to deal responsibly with li ited state budget 
resources. And we certainly don't fault the Governor's office for 
urging us to hold tuition increases to the absolute mini um required 
for sustaining quality public higher education. But the undeniable 
facts are that the ey to Michigan's economicrevitalization lies in 
its abiljty to provide top quality public higher education statewide; 
that during the recession of the early •sos -- after several years of 
-more-
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benign neglect -- the system's funding was sharply slashed, by 10% or 
more; that the increase in funding planned next year is the lowest in 
about six years; and that today's university faculty and students 
require far more sophisticated equipment and facilities than ever 
before." 
"Under these circumstances," she concluded. "I think it is 
misleading for anyone to ma e the blanket clai  that all 15 state 
universities are adopting unjustified tuition increases. ertainly 
state funding for Grand Valley has been unable to eep up with the 
needs of west Michigan, needs which continue to grow. 
Grand Valley was established in 1960 as the regional 
university to meet those needs, and we intend to live up to this 
mission. The ongoing vitality of this area, Michigan's second largest 
metropolitan area., requires that we continue to ma e our educational 
services available, accessible, and affordable to qualified students 
who cannot move away from home to further their education. We have 
pledged absolutely that our Financial Aid office will find the 
necessary funding resources for every student who needs financial aid 
to attend GVSU." 
Grand Valley's projected enrollment of over 9,200 this fall, 
gives the university a seven year growth of about 47% and continues to 
rank it as the fastest growing of the 15 state universities. 
-END-
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@GRAND VALLEY STATE CALENDAR OF EVENTS Public Relations Office 26 Zumberge Library 
Allendale, Michigan 49401 
616-895-3221 or895-7112 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MEDIA ADVISORY 
Sharon J. Coeling 
Director of News Services 
August 4, 1988 
Enclosed is a tentative calendar of events for the 1988-89 
academic year listing music, theatre, dance, and special lecture 
presentations planned by Grand Valley State University. We've 
also included additional information on some of the events for 
this fall. 
As more information becomes available, we will list it on
the GVSU Monthly Calendar of Events along with other updates and 
additions, Meanwhile, we hope this calendar assists you in your 
advance planning. If you have any questions, please call. 
-END-
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August 
Tuesday. August 30 
10:30 a.m.: Academic Convocation, a ceremony launching the 1988/89 academic year. Stephen Ford, Director of the library 
at GVSU since 1962, will speak on "Myths and Realities: The Library in the University." Presentation of outstanding Teacher and Distinguished Contribution in a Discipline will be presented. 
Tuesday. August 30 - Friday. September 23 
10 a.m.-5 p.m., weekdays; til 7 p.m. on Thursdays: Art Exhibit. GVSU Faculty Show, including recent works by communications and 
art faculty. Opening reception, Tuesday, August 30, 12 noon. Calder Art Gallery. 
September 
Monday. September 19 
3:30-5:30 p.m., L.V. Eberhard Center in Grand Rapids; 7:30-9:30 p.m., Frauenthal Center for the Performing Arts, Muskegon: Lecture. Former National Security Council member Raymond Tanter on "The Arab- srael Dilemma." Free. 
Monday. September 26 
3:30-5:30 p.m., L.V. Eberhard Center in Grand Rapids; 7:30-9:30 p.m., Frauenthal Center for the Performing Arts, Muskegon: Lecture. Former National Security Council member Raymond Tanter on ''The Abortive Peace Process: 1979-1972.'' Free. 
Tuesday. September 27 - Friday. November 4 
10 a.m.-5 p.m., weekdays; til 7 p.m. on Thursdays: Art Exhibit. 
"The New Figure," figure drawings by Dellas Hen e, Kathryn Myers, and Judith Roode. Opening Reception, on Friday, September 30, 1 p.m. Calder Art Gallery. 
Friday  September 30 
12 noon: Lunchbreak. The Wellspring Dance Collaborative. Modern dance company, blending original choreography with visual imagery. Free. Calder Fine Arts Center. 
-more-
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October 
Monday. October 3 
12 noon: Lunchbreak. Rosa Burke Perez, storyteller, presenting 
"Real Town," advocating the prevention of nuclear war. Free. 
Calder Fine Arts Center. 
Monday. October 3 
3:30-5:30 p.m., L.V. Eberhard Center in Grand Rapids; 
7:30-9:30 p.m., Frauenthal Center for the Performing Arts, 
Mus egon: Lecture. Former National Security Council member 
Raymond Tanter on "The 1973 War for Peace." Free. 
Monday. October 10 
12 noon: Lunchbreak. The Lehigh String Quartet. Chamber music 
including works by Mozart, Griffes, and Debbussy. Free. 
Calder Fine Arts Center. 
Thursday. October 13 
12 noon: Lunchbreak. Dance Circus. Interdisciplinary dance 
company presenting various styles from modern dance to 
improvisations and dance-drama. Free. Calder Fine Arts 
Center. 
Sunday. October 16 
3 p.m.: Choral Concert. Ellen Pool, conductor. Free. Calder 
Fine Arts Center. 
Monday. October 17 
12 noon: Lunchbreak. Bertocini and Moore, Jazz Duo. Free. 
Calder Fine Arts Center. 
Wednesday. October 19 
8 p.m.: Concert. University-Community Orchestra. Lee 
Copenhaver, conductor. Free. Calder Fine Arts Center. 
Thursday. October 20 
12 noon. Lunchbreak. Helen Benham, concert pianist. Free. 
Calder Fine Arts Center. 
Monday. October 24 
12 noon. Lunchbreak. Poetry readings by poets Rosa . Arenas 
and David James. Free. Calder Fine Arts Center. 
-more-
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Thursday. October 27 
12 noon. Lunchbreak  The Asbury Brass Quintet. A variety of 
music from various composers including Praetorius and Fats 
Waller. Free. Calder Fine Arts Center. 
November 
Tuesday, November 1 
12 noon. Lunchbreak  Maria Royce, harpist, and Christopher 
Kantner, flautist, performing in solo and in duet. Free. 
Calder Fine Arts Center. 
Friday, November 4 
8 p.m.: Theatre. ''The Rivals.'' A comedy set in restoration 
England. Calder Fine Arts Center. Tickets available at the 
door: $4, general admission  $2, GVSU students; $1, children 
and senior citizens. 
Saturday, November 5 
8 p.m.: Theatre. "The Rivals." A comedy set in restoration 
England. Calder Fine Arts Center. Tickets available at the 
door: $4, general admission  $2, GVSU students; $1, children 
and senior citizens. 
Sunday, November 6 
2 p.m.: Theatre. ''The Rivals.'' A comedy set in restoration 
England. Calder Fine Arts Center. Tickets available at the 
door: $4, general admission  $2, GVSU students; $1, children 
and senior citizens. 
Monday, November 7 
3:30-5:30 p.m., L.V. Eberhard Center in Grand Rapids; 7:30-9:30 
p.m., Frauenthal enter for the Performing Arts, Mus egon: 
Lecture. Former National Security Council member Raymond 
Tanter on "The Peace Process: From the 1973 War to Step by step 
Diplomacy." Free. 
Tuesday. November 8 - Friday. December 9 
10 a.m.-5 p.m., weekdays; til 7 p.m. on Thursdays: Art Exhibit. 
Sculpture by David Greenwood and Esther Luttikhuizen. 
Reception, Wednesday, November 9, from 4-6 p.m. Calder Art 
Gallery. 
-more-
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Tuesday, November 8 
12 noon: Lunchbreak  Oliver Jones, jazz pianist. Canadian who
plays in the style of Oscar Peterson. Free. Calder Fine Arts 
Center. 
Friday, November 11 
12 noon: Lunchbreak  GVSU Faculty String Quartet. Professors 
Daniel Kovats and Lee Copenhaver are joined by two Artists-in-
Residence from the Grand Rapids Symphony. Free. Calder Fine 
Arts Center. 
Friday, November 11 
8 p.m.: Theatre. "The Rivals." A comedy set in restoration 
England. Calder Fine Arts Center. Tickets available at the 
door: $4, general admission  $2, GVSU students; $1., children 
and senior citizens. 
Saturday, November 12 
8 p.m.: Theatre. "The Rivals." A comedy set in restoration 
England. Calder Fine Arts Center. Tickets available at the 
door: $4, general admission  $2, GVSU students; $1, children 
and senior citizens. 
Sunday, November 13 
2 p.m.: Theatre. "The Rivals." A comedy set in restoration 
England. Calder Fine Arts Center. Tickets available at the 
door: $4, general admission  $2, GVSU students; $1, children 
and senior citizens. 
Monday, November 14 
3:30-5:30 p.m., L.V. Eberhard Center in Grand Rapids; 7:30-9:30 
p.m., Frauenthal Center for the Performing Arts, Mus egon: 
Lecture. Former National Security Council member Raymond 
Tanter on ''The Peace Process: From the '79 Israel-Egypt Peace 
Treaty to the '82 Reagan Initiative and the '88 Schultz Plan." 
Free. 
Tuesday, November 15 
12 noon: Lunchbreak. The T. Daniel. Mime Theatre, performing a 
collection of short stories entitled ''Structures on Silence.'' 
Free. Calder Fine Arts Center. 
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Sunday. November 20 
3 p.m.: Band Concert. Dennis Svendsen, conductor. Free. 
Calder Fine Arts Center. 
Wednesday. November 30 
12 noon: Lunchbreak  William Zito, guitar and lute player. 
Free. Calder Fine Arts Center. 
December 
Friday. December 2 
8 p.m.: Choral Concert. Ellen Pool, conductor. Free. Calder 
Fine Arts Center. 
Tuesday. December 6 
8 p.m.: Concert. University-Community Orchestra. Lee 
Copenhaver, conductor. Free. Calder Fine Arts Center. 
Monday. December 12 - Friday. December 16 
10 a.m.-5 p.m., weekdays; til 7 p.m. on Thursdays: Art Exhibit. 
Wor  of BFA students. Calder Art Gallery. 
January 
Monday. January 9 - Friday. February 3 
10 a.m.-5 p.m., weekdays; til 7 p.m. on Thursdays: Art Exhibit. 
Recent senior theses in photography from the GVSU School of 
Communications. Opening reception on Wednesday, January 11, 4-
6 p.m. Calder Art Gallery. 
February 
Thursday. February 2 
12 noon: Lunchbreak. The Bilger Duo. Saxophone and piano. 
Free. Calder Fine Arts Center. 
8 p.m.: Theatre. ''Eccentricities of a Nightingale'' by Tennessee 
Williams. A bittersweet romantic American classic. Calder 
Fine Arts Center. Tickets available at the door: $4, general 
admission  $2, GVSU students; $1, children and senior citizens. 
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Friday. February 3 
8 p.m.: Theatre. "Eccentricities of a Nightingale" by Tennessee 
Williams. A bittersweet romantic American classic. Calder 
Fine Arts Center. Tickets available at the door: $4, general 
admission: $2, GVSU students: $1, children and senior citizens. 
Saturday, February 4 
8 p.m.: Theatre. "Eccentricities of a Nightingale" by Tennessee 
Williams. A bittersweet romantic American classic. Calder 
Fine Arts Center. Tickets available at the door: $4, general 
admission: $2, GVSU students: $1, children and senior citizens. 
Tuesday. February 7 - Friday. March 3 
10 a.m.-5 p.m., wee days: til 7 p.m. on Thursdays: Art Exhibit. 
GVSU Juried Student Show. Opening reception on Wednesday, 
February 8, 4-6 p.m. 
Tuesday. February 7 
12 noon: Lunchbreak. The Grand Rapids Symphony Brass Quintet. 
Free. Calder Fine Arts Center. 
Thursday. February 9 
8 p.m.: Theatre. ''Eccentricities of a Nightingale'' by Tennessee 
Williams. A bittersweet romantic American classic. Calder 
Fine Arts Center. Tickets available at the door: $4, general 
admission: $2, GVSU students: $1, children and senior citizens. 
Friday. February 10 
8 p.m.: Theatre. "Eccentricities of a Nightingale" by Tennessee 
Williams. A bittersweet romantic American classic. Calder 
Fine Arts Center. Tickets available at the door: $4, general 
admission: $2, GVSU students: $1, children and senior citizens. 
Saturday, February 11 
8 p.m.: Theatre. "Eccentricities of a Nightingale'' by Tennessee 
Williams. A bittersweet romantic American classic. Calder 
Fine Arts Center. Tickets available at the door: $4, general 
admission: $2, GVSU students: $1, children and senior citizens. 
Tuesday. February 14 
12 noon: Lunchbreak  Myriade. Vocal quartet. 
one woman singing a variety of music. Free. 
Center. 
-more-
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Wednesday, February 15 
8 p.m.: Band Concert. Dennis Svendsen, conductor. Free. 
Calder Fine Arts Center. 
Friday. February 17 
12 noon: Lunchbreak. GVSU Faculty Woodwind Quintet. Flute, 
oboe, clarinet, French horn, and bassoon. Led by GVSU 
Professor Paul Grischke, this ensemble also features Grand 
Rapids Symphony artists. Free. Calder Fine Arts Center. 
Wednesday. February 22 
8 p.m.: Concert. University-Community Orchestra. Lee 
Copenhaver, conductor. Free. Calder Fine Arts Center. 
Saturday, February 25 
7 & 9 p.m.: Concert. ''Music in Motion.'' Ellen Pool, conductor. 
Free. Calder Fine Arts Center. 
Monday. February 27 
12 noon: Lunchbreak. 
Resident Artists in 
Fine Arts Center. 
The Devos String Quartet. 
the Grand Rapids Symphony. 
March 
Tuesday, March 14 - Friday. April 14 
Members are 
Free. Calder 
10 a.m.-5 p.m., weekdays; til 7 p.m. on Thursdays: Art Exhibit. 
"Communications Graphics." Sponsored by the American Institute 
of Graphic Arts, features the year's best in .promotional and 
corporation graphics. Opening reception on Wednesday, March 
15, 4-6 p.m. 
Wednesday. March 15 
12 noon: Lunchbreak  Little Miami Theatre. Folk theatre group 
presenting ''Heartstrings.'' Free. Calder Fine Arts Center. 
Thursday. March 23 
12 noon: Lunchbreak  Liu' Che're, soprano. Free. Calder Fine 
Arts Center. 
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Tuesday. March 28 
12 noon: Lunchbreak  Scott Keely in "Goodnight Mr. Poe," a 
dramatic interpretation of what might have happened on October 
2, 1849, the night before Edgar Allan Poe was found, delirious 
and raving, in a tavern. Poe died five days later, never 
regaining consciousness. 
Thursday. March 30 
8 p.m.: Theatre. "General Gorgeous," a contemporary American 
science fiction farce. Calder Fine Arts Center. Tickets 
available at the door: $4, general admission; $2, GVSU 
students; $1, children and senior citizens. 
Friday. March 31 
8 p.m.: Theatre. "General Gorgeous," a contemporary American 
science fiction farce. Calder Fine Arts Center. Tickets 
available at the door: $4, general admission; $2, GVSU 
students; $1, children and senior citizens. 
April 
Saturday  April 1 
8 p.m.: Theatre. "General Gorgeous," a contemporary American 
science fiction farce. Calder Fine Arts Center. Tic ets 
available at the door: $4, general admission; $2, GVSU 
students; $1, children and senior citizens. 
Tuesday. April 4 
12 noon: Lunchbreak. Eleonore Paul, concert pianist. Free. 
Calder Fine Arts Center. 
Thursday. April 6 
8 p.m.: Theatre. "General Gorgeous," a contemporary American 
science fiction farce. Calder Fine Arts Center. Tic ets 
available at the door: $4, general admission; $2, GVSU 
students; $1, children and senior citizens. 
Friday. April 7 
8 p.m.: Theatre. "General Gorgeous," a contemporary American 
science fiction farce. Calder Fine Arts Center. Tic ets 
available at the door: $4, general admission; $2, GVSU 
students; $1, children and senior citizens. 
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Friday. April 7 
12 noon: Lunchbreak. The Early Music Ensemble. Special 
performance of Medieval and Renaissance music on historically 
authentic instruments. Free. Calder Fine Arts Center. 
Saturday  April 8 
8 p.m.: Theatre. "General Gorgeous," a contemporary American 
science fiction farce. Calder Fine Arts Center. Tickets 
available at the door: $4, general admission  $2, GVSU 
students; $1, children and senior citizens. 
Monday. April 10 
8 p.m.: Band Concert. Dennis Svendsen, conductor. Free. Calder 
Fine Arts Center. 
Monday. April 10 
12 noon: Lunchbreak. Joan Conway, concert pianist. Free. 
Calder Fine Arts Center. 
Thursday. April 13 
12 noon: Lunchbreak. Robert Danforth, French horn soloist. 
Accompanied by GVSU music professor Julianne VandenWyngaard. 
Free. Calder Fine Arts Center. 
Thursday. April 13 
8 p.m.: Concert. GVSU Studio Jazz Orchestra & Small Jazz 
Ensembles. Daniel Kovats, conductor. Admission: $1. Calder 
Fine Arts Center. 
Sunday. April 16 
3 p.m.: Choral Concert. Ellen Pool, conductor. Free. Calder 
Fine Arts Center. 
Monday. April 17 - Friday. April 21 
10 a.m.-5 p.m., wee days; til 7 p.m. on Thursdays: Art Exhibit. 
BFA Show. Calder Fine Arts Center. 
Monday. April 17 
12 noon: Lunchbreak. 
from Indianapolis. 
Dance Kaleidoscope. Modern dance company 
Free. Calder Fine Arts Center. 
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INTERNATIONAL EXPERT TO PRESENT LE TURE SERIES 
ON ARAB-ISRAEL ONFLI T 
Grand Rapids area residents interested in gaining insight 
into the ongoing Arab-Israel conflict and its impact on world 
affairs can hear from an international expert on the subject next 
month, thanks to a special opportunity from Grand Valley state 
University. 
Staring Monday, September 19, GVSU is offering a series of 
public programs on the subject at its L.V. Eberhard enter in 
downtown Grand Rapids. Former National Security ouncil member 
Dr. Raymond Tanter, an expert on Arab-Israel relations who now
teaches political science at the University of Michigan, will 
present the lectures. 
The series, titled "The Arab-Israel onflict," is also a
two-credit political science class for Grand Valley State 
University, but is designed to help broaden publid understanding 
of the complex issues associated with the conflict. For this 
reason, the university is opening Tanter's lectures to general 
audiences at no charge. 
The lectures will be held from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m. Free 
-more-
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tickets will be available at the Grand Rapids and East Grand 
Rapids Public Libraries, the bookstore in Grand Valley State's 
Eberhard enter, the Jordan ollege bookstores in edar Springs 
and Grand Rapids, St. Andrews Episcopal hurch, and Fountain 
Street hurch. 
Following is a list of lecture topics and dates. 
Sept. 19: 
Sept. 26: 
Oct. 3: 
Nov. 7: 
Nov. 14: 
The Arab-Israel Dilemma 
The Abortive Peace Process: 1969-1972 
The 1973 War for Peace 
The Peace Process: From the 1973 War to Step-
by-Step Diplomacy 
The Peace Process: From the 1979 Israel-Egypt 
Peace Treaty to the 1982 Reagan Initiative 
and the 1988 Schultz Plan 
The course is also offered on the same dates in Mus egon, 
and Tanter will present his lectures on the same. days at both 
locations. In Mus egon, the classes will be offered at the 
Frauenthal enter for the Performing Arts in the evening, from 
7:30 to 9:30. Free tickets for the Mus egon lectures will be 
available at Hackley Public Library, the Norton and North 
Mus egon Branches of the Mus egon ounty Library, and the 
Mus egon ommunity ollege Boo store. 
Tanter is internationally recognized as an expert on the 
Middle East and Persian Gulf regions. He served as a National 
Security ouncil member in 1981-82 before becoming Secretary of 
State Alexander Haig's representative to arms control talks in 
Europe. He received his Ph.D. from Indiana University and taught 
at Northwestern University before going to the Netherlands as a 
-more-
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Fulbright Scholar in 1972. From 1973 through 1978 he was a
visiting professor at Hebrew University in Jerusalem. 
urrently he teaches an undergraduate course on the Arab-
Israel conflict and a graduate course on Strategic Defense 
Initiative at the University of Michigan. He has ust completed 
a book, Who's at the Helm? Lessons of Lebanon, which examines 
what he calls the inability of the Reagan Administration to 
synthesize force and diplomacy in the Middle East. 
Anyone who wishes to take the course for cre it may get more 
information from the GVSU Registrar's Office, La e Huron Hall, on 
the main campus in Allendale, at 895-3327, or from GVSU's 
La eshore enter on the Mus egon ommunity ollege ampus, at 
773-3117. 
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SECOND OPINION TO BE SOUGHT ON PHOENIX BUILDING 
A second architectural study to determine the feasibility of 
restoring Grand Rapids' old Phoenix furniture factory may get 
underway soon, under a proposal announced today by Grand Valley 
State University. GVSU is scheduled to take possession of the 
115 year old structure this fall, as part of the Stow and Davis 
properties donated to the University by Steelcase Inc. 
According to Grand Valley President Arend D. Lubbers, the 
University's Board of Control will be asked to approve the 
proposal at its meeting on August 19. In announcing the plan, 
Lubbers said, "The new study would be carried out by an architect 
known to be acceptable to Ronald Voogt as well as to us." 
Voogt is the Grand Rapids insurance agent who established 
Preservation Grand Rapids and who has publicly disputed the 
results of a previous architectural/engineering study done for 
the University by WBDC Group, Inc. That study led the University 
to conclude in June that the building should be razed. At 
that time, Lubbers noted, "Long range and short range usage for 
the building consistent with GVSU's academic mission were 
explored, the potential hist~rical issues were kept in mind, and 
-more-
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f-UUX/W k5zXH zmBz zmX U-bxHbky 75-xH mB$X z5 "/5$bHX zmX yXkX/Bx 
"-/"5WX GxBWW/55VW BkH dBG-xz0 5ddbGXW kXXHXH bk zmX kX3z "mBWX 
5d zmX -kb$X/Wbz0RW H57kz57k HX$Xx5"VXkzA
Fs-/ lUX/mB/H .XkzX/ dBGbxbz0 bW "/bVB/bx0 HXHbGBzXH z5 
W"XGbBxbjXH GxBWW/55VW BkH xBU5/Bz5/bXW d5/ W-Gm mbymDzXGm 
"/5y/BVW BW zmX p5bkz g91,E N1,E 8N, .5kW5/zb-V d5/ lkybkXX/bky 
lH-GBzb5kE zmX .XkzX/ d5/ ckzXy/BzXH iBGbxbzbXW uXWXB/GmE BkH zmX 
7XWz NbGmbyBk uXWXB/Gm BkH 2XGmk5x5y0 ckWzbz-zXEF mX WBbHA w57 
7X kXXH V5/X yXkX/Bx -WX GxBWW/55VW BkH 5ddbGXWA NXXzbky zmXWX 
kXXHW bW B G/-GbBx "/b5/bz0 d5/ zmX d5G-W 5d zmX ,kb$X/Wbz0RW 
XkX/y0 BkH /XW5-/GXW bk zmX -WX 5d 5-/ 1z57 BkH CB$bW "/5"X/zbXW 
—  bkGx-Hbky zmX 5xH vm5Xkb3 U-bxHbkyAF
2mX "xBk z5 5/HX/ B WXG5kH Wz-H0E zmbW zbVX U0 B mbWz5/bG 
"/XWX/$Bzb5k W"XGbBxbWzE d5xx57XH B /XGXkz z5-/ 5d zmX U-bxHbky 
m5WzXH U0 -kb$X/Wbz0 5ddbGbBxW d5/ 1zBzX 1XkBz5/ 9X/k5k lmxX/W
DV5/XD
PHOENIX August 12, 1988 
the university consultants worked closely with Grand Rapids city 
planners. The study estimated building renovation costs at $7.5-
million or more, with operating expenses estimated at about 
$300,000 a year on top of that. We simply don't have the money." 
According to Lubbers, the new firm will be empowered to 
provide a second expert opinion as to what will be needed to 
renovate and convert the Phoenix building for academic use. 
Lubbers noted that the building would have to provide the general 
purpose classrooms and faculty offices needed in the next phase 
of the university's downtown development. 
"Our Eberhard Center facility is primarily dedicated to 
specialized classrooms and laboratories for such high-tech 
programs as the joint GVSU, MSU, WMU Consortium for Engineering 
Education, the Center for Integrated Facilities Research, and the 
west Michigan Research and Technology Institute," he said. Now 
we need more general use classrooms and offices. Meeting these 
needs is a crucial priority for the focus of the University's 
energ  and resources in the use of our Stow and Davis properties 
including the old Phoenix building." 
The plan to order a second study, this time by a historic 
preservation specialist, followed a recent tour of the building 
hosted by university officials for State Senator Vernon Ehlers 
-more-
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uB"bHWM BkH nx$bk e5X'VBk IuDe5xxBkHMA
,"5k xXB/kbky 5d zmX -kb$X/Wbz0RW "xBk z5 5/HX/ Bk5zmX/ 
B/GmbzXGz-/Bx /X$bX7E lmxX/W k5zXHE FcRV y/BzbdbXH g/BkH 9BxxX0 
1zBzX bW zB'bky zmbW WzX"A cd zmX/X bW Bk XG5k5VbGBxx0 
/XW"5kWbUxX 7B0 z5 WB$X zmX U-bxHbky z5 VXXz zmX mbymX/ XH-GBzb5k 
kXXHW 5d 5-/ G5VV-kbz0E 7X GX/zBbkx0 7Bkz z5 z/0 z5 zB'X 
BH$BkzByX 5d bzAF
Fck Bk0 GBWXEF BGG5/Hbky z5 f-UUX/WE Fbd zmX U-bxHbky bW z5 
UX -WXH bkWzXBH 5d /XV5$XHE 7X GBkk5z "/5GXXH 7bzm5-z B 
W-""xXVXkzB/0 B""/5"/bBzb5k d/5V zmX xXybWxBz-/X z5 G5$X/ zmX 
G5Wz 5d zmX "/5pXGzAF
DlwCD
PHOENIX August 12, 1988 
CR-Grand Rapids), State Representatives Richard Bandstra CR-Grand 
Rapids) and Alvin Hoekman CR-Holland). 
Upon learning of the university's plan to order another 
architectural review, Ehlers noted, "I'm gratifie  Grand Valley 
State is taking this step. If there is an economically 
responsible way to save the building to meet the higher education 
needs of our community, we certainly want to try to take 
advantage of it.'' 
"In any case," according to Lubbers, "if the building is to 
be used instead of removed, we cannot proceed without a
supplementary appropriation from the legislature to cover the 
cost of the project." 
-END-
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Public Relations 
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616/895-2221 
Sharon J. Coeling 
Director of News Services 
August 16, 1988 
Enclosed is the agenda for the August 19 meeting of the GVSU 
Board of Control. At the meeting there will be a special 
presentation of cost-cutting measures recommende  by GVSU staff 
that, along with saving significant amounts of money for the 
university, also earne  GVSU national recognition. A prior news 
release on the savings ideas and the award recipients·is also 
enclosed. 
The meeting w.:j.11 be held at 11 a.m. in the second floor 
conference center at the L.V. Eberhard Center. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE Sharon J. Coeling 
Director of News Services 
August 16, 1988 
AGENDA 
FOR REGULAR MEETING 
OF THE BOARD OF CONTROL 
OF GRAND VALLEY STATE UNIVERSITY 
Friday August 19, 1988 
I. Secretary's Report 
II. 
1. Approval of Minutes of Prior Meeting 
2. Personnel Actions 
3. Gifts and Grants Report 
4. Convocation 
General Reports 
5. Enrollment Report - Summer/Fall 
6. Research and Development Center 
7. Student Senate Constitution 
8. Confirmation of 1988-89 Tuition and Fees 
9. 1988-89 General Fund Budget 
10. Revisions to the 1988-89 Executive, Administrative and 
Professional Staff Compensation Sche ule 
11. Revisions to the Confidential and Supervisory Clerical 
Staff Handbook 
12. NACUBO C9st Reduction Incentive Awards 
13. Living Center II - Final Plans, Budget, Authorization 
to Issue Bonds 
14. Intercollegiate and Intramural Athletics Annual Report 
15. Close  Session 
-END-
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BOARD APPROVES FUNDING FOR NEW STUDENT HOUSING: 
OKS SECOND PHOENIX BUILDING STUDY 
The GVSU Board of Control has authorized a bond issue that 
will allow construction to begin on three new student housing 
buildings on campus. University officials note that despite the 
growth of private apartment developments for students adjacent to 
campus, the need for oh-campus facilities continues to increase. 
The three new living centers will house a total of 240
students. The $4.1 million project also includes a food service 
building that will seat 200 people and will contain a deli, 
laundry facilities, and a convenience store. The facilities are 
scheduled to be ready for use by fall 1989. Their opening will 
bring the capacity of GVSU on-'campus housing to just under 1,700 
students. 
In other action today, the university's Board of Control 
approved a proposal for a second study to determine the 
feasibility of restoring the Phoenix furniture factory to provi e 
classroom and faculty office space. The 115-year-old structure 
is part of the downtown Stow and Davis properties donated to the 
university by Steelcase Inc. GVSU is scheduled to take 
-more-
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-2- August 19, 1988 
possession of the building this fall. 
An initial study of the facility led GVSU officials to 
decide that the building should be razed. Renovation costs were 
estimated to be at least $7.5 million, and annual operating 
expenses were projected at $300,000. Razing the structure would 
cost approximately $500,000. 
The proposal for a second study of the facility, this time 
by a historic preservation specialist, was developed at the 
suggestion of state legislators Vern Ehlers and Richard Bandstra. 
Ehlers indicated that state monies might be available to 
preserve the structure if converting the building for academic 
purposes is determined to be economically responsible. 
The Board set a ceiling of $20,000 for the cost of the 
preservation study and urged university officials to pursue a 
recommendation made by member Roman Ulman. It was his suggestion 
that, "some of those individuals who've e pressed interest in 
preserving the structure should be asked to share this cost, to 
avoid putting the entire burden on the taxpayers." 
The Board plans to e amine the results of the study at its 
next meeting in October. According to President Lubbers, "We'll 
also need to know by October whether there's any real hope of 
getting funding from the state to cover the cost of maintaining 
the building as well as actually carrying out the project in the 
reasonably near future." 
-END-
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FOURTH CONSECUTIVE YEAR OF RECORD ENROLLMENT AT GVSU 
Enrollment for the fall semester at GVSU stands at 9,324 
students, a 12.6 percent increase over last fall at this ti e and 
the highest enrollment in GVSU's history. The number of credit 
hours for which students have registered this fall is up 10.84 
percent over last year. Twenty-five years ago when the first 
freshman class began at what was then the new Grand Valley State 
College the student body numbered 226. 
"We're showing increases in subject areas within each 
academic division,'' says Robert Fletcher, Assistant Vice 
President and Dean of Academic Services. He attributes the 
enrollment hike to the scheduling of evening classes in the 
university's new L.V. Eberhard Center in downtown Grand Rapids, 
as well as to the availability of student housing and the variety 
and the quality of the academic programs offered at GVSU. 
(Late registration continues at GVSU, so enrollment numbers 
may change slightly within the next week.) 
-END-
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GVSU DEAN'S LIST FOR SUMMER OF 1988 
Ninety-eight students at Grand Valley State University were 
named to the Dean's List for the 1988 summer session. Students 
must maintain a 3.5 grade point average or higher while earning 
12 or more grade point credits. 
Listed below are the names of students on the Dean's List 
and their hometowns. 
ALLEGAN: 
ALLENDALE: 
BATTLE CREEK: 
BELDING: 
BROHMAN: 
BYRON CENTER: 
CALEDONIA: 
CEDAR SPRINGS: 
COMSTOCK PARK: 
Susan Handlogten. 
Michaela Begg, Jolene Bennett, Mary Breen, 
Donald Morris, Charles Mosher, Kathleen 
Pecar. 
Diana Patient. 
Susan Meagher. 
Christine Tiernan. 
Sharon Bultema. 
Sheryl O'Connor. 
Marilyn Bosscher. 
David Kruszynski, Jeffrey Tikkanen, Todd 
VanDyk. 
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GVSU Dean's List 
CONKLIN: 
COOPERSVILLE: 
DETROIT: 
DOUGLAS: 
EAGLE: 
FLAT FOCK: 
FRUITPORT: 
GOWEN: 
GRAND HAVEN: 
GRAND RAPIDS: 
GRANDVILLE: 
HOLLAND: 
HUDSONVILLE: 
IONIA: 
JENISON: 
KENT CITY: 
KENTWOOD: 
2 September 8, 1988 
Christine Hillary, Elizabeth VanderJagt. 
Kathleen Owens. 
Darrell King. 
Renette Glass. 
Andrew Hager. 
Jeannette Mentzer. 
Julie Addicott, Roger Bayne. 
Mary Shull. 
Mary Assink, Rose DeYoung. 
Steven Bilski, Mary Bradley, Daniel Bylsma, 
Pamela Ernzer, Beverly Greydanus, Paul 
Haagsman, Timoth  Hanrahan, Shari Huyser, 
Luan Johnson, Mary Joyce, Kristin Miner, 
Beverly Niedelson, Mary Putnam. 
Cynthia Barrus, Toni Curtiss, Kristina Konow,
Richard Ulery, Gary Zandstra. 
Lowell Brams, Paul Duckworth, Jacob Dykstra  
Owen Gesink, Mark Henderson, Star Hine, 
Mark Kline, Thomas Moore. 
Patricia DeLeeuw, Christon Vanderwal, Doroth  
Verhage. 
Melajo Kinsman. 
Ruth Geluso, Kristy Roberts. 
Theresa Woltanski. 
Wendy Deur, Laurie Dwarshuis, Thomas Greer, 
-more-
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iZ2k::G g,K-VKI
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aZ2Yy-, gPV2GV3V-2I
l,KV2 f:kV33I
l,KK-V ay,5B-:2I
g,KZ iPYdVHI
hK,G3VZ wBK,'PVI
S5Z SB:HY:3I
e,2-V S35ZI
r,z-G w5-YyI
lV2 wy,kI
h,K1,K, .:G'd-2H:2O g-9yV33V mV11I
eVKKZ hK:kVKO r:22, mK-'yYI
a:22-V .:PY-2'O S22 l2,BBO a,K3:H w,3-2,HO 
N,9yV3 w,zV33,2:I
e,5VH l3-2'V21VK'O wYVzV2 g:KKV2O
r,2-V3 N,PH9yO c,29Z p,2NyVVI
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LANSING: 
LIVONIA: 
LOWELL: 
MASON: 
MIDDLEVILLE: 
MUSKEGON: 
OWOSSO: 
RAVENNA: 
ROCHESTER: 
ROYAL OAK: 
SALINE: 
SPARTA: 
SPRING LAKE: 
ST. JOHNS: 
STANTON: 
TRAVERSE CITY:
TROY: 
WALKER: 
WHITEHALL: 
WYOMING: 
ZEELAND: 
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Marianne Kendall, Joseph Russell, Kim Wagner. 
Lisa Dyer. 
Julie Rees. 
Teresa Goerge. 
Timoth  Hunt. 
Randal Winchester. 
Michell Genaux, Janis Gerencer, Jennifer 
Heeres, Tracey Masterson, Sally Seith. 
Lynwood Marier. 
Maureen Kass. 
Cynthia Muendelein. 
Karen Powell. 
Karrie Champion. 
Mary Lutkes. 
Bradley Sprague. 
Amy Apostol. 
Janie Almy. 
David Smith. 
Ken Shaw. 
Barbara Hodgkinson, Michelle Webb. 
Jerry Brower, Donna Wright. 
Connie Houting, Ann Knapp, Carlos Salinas, 
Rachel Savellano. 
James Klingenberg, Steven Morren, 
Daniel Rausch, Nancy VanRhee. 
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NEWS CONFERENCE TO FEATURE EXPERT ON MIDDLE EAST 
There will be news conferences with former National Security 
Council member Dr. Raymond Tanter on Monday, September 19, and 
Tuesday, September 20. Tanter is an expert on Arab-Israel 
relations who teaches political science at the University of 
Michigan. This semester he is administering and serving as a
guest lecturer for a GVSU political science class in conj nction 
with the Muskegon Area Jewish Centennial Celebration now under 
way. He will answer questions from the media on all aspects of 
the ongoing crisis in the Middle East. 
News conference times and locations are: 
Monday, September 19, 3 p.m., L.V. Eberhard Center, second 
floor, 301 W. Fulton St., Grand Rapids. 
Tuesday, September 20, 8:30 a.m., Frauenthal Center for the 
Performing Arts, Hilt Buil ing, Beardsley Theater, 427 w. 
Western Ave., Muskegon. 
Tanter is ·internationally recognized as an expert on the 
Middle East and Persian Gulf regions. He served as a National 
Security Council member in 1981-82 before becoming Secretary of 
State Alexander Haig's representative to arms control talks in 
Europe. He received his Ph.D. from Indiana University and taught 
at Northwestern University before going to the Netherlands as a 
-more-
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qXY eYd0h gYHH-xH -W gY9,x-xO BXP8X Y4,0PxYH BX,q XY 8,ddH qXY 
Px,9PdPq7 -W qXY wY,U,x aV0PxPHqk,qP-x q- H7xqXYHPzY W-k8Y ,xV 
VPGd-0,87 Px qXY cPVVdY J,HqI
ePH HYkPYH -W WP3Y dY8q:kYHO q- 9Y GkYHYxqYV 9-qX ,q qXY 
gImI J9YkX,kV oYxqYk ,xV ,q qXY .k,:YxqX,d oYxqYkO ,kY -GYx q- 
qXY G:9dP8 WkYY -W 8X,kUYI
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Tanter News Conference -2,- September 12, 1988 
Fulbright Scholar in 1972. From 1973 through 1978 he was a 
visiting professor at Hebrew University in Jerusalem. Currently 
he teaches an undergraduate course on the Arab-Israel conflict 
and a graduate course on Strategic Defense, Initiative at the 
University of Michigan. He has just completed a book, Who's at 
the Helm? Lessons of Lebanon, which examines what he calls the 
inability of the Reagan Administration to synthesize force and 
diplomacy in the Middle East. 
His series of five lectures, to be presented both at the 
L.V. Eberhard Center and at the Frauenthal Center, are open to 
the public free of charge. 
-END-
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ctober 
Tuesday. September 27 - Friday. November 4 
10 a.m.-5 p.m., weekdays: til 7 p.m. on Thursdays: Art 
Exhibit. "The New Figure," figure drawings by Dellas Henke, 
Kathryn Myers, and Judith Roode. Opening Reception, on 
Friday, September 30, at 1 p.m. Calder Art Gallery. 
Monday. October 3 
12 noon: Lunchbreak. Rosa Burke Perez, storyteller, presenting 
"Real Town," advocating the prevention of nuclear war. Free. 
Calder Fine Arts Center. 
3:30-5:30 p.m., L.V. Eberhard Center in Grand Rapids: 7:30-9:30 
p.m., Frauenthal Center for the Performing Arts, Muskegon: 
Lecture. Former National Secur,ity Council member Raymond 
Tanter on "The 1973 War for Peace." Free. 
Thursday. October 6 
9 p.m.: Nite Club Series. Hoaywood Banks, Comedian. Free, 
Kirkhof Center. 
Friday. October 7 
8 p.m.: Recital. Gisella Montanez, lyric spinto soprano, and 
Julianne VandenWyngaard, pianist. Calder Fine Arts Center. 
Reception following in Kirkhof Center. Tickets: $5 at the 
door. Proceeds for the Leslie Eitzen Voice Scholarship Fund. 
Saturday. October 8 
8 p.m.: Concert. The Romantics. 
at the door. Tickets available 
Believe in Music Stores. 
Monday. October 10 
Tickets: $9 in advance, $11 
at GVSU Box Office and 
12 noon: Lunchbreak. The Lehigh String Quartet. Chamber music 
including works by Mozart, Griffes, and Debbussy. Free. 
Calder Fine Arts Center. 
-more-
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Thursday. October 13 
12 noon: Lµnchbreak. Dance Circus. Interdisciplinary dance 
company presenting various styles from modern dance to 
improvisations and dance-drama. Free. Calder Fine Arts 
Center. 
9 p.m.: Nite Club Series. Jill Holly, musician. Free. 
Kirkhof Center. 
Sunday. October 16 
3 p.m.: Choral Concert. Ellen Pool, conductor. Free. Calder 
Fine Arts Center. 
Monday. October 17 
12 noon: Lunchbreak. Bertocini and Moore, Jazz Duo. Free. 
Calder Fine Arts Center. 
Wednesday. October 19 
8 p.m.: Concert. University-Community Orchestra. Lee 
Copenhaver, conductor. Free. Calder Fine Arts Center. 
Thursday. October 20 
12 noon. Lunchbreak. Helen Benham, concert pianist. Free. 
Calder Fine Arts center. ! 
9 p.m.: Nite Club Series. Dating Game. Free. Kirkhof 
Center. 
Monday. October 24 
12 noon. Lunchbreak. Poetry readings by poets Rosa . Arenas 
and David James. Free. Calder Fine Arts center. 
Thursday. October 27 
12 noon. Lunchbreak. The Asbury Brass Quintet. A variety of 
music from various composers including Praetorius and Fats 
Waller. Free. Calder Fine Arts Center. 
-END-
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INCREASE IN MINORITY ENROLLMENT AT GVSU 
Total enrollment at GVSU this fall stands at 9,768 students, 
a 9.3 percent increase over last fall and the fourth consecutive 
year of record enrollments. Those fig res include an increase in 
minorit  student enrollment of 31 percent. 
The largest minorit  group increase--52 percent--is in Asian 
students; followed by Blacks at 35 percent; Hispanics at 15
percent; and American Indians at 12 percent. Minorities now also 
represent a larger percentage of the total student bo y- 5.2 
percent, compared with 4.3 percent last year. 
"We're pleased that more qualified minorit  students are 
choosing GVSU," said Robert Fletcher, Assistant Vice President 
an  Dean of Aca emic Services. "We realize, however, that when
we compare our total number of minorit  students with our total 
enrollment, the percentage is still relatively small. 
Universities across the state seem to have an equally ifficult 
time increasing minorit  enrollment. But we're concentrating 
more of our efforts in that area an  our increase in minorit  
students this year is significant." 
Fletcher attributes the increase in part to Grand Valley's 
Minority Business E ucation Center (MBEC). 
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GVSU Enrollment September 14, 1988 
"The MBEC has been instrumental in not only attracting 
qualified minorit  students to our Seidman School of Business, 
but also in making the programs in other major areas better known
to prospective minorit  students," Fletcher said. 
Donald Williams, MBEC Director, works with high school 
counselors to identify and then encourage qualified minorit  
students to consider a college e ucation. Williams guides MBEC 
students throughout their years at GVSU to help them a just to 
university life and to continue in their studies. He also 
introduces them to the business world by helping them obtain 
summer employment working with business mentors. 
"We've increased our emphasis on recruiting minorit  
students through our A missions Office an  we also offer several 
scholarships especially for minorit  students,'' Fletcher a ed. 
''News about these financial aid opportunities is spreading.'' 
Another unique aspect of GVSU's student bo y this fall is in 
the number of full-time an  part-time students attending. 
"Although national trends are showing a ecline in the 
number of students attending college full-time, at Grand Valley 
we're seeing the opposite,11 Fletcher said. "Last year full-time 
students comprised 60 percent of our student bo y an  this year 
that fig re stands at 76 percent." 
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TICKETS AVAILABLE AT DOOR .FOR TANTER LECTURES ON 
ARAB-ISRAEL CONFLICT 
Dr. Raymond Tanter, former National Security Council member 
and now Professor of Political Science at the University of 
Michigan, is presenting a series of lectures on the Arab-Israel 
conflict. The lectures are open to the public free of charge and 
tickets are available at the door prior to each lecture. Tanter 
is speaking at GVSU's L.V. Eberhard Center from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m. 
and then repeating the lecture from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. in the 
Fruauenthal Center for the Performing Arts in Muskegon. 
Following is a list of lecture topics and dates. 
Oct. 3: The 1973 War for Peace 
Nov. 7: The Peace Process: From the 1973 War to tep-
by-Step Diplomacy 
Nov. 14: The Peace Process: From the 1979 Israel-Egypt 
Peace Treaty to the 1982 Reagan Initiative 
and the 1988 Schultz Plan 
The lectures are part of a GVSU political science class 
which Tanter is directing. The class meets every Monday evening 
in both Grand Rapids and Muskegon, with Tanter's colleague at 
Micpigan, YU:ry Polsky, also teaching some sessions. Those who
wish to audit the course may do so at no charge. 
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NOMINATIONS OPEN FOR PARTNERSHIP TEACHING AWARD 
Parents, students, and others in the west Michigan area who
know of an excellent middle/high school science or math teacher 
may want to nominate that teacher for a Partnership Teaching 
Award through GVSU. 
The award program is part of a cooperative effort between 
university faculty members, industry, and secondary school 
systems that is being funde  by a $380,000 grant from the 
National Science Foundation. 
alle  RET-E3 (Recognize Exemplary Teachers - Expand, 
Enlist, and Extend), the program is designed to improve the 
quality of science and math education by offering teachers a way
to update their knowle ge of the skills today's students need to 
learn in order to function in tomorrow's workplace. 
For the next three years, 20· teachers will be selected 
annually to participate in the program. Based on nominations 
turned in this fall, a committee of ·educators and business people 
will choose the pilot group of teachers. That group of 20 will 
then spend the summer of 1989 working in area business and 
industry. Mentors within the companies involved in the program 
will work with the teachers. 
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Partnership Teaching Awards -2- October 3, 1988 
After a summer of applying their academic knowle ge in the 
workplace, the teachers will return to their classrooms where 
they'll share their experiences with students and colleagues by 
designing new curriculums and making professional presentations. 
The teachers will also later serve .as part-time visiting faculty 
members at GVSU. 
To nominate a teacher for the program, contact Mary Ann 
Sheline at 895-2265 of send the information to her at: 
GVSU 
330 Loutit Hall 
Allendale, MI 49401-9989 
Nominations are due by November 1. 
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GVSO O HOST IN ERNATIONAL ELECONFERENCE 
On Monday, October 17, the Grand Rapids Press eleconference 
Auditorium at Grand Valley's State's L.V. Eberhard Center will be 
the local site for a national seminar televised by Merrill Lynch 
& Co., Inc. he seminar, originating at Merrill Lynch's World 
Headquarters in New York City, will mark the first anniversary of 
the stock market decline. 
Local attendees will be joined via satellite with viewers in 
42 other major cities across the country to watch the 
presentation. he seminar will be broadcast live at 7 p.m. and 
re-broadcast at 8:30 p.m. Local Merrill Lynch representatives 
will answer questions from the audience following each 
presentation. 
Entitled "One Year Later: Investing in a New Era," the 
seminar will assess the impact of the past year's financial 
developments on world markets and economies and will offer 
investment strategies for the future. 
Internationally known investment analysts, economists, and 
market commentators will address the issues. Among. those 
sche uled to appear are John empleton and Malcolm Forbes. op
Merrill Lynch executives will be featured and the seminar will 
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Merrill Lynch eleconference 
-2- Octobers, 1988 
include financial experts speaking live from okyo and London. 
"We're excited about the opportunity to participate in this 
program," said local Merrill Lynch representative John 
Vinkemulder. A Vice President and Financial Consultant for the 
company, Vinkemulder said Merrill Lynch chose the L.V. Eberhard 
Center as its local site for several reasons. 
" he eleconference Auditorium there is the only facility in 
the area with the capabilities we need for this venture," he 
said. "With its seating capacity of 182, this state-of-the-art 
facility is perfect for an undertaking of this much importance to 
us. he building's central location makes it a convenient 
gathering place for most of our clients and many of them are 
excited about seeing the new facility." 
Attendance at the seminar is by invitation only.• hoae 
interested in obtaining an invitation should call Merrill Lynch 
in Grand Rapids at 774-4271. 
MEDIA ADVISORY 
Media representatives are invited to attend the seminar. o make 
a reservation, call John Vinkemulder at Merrill Lynch, 774-4240  
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FATE OF PHOENIX BUILDING UNDER REVIEW; 
THREE OTHER FORMER STOW AND DAVIS STRUCTURES MAY BE RAZED 
Members of GVSU's Board of Control are reviewing a rep9rt just 
received from preservation architect Richard Frank on the old Phoenix 
factor  building, as well as analyses previously received from The 
WBDC Group and Wold and Associates. 
According to Frank's report, only the exterior of the building 
has historic val e, and it can be preserved. Based on Frank's 
estimates, plus costs for professional services, e uipment and 
furnishings, and state supervision, a classroom conversion project 
would cost a minimum of $8.9-million dollars. This is in the same 
range as estimates for constructing a new facility on the same site. 
University Properties* Vice Presi ent, Douglas J. Smith, sai  
he will recommend the GVSU Board of Control delay demolition of the 
building. Smith sai , "I think we need time for the university to 
eval ate Frank's report, and to determine whether it is possible to 
obtain state funding, first, to hold the building, and second, to 
undertake the actual conversion." 
* University Properties is the corporation responsible for 
administering the Stow and Davis properties given to GVSU by
Steelcase. The Phoenix building is part of the stow and Davis complex 
incl ded in the gift. · 
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The Board of Control will consi er Smith's recommendation 
during its regular meeting on Fri ay, October 14. 
Smith will also recommend that the University retain the 
former Stow and Davis Plant 6, at 511 West Fulton, and the former 
railroad depot across the street. Planning is already underway for 
converting Plant 6 into an incubator facility -- to provi e space for 
small manufacturers needing a supportive start-up location. And, sai  
Smith, "We have received some expressions of interest in the old 
railroad depot." 
He will recommend removal of other remaining structures in the 
former Stow and Davis complex, incl ding later additions to the rear 
of the Phoenix building, which have no historic val e and which cannot 
be renovated for university needs, a storage shack near Plant 6, and 
old Plant lA, built in the 1940s, at 418 West Fulton. 
smith sai , "After more than 15 months of effort, incl ding 
work with one of the area's best industrial realtors, we have not 
found anyone willing to lease Plant lA." 
With regard to the old Phoenix building, Smith noted that the 
Board must consi er several fundamental issues besi es the uestion of 
whether the University can get the $250,000 in state funding needed to 
hold the building through the winter and the subsequent $9.1 million 
or more needed for conversion. 
"Other issues are raised by Frank's report," sai  Smith. "For 
example, the Board must consi er the architect's observations that 
only the outside of the building has historic val e and its historic 
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val e is directly·proportional to the number of other similar 
structures in the city. 
"The fact is that the Phoenix building is only one of several 
historic furnitures factories in Grand Rapids, some of which are 
actually still in use for furniture manufacturing." he added. 
"While Frank's report observes that the severe variation in 
floor elevations can be eliminated by pouring concrete on top of the 
original wood floors, it also acknowledges the possibility of serious 
structural deficiencies in the southern section of the building --as 
identified in the WBDC report. A cost estimate for this part of the 
project is not presently known. Obviously it could have a signi~icant 
effect on cost projections. 
"These are the critical issues to be analyzed, and with the 
winter fast approaching, there is not much time left before a decision 
has to be made," sai  Smith. "As we've already pointed out, neither 
University Properties nor GVSU has funds available for fixing the 
roof, heating the building, and maintaining fire supression systems, 
remedies required by city ordinance and by the fire marshal." 
Smith noted that the Frank report studie  the building's 
suitability for use in meeting the university's need for additional 
general purpose classrooms and faculty offices on its downtown campus. 
He pointed out, "Meeting this requirement is the priority for use of 
the former Stow and Davis properties." 
In addition to serving as Vice-President and Secretary of 
University Properties, Smith is Director of GVSU's Office for Economic 
Expansion. 
-END-
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BOARD OF CONTROL STUDIES PHOENIX BUILDING QUESTION 
At a meeting today, the Grand Valley State University Board 
of Control decided to delay making any decisions on the future of 
the Phoenix Building until Board members review architectural 
reports regarding the costs and value of preserving the building. 
The old Phoenix Furniture factory is one of four buildings 
that Steelcase Inc. donate  to the university last year. In 
August, the Board of Control commissioned a report from 
preservation architect Richard Frank on the feasibility of 
preserving the building for classroom use. 
According to Frank's report, only the exterior of the 
building has historic value, and it can be preserved. Based on 
Frank's estimates, plus costs for professional services, 
equipment and furnishings, and state supervision, a classroom 
conversion project would cost a minimum of $8.9 million dollars. 
GVSU has obtained estimates for constructing a new facility on 
the same site that range from $7.5 to $11 million. 
Board Chairman Maxine Swanson appointed a subcommittee of 
board members to review the architectural report and earlier 
engineering studies on the building in detail and meet as soon as 
possible to consider appropriate action on the property. 
-more-
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University Properties* Vice President Douglas J. Smith urge  
the committee to consider three important areas in making their 
decision: the degree to which the building may have historical 
significance: the advisability of converting it for university 
use: and the possibilities of obtaining the funding neede  for 
the project. 
GVSU President Arend D. Lubbers urge  the board's prompt 
consideration of the matter. "With the winter season upon us it 
will be very expensive for us to hold the building at this time," 
he said. 
Neither University Properties nor GVSU has funds available 
for fixing the roof, heating the building, and maintaining fire 
suppression systems, remedies required by city ordinance and by 
the fire marshal. 
Lubbers said a special meeting of the Board will be called 
as soon as the subcommittee has its recommendations 
ready. 
In other action today, the Board approve  seeking a Capital 
Outlay Request for $16 million in state funds to plan and 
construct a Life Sciences Building on the main campus in 
Allendale. 
"Right now we're in the process of selecting an architect 
for this project," said GVSU Physical Plant .Director Terry Sack. 
* University Properties is the corporation responsible for 
administering the Stow and Davis properties given to GVSU by 
Steelcase. 
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"We hope to obtain Board approval for our choice at the December 
Board meeting and have schematic plans for the new building ready 
by May." 
Sack explained that projecting a construction start date at 
this point is impossible because of the various approvals from 
the state neede  on any public university building project. 
-END-
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ARAB-ISRAEL LECTURE SERIES UPDATE 
Because of the strong community interest in GVSU's lecture 
series on the Arab-Israel conflict, the university is opening all 
of the remaining class sessions to the public free of charge. 
Lectures are held on Mondays, from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m. at the L.V. 
Eberhard Center in downtown Grand Rapids, and repeated from 7:30 to 
9:30 p.m. at the Frauenthal Center in Muskegon. On December 5, the 
last evening of the class, the Muskegon section will be held at 
Muskegon Community College. 
University of Michigan Political Science Professor Raymond
Tanter is directing the course and is presenting several of the 
lectures himself. GVSU formerly announced that his lectures would 
be available to the general public. Tanter's colleague at 
Michigan, Yury Polsky, is presenting the rest of the class 
lectures, which are now also open to the community. 
A native of the Soviet Union, Polsky earned his B.A. and M.A.
degrees in Moscow. Before coming to Michigan, where he earned his 
Ph.D., he conducted research on U.S./Soviet relations and Soviet-
American competition in the Near East. His published writings 
include a paper entitled ''Could the USSR Play a Constructive Role 
in the Settlement of the Arab-Israeli Conflict?'' 
-END-
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GVSU TO HOST LOCAL RECEPTION 
Prospective college students and their parents are invited 
to attend an informal "get acquainted" reception hosted by Grand 
Valley State University. 
The reception will be held on Tuesday, October 25, from 7 to 
9 p.m. at the Kirkhof center on the universit 's Allendale 
Campus. 
GVSU faculty members and students will be on hand to discuss 
the universit 's academic and career preparation programs, 
financial aid opportunities, student housing, and activities for 
students at GVSU. Refreshments will be served. 
-END-
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ekHmB ,HppY7 bxHxY 1myKYkqyx7 ?ypp 4uYm yxq DS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S xVYHxkY 
qYHq4m 4m CkyBH7I N4KY-PYk TI ?yxV H uk4B'Wxy4m 4G F2VY vyKHpqIF 
H WpHqqyWHp okyxyqV W4-YB7 P7 vyWVHkB okymqpY7 bVYkyBHmE 
sYkG4k-HmWYq ?ypp PY VYpB ym xVY nHpBYk CymY rkxq nYmxYk 4m xVY 
rppYmBHpY WH-u'q B'kymd xVY Gykqx x?4 ?YYUYmBq 4G N4KY-PYkE 
n'kxHym xy-Y 4m CkyBH7q HmB bHx'kBH7q ?ypp PY  uE-E HmB xVYkY 
?ypp PY b'mBH7 -HxymYYq Hx A uE-E
2VY up4x 4G xVY DxV WYmx'k7 W4-YB7 WYmxYkq 4m xVkYY uHykq 
4G p4KYkq dHxVYkYB Hx xVY GHqVy4mHPpY kYq4kx x4?m 4G oHxVE F2VY 
vyKHpqF yq xVY -4qx GkY"'Ymxp7 uYkG4k-YB W4-YB7 ym xVY .mdpyqV 
xVYHxkY HmB q4-Y W4mqyBYk yx H -HqxYkuyYWY 4G xVY .mdpyqV VydV 
W4-YB7 4G -HmmYkqE
e,b1 n4--'myWHxy4mq sk4GYqq4k v4dYk .ppyq yq BykYWxymd xVY 
uk4B'Wxy4mE
F2Vyq upH7 4GGYkq -Hm7 uHkHPpYq x4 4'k 4?m xy-YqI BYquyxY 
xVY GHWx xVHx yx ?Hq ?kyxxYm x?4 WYmx'kyYq Hd4IF VY qH7qE F2VY 
WYmxkHp WVHkHWxYkq HkY ym xVYyk pHxY xYYmq HmB YHkp7 x?YmxyYqI 
qxk'ddpymd x4 PkYHU GkYY 4G uHkYmxHp W4mxk4p HmB x4 Y;ukYqq 
xVY-qYpKYq ymBYuYmBYmxp7E 9YHpxV HmB q4WyHp qxHx'q HkY UY7 
ymdkYByYmxq 4G xVY p4KYkqR qyx'Hxy4mqEF
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THEATRE SEASO  OPENS WITH BRITISH COMEDY 
Grand Valley State University will open its 1988-89 theatre 
season on Friday, ovember 4, with a production of "The Rivals," 
a classical British comedy by Richard Brinsley Sheridan. 
Performances will be held in the Calder Fine Arts Center on the 
Allendale campus during the first two weekends of ovember. 
Curtain time on Fridays and Saturdays will be 8 p.m. and there 
will be Sunday matinees at 2 p.m. 
The plot of the 18th century comedy centers on three pairs 
of lovers gathered at the fashionable resort town of Bath. "The 
Rivals" is the most frequently performed comedy in the English 
theatre and some consider it a masterpiece of the English high 
comedy of manners. 
GVSU Communications Professor Roger Ellis is directing the 
production. 
"This play offers many parables to our own times, despite 
the fact that it was written two centuries ago,'' he says. ''The 
central characters are in their late teens and early twenties, 
struggling to break free of parental control and to express 
themselves independently. Wealth and social status are key 
ingredients of the lovers' situations." 
-more-
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ym xVY uk4B'Wxy4mE
2YWVmyWHp BykYWx4k HmB qxHGG BYqydmYk gypp lH-ypx4m yq 
WkYHxymd Hm DxV WYmx'k7 p44U G4k xVY W4qx'-Yq HmB 2V4-Hq 
lH-ypx4m yq BYqydmymd xVY pydVxymd HmB qYxqE 2VYkY ?ypp PY pyKY 
DLxV WYmx'k7 VHkuqyWV4kB -'qyW Hx Hpp uYkG4k-HmWYqE
2yWUYxq ?ypp PY HKHypHPpY Hx xVY P4; 4GGyWY 4m uYkG4k-HmWY 
mydVxqE rB-yqqy4m ukyWYq HkY OT G4k xVY dYmYkHp u'PpyWh O
 G4k 
e,b1 qx'BYmxqh OA G4k qYmy4k Wyxy$YmqI VHmByWHuuYkqI HmB dk4'uq 
4G xYm 4k -4kYh HmB OD G4k VydV qWV44p qx'BYmxq HmB WVypBkYmE
M.NJM
... ,, . . 
Rivals -2- October 21, 1988 
The cast includes GVSU students Gina Gaskill and Todd Lewis 
who performed in last season's productions of "Pippin" and "The 
Real Inspector Hound." Others in the cast include guest actress 
Karen Davis; newcomers Tracy DeByle and Mitchell Master; and 
Laurel Harms, Chris Dingman, Dana Levine, Matthew Thrun, and Eric 
Hund. In addition to directing the play, Ellis will also perform 
in the production. 
Technical director and staff designer Jill Hamilton is 
creating an 18th century look for the costumes and Thomas 
Hamilton is designing the lighting and sets. There will be live 
17th century harpsichord music at all performances. 
Tickets will be available at the box office on performance 
nights. Admission prices are $4 for the general public; $3 for 
GVSU students; $2 for senior citizens, handicappers, and groups 
of ten or more; and $1 for high school students and children. 
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o$ P q'BXpPy uBB$pzG $Vpq uxWzpzGM $VB lWPzY ,PyyB- b$P$B 
6zp3BWqp$- nxPWY xU Jxz$Wxy 0zPzpux0qy- PYx'$BY P q'BXpPy 
q0HXxuup$$BB WBXxuuBzYP$pxz XPyypzG UxW $VB WP5pzG xU $VB xyY 
sVxBzp: UPX$xW- H0pyYpzG Pq qxxz Pq 'xqqpHyBD 2xYP-Oq PX$pxz 
XxzXy0YBq uxWB $VPz 
h uxz$Vq xU —xWd H- $VB nxPWY PzY 6zp3BWqp$- 
PYupzpq$WP$xWq $x YB3Byx' 'yPzq UxW 0qB xU $VB b$BByXPqB GpU$ xU 
H0pyYpzGq PzY yPzY $x l,b6D
2VB q0HXxuup$$BB XxzXy0YBY $VP$ p$ —Pq zx$ 'WPX$pXPHyB $x 
P$$Bu'$ $x Xxz3BW$ $VB H0pyYpzG pz$x P 0zp3BWqp$- XyPqqWxxu 
UPXpyp$-M PU$BW WB3pB—pzG P q$0Y- H- 'WBqBW3P$pxz PWXVp$BX$ 
vpXVPWY eWPzd Pq —Byy Pq 'WB3px0q PzPy-qBq H- $VB 1n.J lWx0' PzY 
1xyY PzY oqqxXpP$BqD gz PYYp$pxzM $VB q0HXxuup$$BB JVPpWM l,b6 
nxPWY fBuHBW 1pyypPu lD vBPuxzM bWDM uB$ —p$V $VB 'WBqBW3P$pxz 
PWXVp$BX$ $x YpqX0qq k0Bq$pxzq WPpqBY H- Vpq WB'xW$D
2VB 'xqqpHpyp$- xU YByP-pzG YBuxyp$pxz H- UpzYpzG P 
$Bu'xWPW- —PWBVx0qB xXX0'Pz$ —Pq BypupzP$BY —VBz p$ —Pq 'xpz$BY 
x0$ $VP$ WBPY-pzG $VB sVxBzp: UxW Pz- 0qB —x0yY Xxq$ P$ yBPq$ 
FSAAMAAAD 2VP$Oq $VB Bq$puP$B UxW WB'PpWpzG $VB WxxUM qBPypzG 
xUU Pz 0z0qBY ByB3P$xW qVPU$M pzq$PyypzG VBP$pzG PzY ByBX$WpXPy 
q-q$BuqM uPpz$PpzpzG UpWB q0''WBqqpxz q-q$BuqM PzY uPdpzG x$VBW
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FATE OF OLD PHOENIX FACTORY BUILDI G RESOLVED 
At a special meeting this morning, the Grand Valley State 
University Board of Control unanimously adopted a special 
subcommittee recommendation calling for the razing of the old 
Phoenix factory building as soon as possible. Today's action 
concludes more than 18 months of work by the Board and University 
administrators to develop plans for use of the Steelcase gift of 
buildings and land to GVSU. 
The subcommittee concluded that it was not practicable to 
attempt to convert the building into a university classroom 
facilit , after reviewing a study by preservation architect 
Richard Frank as well as previous anal ses by the WBDC Group and 
Wold and Associates. In addition, the subcommittee Chair, GVSU 
Board Member William G. Reamon, Sr., met with the preservation 
architect to discuss questions raised by his report. 
The possibility of delaying demolition by finding a
temporary warehouse occupant was eliminated when it was pointed 
out that readying the Phoenix for any use would cost at least 
$600,000. That's the estimate for repairing the roof, sealing 
off an unused elevator shaft, installing heating and electrical 
systems, maintaining fire suppression systems, and making other 
-more-
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XVPzGBq WBk0pWBY UxW $VB UPXpyp$- $x XxzUxWu $x q$P$B PzY yxXPy 
H0pyYpzG PzY UpWB qPUB$- XxYBqD
oq P zB— x—zBWM l,b6 —x0yY HB WBk0pWBY $x HWpzG $VB sVxBzp: 
pz$x XxzUxWuPzXB —p$V Pyy P''ypXPHyB UpWB PzY H0pyYpzG XxYBqD
2VB q0HXxuup$$BB yBPWzBY $VP$ UxW $VB 6zp3BWqp$- $x HWBPd B3Bz xz 
$VBqB WB'PpW PzY uPpz$BzPzXB Xxq$qM p$ —x0yY VP3B VPY $x UpzY P 
$BzPz$ —pyypzG $x yBPqB $VB H0pyYpzG UxW Up3B -BPWq P$ FLDAA 'BW 
qk0PWB Uxx$ j  Yx0HyB $VB X0WWBz$ uPWdB$ WP$BD NBPWy- P VPyU 
Yx5Bz 'x$Bz$pPy $BzPz$q $x0WBY $VB H0pyYpzGM H0$ zxzB —Pq —pyypzG
$x qpGz P yBPqBD
gz Pz- B3Bz$M P U0W$VBW YByP- —Pq zx$ qBBz Pq 0qBU0yM pz 
3pB— xU $VB Uxyyx—pzG 'xpz$q WByP$BY $x $VB 'xqqpHpyp$- xU 
Xxz3BW$pzG $VB UPX$xW- $x XyPqqWxxuqr
j  g$ —x0yY Xxq$ $P:'P-BWq XxzqpYBWPHy- uxWB $x VBP$ PzY 
Xxxy $VB Xxz3BW$BY sVxBzp: H0pyYpzG $VPz UxW P Xxu'PWPHyB zB— 
UPXpyp$-D 2Vpq Xxq$ —x0yY HB 'BW'B$0PyM Pq yxzG Pq $VB H0pyYpzG 
q$xxYD gz xWYBW $x 'WBqBW3B $VB B:$BWpxWM $VB PWXVp$BX$ qPpY 
$VP$ $VB H0pyYpzG Xx0yY zx$ HB pzq0yP$BYD iBP$ —x0yY VP3B $x 
'Pqq $VWx0GV $VB —Pyyq pz xWYBW $x uPpz$Ppz $VB pz$BGWp$- xU $VB 
HWpXd—xWdD gz Pz- B3Bz$M $VB q$P$B xU fpXVpGPz WBk0pWBq $VP$ 
q$P$BEU0zYBY H0pyYpzGq HB pzq0yP$BY UxW Hx$V BUUpXpBzX- PzY
BXxzxu- WBPqxzqD
j  g$ pq P 3pxyP$pxz xU $VB q$P$B UpWB XxYB $x 0qB —xxY E 
q$W0X$0WPy uBuHBWq pz XyPqqWxxu H0pyYpzGqD 2VB sVxBzp: H0pyYpzG 
pq qx Xxzq$W0X$BYM PzY q0XV P 0qB —x0yY WBk0pWB $VB UpWB uPWqVPy
Phoenix Building 2 October 26, 1988 
changes required for the facilit  to conform to state and local 
building and fire safety codes. 
As a new owner, GVSU would be required to bring the Phoenix 
into conformance with all applicable fire and building codes. 
The subcommittee learned that for the University to break even on 
these repair and maintenance costs, it would have had to find a 
tenant willing to lease the building for five years at $3.00 per 
square foot -- double the current market rate. earl  a half 
dozen potential tenants toured the building, but none was willing 
to sign a lease. 
In any event, a further delay was not seen as useful, in 
view of the following points related to the possibility of 
converting the factory to classrooms: 
-- It would cost taxpayers considerably more to heat and 
cool the converted Phoenix building than for a comparable new 
facility. This cost would be perpetual, as long as the building 
stood. In order to preserve the exterior, the architect said 
that the building could not be insulated. Heat would have to 
pass through the walls in order to maintain the integrity of the 
brickwork. In any event, the state of Michigan requires that 
state-funded buildings be insulated for both efficiency and 
economy reasons. 
It is a violation of the state fire code to use wood-
structural members in classroom buildings. The Phoenix building 
is so constructed, and such a use would require the fire marshal 
-more-
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$x GWPz$ P —Pp3BWE
j  wzy- $VB B:$BWpxW xU $VB H0pyYpzG VPq PWXVp$BX$0WPy 
3Py0BM PzY p$ pq xzy- xzB xU qB3BWPy Vpq$xWpX U0Wzp$0WB UPX$xWpBq 
pz lWPzY vP'pYq —VpXV —BWB Xxzq$W0X$BY Y0WpzG $VB qPuB 'BWpxYD 
bxuB xU $VB x$VBW H0pyYpzGq PWB PX$0Pyy- q$pyy pz 0qB UxW 
U0Wzp$0WB uPz0UPX$0WpzGM PzY qxuB PWB PyWBPY- HBpzG WBq$xWBYD
j  2VB 6zp3BWqp$- VPY qx0GV$ $VB PY3pXB xU P z0uHBW xU q$P$B 
yP—uPdBWq WBGPWYpzG $VB 'xqqpHpyp$- xU xH$PpzpzG U0zYq UxW 
VxyYpzG PzY yP$BW Xxz3BW$pzG $VB H0pyYpzGD oU$BW WB3pB—pzG PzY 
B3Py0P$pzG $VB XpWX0uq$PzXBqM zxzB HBypB3BY $VB q$P$B —x0yY 
P''Wx3B Bp$VBW $VB FTAMAAA zBBYBY UxW VxyYpzG $VB H0pyYpzG 
$VWx0GV $VB XxupzG —pz$BW xW $VB FaEupyypxz 'y0q zBBYBY UxW 
U0$0WB WBq$xWP$pxz PzY Xxz3BWqpxzD tP$B yPq$ -BPWM l,b6 qx0GV$ 
U0zYq $x VxyY $VB b$x— PzY .P3pq H0pyYpzGqM H0$ $VB WBk0Bq$ —Pq 
WBmBX$BY H- Hx$V $VB tBGpqyP$0WB PzY $VB .B'PW$uBz$ xU fPzPGBuBz$ 
PzY n0YGB$D e0W$VBWM lWPzY ,PyyB- VPq zx Xxz$pzGBzX- U0zYq $Vpq 
-BPW UxW $VB sVxBzp: xW Pz- x$VBW '0W'xqBD
2VB sVxBzp: UPX$xW- H0pyYpzG —Pq xzB xU qB3BWPy q$W0X$0WBq 
Gp3Bz $x $VB 6zp3BWqp$- H- b$BByXPqB gzXDM Xxzqpq$pzG xU $VB b$x— 
PzY .P3pq 'Wx'BW$pBq PYmPXBz$ $x lWPzY ,PyyB-Oq lWPzY vP'pYq 
JPu'0q xz $VB 1Bq$ nPzdD 2VB H0pyYpzGq PWB HBpzG PYupzpq$BWBY H- 
6zp3BWqp$- sWx'BW$pBqM gzXD R6sgIM P zxzE'WxUp$ q0HqpYpPW- xU 
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Phoenix Building 3 October 26, 1988 
to grant a waiver. 
-- Only the exterior of the building has architectural 
value, and it is only one of several historic furniture factories 
in Grand Rapids which were constructed during the same period. 
some of the other buildings are actuall  still in use for 
furniture manufacturing, and some are already being restored. 
-- The University had sought the advice of a number of state 
lawmakers regarding the possibility of obtaining funds for 
holding and later converting the building. After reviewing and 
evaluating the circumstances, none believed the state would 
approve either the $250,000 needed for holding th~ building 
through the coming winter or the $9-million plus needed for 
future restoration and conversion. Late last year, GVSU sought 
funds to hold the Stow and Davis buildings, but the request was 
rejected by both the Legislature and the Department of Management 
and Budget. Further, Grand Valley has no contingency funds this 
year for the Phoenix or any other purpose. 
The Phoenix factory building was one of several structures 
given to the University by Steelcase Inc., consisting of the Stow 
and Davis properties adjacent to Grand Valley's Grand Rapids 
Campus on the West Bank. The buildings are being administered by 
University Properties, Inc. (UPI), a non-profit subsidiary of 
GVSU. 
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NEW TOPICS IN LECTURE SERIES ON ARAB-ISRAEL CONFLICT 
Two new topics have been added to GVSU's current public 
lecture series on the Arab-Israel conflict. Dr. Raymond Tanter, 
former National Security Council member and now a political 
science professor at the University of Michigan, will speak on 
the timely topic "The Israeli and American Elections and the 
Peace Process  on Monday, November 7. On November 14, he will 
speak on "The Palestinian Uprising and the Peace Process." 
Lectures are held from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m. at the university's 
Eberhard Center in downtown Grand Rapi s, and repeated from 7:30 
to 9:30 p.m. in the Frauenthal Center, Muskegon. 
The series will run through Monday, December 5, with 
Tanter•s colleague Professor Yury Polsky giving the remaining 
lectures. The entire series is open to the public free of 
charge. 
-END-
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IVAN ILLICH TO VISIT GVSU: PUBLIC LECTURES TO BE OFFERED 
Internationally recognized teacher, theologian, and 
independent thinker Ivan Illich will visit GVSU and Grand Rapids 
on November 20-22. 
Illich, a native of Vienna, is a former Catholic priest and 
monsignor who left the priesthood 20 years ago amidst controversy 
over a birth control program .in Puerto Rico, where he was serving 
as vice rector of the Catholic University. He later formed and 
is now director of the Center for Intercultural Documentation in 
Cuernavaca, .Mexico. 
Illich has written several books, including Deschooling 
Society. Medical Nemesis, and Gender. 
He will give two public addresses during his visit. 
DATE: 
TIME: 
PLACE: 
SUBJECT:
DATE: 
TIME: 
PLACE: 
SUBJECT:
Sund~y, November 20 
8 p.iu. 4 
Fountain Street Church 
"What Can We Do Abo t Improving the Human 
Condition in Today's Production/Consumption-
Oriented, Industriali ;zed Society?  
Monday, November 21 
1:30 p.m. 
Calder Fine Arts Center, GVSU Allendale Campus 
"What It Means to Be Educated" 
Both lectures are free and open to the public. 
-END-
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eKzGB42z 2U vGj7 5Gz;KBG7 
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sletJ Je8t5m1Y 
bmwt5c Js.J55Jem1 ,m b1l5lv, m1el1 mi sl1t, JVJ1e 
,m g859 b1l5telv, w9..l15
b2-K7x J'HP77PW2z l64zP2zWKyPKzG fPy NKyP74 jK-- "zG7Gy4 
g859 bzG7KWGy4 JzGyW eM wkHHGz7 jK4x P g2-WGyIl'H-G' mzWGz 2U 
sGzK4 Uz2' 4xG b2-K7x bG2"-GO7 1G"kH-KB 2y s2yWP:R v2;G'HGz 
AM
F,xK7 PjPzW K7 dK;Gy 42 b2-K7x PyW J'GzKBPy BK4K3Gy7 jx2 
xP;G 7KdyKUKBPy4-: "z2'24GW B22"GzP4K2y HG4jGGy b2-PyW PyW 4xG 
9yK4GW 54P4G7RF PBB2zWKyd 42 8KBG C2y7k- fGz3: .2z2jKGBR P 'G'HGz 
2U 4xG b2-K7x C2y7k-P4G Ky CxKBPd2M Ft HG-KG;G -G77 4xPy 4Gy 2U 
4xG7G PjPzW7 xP;G HGGy "zG7Gy4GW 7KyBG jG HGdPy 4xG "z2dzP' Ky 
ArhLRF xG PWWGWM .2z2jKGB PyW C2y7k- ,PWGk73 C3GzG;Ky7uK jK-- 
PBB2'"Py: 4xG P'HP77PW2z 42 4xG BGzG'2y:R 42 HG xG-W 2y g859O7 
J--GyWP-G CP'"k7M
J'HP77PW2z NKyP74 jK-- "zG7Gy4 4xG PjPzW 42 wkHHGz7 P4 P 
y22y BGzG'2y: 42 HG xG-W Ky NKzux2U CGy4GzM g859 UPBk-4: PyW 
74kWGy47 jx2 xP;G ;K7K4GW 2z 74kWKGW Ky b2-PyW jK-- HG Ky;K4GW 42 
P44GyW 4xG -kyBxG2y BGzG'2y:M
wkHHGz7 jP7 Ky74zk'Gy4P- Ky G74PH-K7xKyd g859O7 b2-K7x 
l6BxPydG bz2dzP' Ky ArhM lPBx UP--R 7G;GzP- UPBk-4: 'G'HGz7 
Uz2' 4xG JBPWG': 2U lB2y2'KB7 Ky NzPu2j B2'G 42 g859 42 B2yWkB4 
zG7GPzBx PyW 42 -GB4kzGn GPBx 7k''GzR g859 UPBk-4: PyW 74kWGy47
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POLISH AMBASSADOR TO PRESENT ORDER OF MERIT AWARD 
TO GVSU PRESIDENT LUBBERS 
Polish Ambassador Extraordinaire Jan Kinast will present 
GVSU President Arend D. Lubbers with a Golden-Emblem Order of 
Merit from the Polish People's Republic on Monday, November 21. 
"This award is given to Polish and American citizens who
have significantly promoted cooperation between Poland and the 
United States," according to Vice onsul Jer y Borowiec, a member 
of the Polish onsulate in hicago. ''I believe less than ten of 
these awards have been presented since we began the program in 
1974," he added. Borowiec and onsul Tadeusz zerevinski will 
accompan  the ambassador to the ceremony, to be held on GVSU's
Allendale ampus. 
Ambassador Kinast will present the award to Lubbers at a
noon ceremon  to be held in Kirkhof enter. GVSU faculty and 
students who have visited or studied in Poland will be invited to 
attend the luncheon ceremony. 
Lubbers was instrumental in establishing GVSU's Polish 
Exchange Program in 1975. Each fall, several faculty members 
from the Academy of Economics in Krakow come to GVSU to conduct 
research and to lecture; each summer, GVSU faculty and students 
-more-
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Polish Award -2- November 15, 1988 
visit Poland to participate in academic and cultural activities 
there. 
Members of the Grand Rapids Polish community have been 
invited to greet the Polish guests and join in honoring Lubbers 
at a reception to be held on November 21 from 5-6:30 p.m. in the 
L.V. Eberhard enter. The Polish Heritage Society is co-
sponsoring the event with GVSU. 
At the reception, a display of photographs and articles 
depicting "The Last 70 ears of Poland" will be unveiled. The 
40-piece collection is on loan from the Polish People's Republic 
and will be on display at the Eberhard enter through November 
28. 
Ambassador Kinast will be available for interview during the 
afternoon of November 28. all Sharon oeling at 895-2221 if you 
wish to schedule an interview time and/or attend the award 
ceremon  luncheon. 
-END-
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KELLOGG FOUNDATION GRANT TO FUND GROUNDWATER STUDIES
The W.K. Kellogg Foundation of Battle Creek has awarded a
three-year $580,680 grant to establish Grand Valley State 
University as the first regional hub for Groundwater E ucation in 
Michigan (GEM). GEM is a new statewide rogram headquartered at 
Michigan State University an  funded by the Foundation to im rove 
groundwater uality and human health through groundwater 
rotection rograms. The Foundation will also be selecting other 
regional sites throughout Michigan to be art of the rogram. 
GVSU's Water Resources Institute will a minister the GEM rogram 
in west Michigan. 
According to Water Resources Institute Director Ron War , 
"As a hub for GEM in west Michigan, we will be able to strengthen 
an  substantially expand our work in groundwater rotection, 
enhancement, an  e ucation." 
War escribed three current rojects which will imme iately 
benefit from the support rovided by the Kellogg Foun ation. 
1. The identification of west Michigan groundwater 
reservoirs. GVSU geology rofessor Norman TenBrink has eveloped 
a com uter rogram locating reservoirs in Ottawa County, lotting 
their characteristics, an  roviding etailed ma s showing the 
-more-
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irection of groundwater flow, as well as the robability an  
otential. for contamination. GVSU has sponsored various 
workshops to emonstrate the value of the ata to government 
officials, industry, an  teachers. Ottawa County uses the 
information to lan future land use. The Kellogg grant will 
enable WRI to increase the number of workshops and expand the 
atabase to include Kent an  Muskegon counties. 
2. The expansion of e ucation about water resources in K-12
schools as well as among the general ublic. Professor Melvin 
Northup is conducting research on com uter a plications for 
a uatic e ucation. His work has led to the installation of a
microcomputer with monitoring an  interactive capabilities aboard 
the D.J. Angus, GVSU's research vessel. 
The Kellogg grant will enable GVSU to focus on similar 
com uter a plications for groundwater e ucation at the K--12 
levels. Plans also call for ublic exhibitions on groundwater 
e ucation at fairs an  festivals throughout west Michigan. 
3. The strengthening of groundwater communication 
technology for rofessionals in both the ublic an  rivate 
sectors. GVSU Professor E ward Baum has been eveloping a method 
of converting vast amounts of groundwater ata into an 
un erstandable graphic format to rovide information on water 
chemistry an  the environmental im act of articular land uses. 
The Kellogg grant will enable Baum to communicate his findings to 
a broader ublic including lanners, government officials, an  
-more-
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War said, "Other needed groundwater research, e ucation, 
and ublic information activities by Grand Valley's Water 
Resources Institute will be ma e ossible as a result of this 
farsighted rogram of the Kellogg Foun ation." 
The W.K. Kellogg Foun ation, established in 1931 to "help 
eople help themselves," has istributed more than $1 billion in 
support of rograms in agriculture, e ucation and health. Areas 
of em hasis within those broad fields include a ult continuing 
e ucation; community-based, roblem-focused health services; a
wholesome food supply; an  broadening leadership capacity of 
individuals. Projects in o ortunities for youth are 
concentrated mainly in Michigan; support for economic evelopment 
rojects is rovided only in Michigan. 
The Foundation is today among the largest rivate 
hilanthropic organizations in the world. It supports rograms 
in the United States, Latin America, the Caribbean, and southern 
African countries. Limited worldwide involvement is achieved 
through international networks of activities related to the 
Foundation's rogramming interests. 
-END-
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OF EVENTS 
Public Relations Office 
26 Zumberge Library 
Allendale. Michigan 49401
616-895-3221 or 895-7112 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE Sharon Coeling 
Director of News Services 
November 17, 1988 
Calendar of Events 
e e ber 
Friday, December 2 
8 p.m.: Choral Concert featuring the GVSU Singers, Festival 
Chorale, GVSU Madrigals, and Music in Motion. Ellen Pool, 
conductor. 
A mass choir consisting of singers in all the groups will 
perform Daniel Pinkham's "Christmas Cantata," accompanied by 
a brass ensemble. The Festival Chorale will perform 
"Magnificat" by Perti; and portions of "Ceremony of Carols" 
by Benjamin Britten. Guest accompanists will be David 
Dettloff, pianist, and Dorothy Applebach, organist. 
The concert is free and will be held in the Calder Fine Arts 
Center. 
Tuesday, December 6 
8 p.m.: concert. University-Community Orchestra. Lee 
Copenhaver, conductor. Guest organ soloist Dorothy Applebach 
will perform "Organ Concerto #2 in B-flat" by Handel. 
Orchestra will perform an arrangement of Bach's Passacaglia 
and Fugue in C Minor by Stokowski and 11Dienatli, 11 an 
arrangement of Christmas carols by Samuel Barber. The GVSU 
Singers and the Festival Chorale will join the orchestra for 
a performance of Vaughan Williams' "Serenade to Music." 
The concert is free and will be held in the Calder Fine Arts 
Center. 
Monday, December 12 - Friday, December 16 
10 a.m.-5 p.m., weekdays; til 7 p.m. on Thursdays: Art 
Exhibit. Work of BFA students. Calder Art Gallery. 
-END-
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FOR ER SPY TO SPEAK ON ESPIONAGE AND TERRORIS  
Controversial author and former spy Peter James will be a
guest speaker at GVSU on Wednesday, November 30. He will give a
slide-illustrated presentation on "International Espionage and 
Terrorism" at 9 p.m. in Kirkhof Center on GVSU's Allendale 
Campus. The lecture is free and open to the public. 
After gra uating from Case Institute of Technology in 
Cleveland in 1962, James went to work as a rocket engineer for 
Pratt and Whitney Aircraft in West Palm Beach, Florida. 
As the company's first foreign technology expert, he became 
involved with the CIA. Using professional scientific conferences 
around the world as his cover, he met with Russian scientists, 
engineers, and espionage agents. 
Pratt and Whitney fired James in 1971 because of his 
intentions to expose corruption he had found within the military-
industrial complex. His revelations led to Congressional 
inquiries and the eventual curtailment of some of the Defense 
Secretary's intelligence operations. 
James also cooperated with Senator Sam Ervin's Watergate 
Committee, Senator Frank Church's Select Committee on
Intelligence, the Senate Foreign Relations committee, and 
-more-
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-2- November 2 , 1988 
numerous senators and congressmen in an attempt to expose 
questionable government operations. 
James has written two books: Soviet Conquest From Space and 
The Air Force Mafia. 
He travels around the country urging Americans to "control 
their own destiny by becoming involved in our democrac ." 
EDIA ADVISORY 
Peter James will be available for interview during the afternoon 
of November 30. Call Sharon Coeling at 895-2221 if you would 
like to schedule an interview time. 
-END-
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NEWS RELEASE 
CONTACTS: 
Gray M. Lerchen 
Director of Administration 
Mueller Furniture Corporation 
451-2500 
DATE: November 28, 1988 
Douglas J. Smith 
Vice President 
University Properties Inc. 
242-6634 
,, 
MUELLER FURNITURE TO LEASE GVSU DOWNTOWN PROPERTY 
In a joint news conference today, the Presidents of Mueller 
Furniture Corporation and Grand Valley State University announced 
an eight-year lease agreement under which Mueller will move its 
entire Holland operation to one of the former Stow and Davis 
buildings on the university's Grand Rapids campus. 
The facility, located at 400 West Fulton Street, is expected 
to employ as many as 120 mill and assembly workers by March of 
1989, according to Mueller President Thatcher W. Rea, Jr. Eighty 
of those positions will be moved from the Holland operation. 
"This move will help consolidate a furniture corporation 
that has been in existence since 1892," Rea said. "The new
location will house our finish mill, table assembly, and 
casegoods parts storage areas. This relocation to the Grand 
Rapids area constitutes the growing commitment of Mueller 
Furniture Corporation not only to the wood furniture industry but 
to the city of Grand Rapids." 
According to GVSU President Arend D. Lubbers, the 
university has been seeking a way to put the property to the best 
possible use since Steelcase donated it to GVSU last year. The 
-more-
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Mueller -2- November 28, 1988 
buildings are adjacent to GVSU's Grand Rapids Campus at Fulton 
and Front Streets. 
"This arrangement with Mueller has the advantage of 
continuing the building as a wood furniture manufacturing 
facility as well as maintaining the business growth trend on the 
west side of Grand Rapids." 
Rea says he's looking forward to the opportunities the new
location will afford. 
"1989 promises to be an exciting year of growth for ,Mueller 
Furniture Corporation following a year of record sales in 1988," 
Rea said. "We're proud to be a part of downtown Grand Rapids." 
-END-" 
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GVSU TO HONOR HOLOCAUST SURVIVORS 
Grand Valley State University will honor local Holocaust 
survivors at a special convocation ceremony to be held on
Wednesday, December 7 (Pearl Harbor Day), at 12 noon in Kirkhof 
Center on the Allendale campus. The public is invited to attend. 
Doctor of Humane Letters degrees will be awarded to Grand 
Rapids businessman David Mandel, a survivor of Auschwitz, and 
Adriana and Peter Termaat, a local couple who served in the Dutch 
underground movement during World War II. 
For the past three years, Mandel and the Termaats have 
served as guest speakers for a GVSU political science class 
entitled "Human Aggression and Cooperation." 
When Mandel was 15 years old he and his family were forced 
from their Czechoslovakian home and sent to Auschwitz. Only 
three family members survived. 
The Termaats, in their work with the Dutch underground, 
found hiding places for hundreds of Jews, as well as Allied 
pilots who had been shot down, and Dutch men fleeing labor camps. 
In 1986, Israel awarded them the Medal of the Righteous Gentile. 
MEDIA ADVISORY 
The Termaats and Mandel will be available for interview briefly. 
Call Sharon Coeling at 895-2221 if you're interested. 
-END-
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PLANS PROGRESSING FOR NEW LIFE SCIENCES BUILDING AT GVSU 
Plans for a new Life Sciences Building on the Allen ale 
campus of Grand Valley State University took a step forward today 
when the university's Board of Control approved the selection of 
an architect for the project. 
The Board unanimously approved the selection of the joint 
venture of Design Plus, R.L. Wold & Associates, and Progressive 
Architects Engineers Planners Inc. to design the building. All 
three firms are located in Grand Rapids. 
Following expected approval of the recommendation by the 
Joint Capital Outlay Subcommittee of the State Legislature on
December 15, architects will begin designing preliminary plans 
for the facility. Those plans will be presented at the Board of 
Control meeting next May. 
The $16-million building will contain cla srooms, 
laboratories, and other facilities for science instruction at 
GVSU. 
-END-
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GVSU BO RD PPROVES MASTERS PROGRAM IN PHYSIC L THERAPY 
t a meeting today, the GVSU Board of Control approved a
resolution establishing a Master of Sciences in Physical Therapy 
Degree Program. The university is one of only three institutions 
in Michigan offering a degree program in physical therapy. ll 
are in the process of establishing masters programs to supplant 
their current bachelors programs. 
P. Douglas Kindschi, Dean of Science and Mathematics at 
GVSU, cited the growing need of society for more highly trained 
physical therapists and the professional criteria required to 
practice physical therapy, as reasons for establishing the 
advanced degree program. 
The Masters in Physical Therapy Program will begin in the 
fall 1991 semester, with students enrolled in Grand Valley's 
current physical therapy program eligible to continue into the 
expanded degree program. 
-END-
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Calendar of Events 
nuary 
Monday, January 9 - Friday, February 3 · 
10 a.m.-5 p.m., weekdays; til 7 p.m. on Thursdays: Art 
Exhibit. Recent senior theses in photography from the GVSU 
School of Communications. Opening reception on Wednesday, 
January 11, 4-6 p.m. Calder Art Gallery. 
-END-
